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Multipath fading is one of the most challenging problems in wireless systems.
It is a normal result to the multipath propagation nature of wireless channels.
Relay networks in which a relay or a set of relays are employed to help a source
node sending its message to destination is an efficient technique used to provide
space diversity. Another critical problem in wireless channels is the interference,
which is a natural result to the dense re-use of spectrum between cells. In relay
networks where all relays may use the same frequency band, the interference effect
could be more severe on system performance compared to the noise effect. In
this thesis, we propose two low-complexity relay selection schemes. By using the
moment generating function approach and the statistics of signal at the output
of destination combiner, we analyze the system outage and error performance
xviii
with these selection schemes. Also, we evaluate the interference effect on the
performance of relay systems employing these relaying schemes in addition to the
well-known opportunistic and N th-best relaying. By employing the statistics of
signals at the first hop channels of relays and the conditional statistics of signal
at the output of destination combiner, we derive the outage probability of such
systems. Finally, we study the impact of interference on the outage and error
performance of single relay systems over various fading environments where the
statistics of the signal at the destination are used to derive these measures. In
most of previous analysis, the system performance is studied at high values of
signal-to-noise ratio where the diversity order and coding gain are derived and
analyzed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
In wireless networks, the multipath propagation phenomenon of wireless channels
is the main cause for signal fading. Such channel impairment can be mitigated
using diversity [1]. Space or multiple antennas diversity is particularly an attrac-
tive technique to deal with such channel impairment. It relies on the principle
that the signals transmitted from geographically-spaced transmitters and/or to
geographically-spaced receivers, experience independent fading. Other forms of
diversity, e.g., frequency and time diversity can be combined with the space di-
versity as a way to gain more performance enhancement. Although, dramatic
performance gains can be offered by having it alone when other diversity types
are not available. In conventional space diversity, a physical array of antennas is
implemented on either the transmit side or the receive side, or even on both. From
practical point of view, especially, in the uplink channel of a cellular system, having
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multiple antennas in a mobile station (MS) is impractical due to size, complexity,
and extra power they need. The idea of user cooperation came as a promising
technique to solve such problem. In this technique, two users or more cooperate
with each others in conducting their data transmission. A study that introduces
this technique was presented in [2]. In that paper, the authors introduced the
idea of user cooperation in a coded cooperative system where convolutional codes
were used.
In contrast to the conventional space diversity forms, like the physical arrays
[3], [4], the classical relay channel model [5] was used in [6] to provide the space di-
versity. In the proposed system, a collection of distributed antennas belonging to
multiple terminals are exploited to provide space diversity, each terminal with its
own information to transmit. This form of space diversity is also known as coop-
erative diversity (user cooperation diversity of [7]). This is because the terminals
share their antennas and other resources to create a “virtual array” and perform
their own transmissions and help in that belong to the others. Currently, several
relaying schemes and protocols are being used in practice [6]. Among the relaying
schemes are the amplify-and-forward (AF) and the decode-and-forward (DF) [6].
In AF scheme, the relay simply amplifies the source message before forwarding
it to destination. In DF scheme, some signal processing need to be performed
by the relay before the message being forwarded to destination. In general, the
AF systems are classified into two subcategories, the channel-state information
(CSI)-based gain relays, which use the instantaneous CSI from the previous hop,
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and the fixed-gain relays, which introduce a fixed gain in forwarding the source
messages. The CSI-assisted AF relay system requires a continuous estimation of
the channel fading amplitudes to produce its gain and to limit the output power
of the relay. In contrast, the fixed-gain relay system introduces a fixed scale to
the received message regardless of the fading amplitudes which leads to a vari-
able signal power at the relay output. This subcategory has a lower complexity
compared to the former type.
In addition to the relaying schemes, several relaying protocols exist in practice
[6]. They are mainly divided into three types, fixed, selection, and incremental
relaying. In fixed relaying, the relays are allowed to forward the source mes-
sage to destination after either amplifying it according to their power constraint,
or after decoding and re-encoding operations applied on message before being
forwarded. In selection relaying, the relays are chosen to be either cooperative
or non-cooperative according to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measurements of
their channels. Finally, in incremental relaying, the relay is asked to cooperate
based on a limited feedback from the destination to the source and according
to the need of that cooperation. Compared to the former ones, the incremental
relaying can enhance the spectral efficiency of a relay system.
Recently, several relaying schemes have been proposed, among which is the
best relay or opportunistic relaying [8]. In this scheme, the relay with the best
end-to-end (e2e) SNR is selected among other relays to forward the source message
to destination. This scheme is optimum in the sense that the best relay is being
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selected all the time. A crucial requirement for this scheme is that channels of all
relays need to be estimated each time of transmission for best relay to be selected.
This means a heavy load of channel estimations and hence, a highly complicated
system. Another relaying scheme is the partial relaying [9]-[11]. In such scheme, a
partial knowledge of the relay channels is required to perform the relay selection.
Such condition is existed in ad-hoc networks where only neighboring (one hop)
channel information is available to the nodes. Compared to channel estimation
load in opportunistic relaying, half that load is required in the partial relaying
scheme. A new relay selection scheme was presented and analyzed in [12]-[14].
This scheme is called the N th-best relaying and it is efficient for situations where
the best relay is involved in some scheduling or load balancing duties. In this
scheme, the second or even the N th best relay which has the highest e2e SNR is
selected to forward the source message to destination. In this dissertation, we pro-
pose and evaluate the performance of two low-complexity relay selection schemes
for dual-hop fixed gain AF relay systems. We also study the performance of such
system at high SNR regime. The proposed schemes are based on the well-known
switch-and-examine diversity combining (SEC) and switch-and-examine diversity
combining with post examining selection (SECps) techniques. Such techniques
proved their effectiveness as low-complexity antenna selection schemes in space
diversity systems [15]. The aim of proposing these schemes is to reduce the re-
quired number of channels estimations compared to other relaying schemes as the
opportunistic and partial relaying. In the proposed schemes, the first checked
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relay whose e2e SNR satisfies a predetermined switching threshold is selected in-
stead of the best relay to forward the source message to destination. Hence, the
channels of only one relay are required to be estimated each transmission time.
This saves the battery life of relays, reduces the power consumption, and hence,
reducing the system complexity. Our contribution in this area of research is shown
in figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Our contribution in the area of relay selection schemes.
In general, the interference effect on the performance of relay networks with
multiple relays is not widely studied. Recently, more attention has been given to
evaluate such effect in multi-relay DF relay systems. In [16], the outage perfor-
mance of a relay system with multiple relays and in the presence of interference at
the relay and destination nodes was studied assuming Nakagami-m fading chan-
nels. Other key papers on cooperative systems with multiple relays and oppor-
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tunistic relaying are the ones presented in [17], [18]. Particularly, in [17], Kim et
al. evaluated the outage performance of an opportunistic DF relay system with in-
terference at the relays and destination nodes. In [18], the outage and error perfor-
mance of a regular DF relay system with interference at the relays and destination
was evaluated assuming Rayleigh fading channels. The relays which successfully
decode the source message in the first phase of communications forward it to the
destination in the second phase. As mentioned before, the opportunistic relaying
suffers from a heavy load of channel estimations. The lack of strong studies that
evaluate the performance of multi-relay cooperative systems with interference at
the relays and destination motivates us to contribute in this area of research. In
this dissertation, we propose the low-complexity SEC and SECps relaying schemes
for dual-hop DF relay systems with interference at the relays and destination as
an alternative to the opportunistic relaying scheme. According to the proposed
schemes, the first checked relay whose second hop channel’s SNR satisfies a cer-
tain switching threshold is selected among other relays who successfully decode
the source message in the first phase of communications to forward a re-encoded
version of the message to destination in the second phase. In order to get more
about system insights, we study the system performance at high SNR regime.
In this dissertation, we improve the work presented in [16] where the conven-
tional DF relaying is extended to an opportunistic DF relaying by using different
approach than the moment generating function (MGF) approach used in that
paper. Using the best relay selection scheme reduces the amount of cooperation
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overheads and enhances the system spectral efficiency. Furthermore, we evalu-
ate the system behavior at the high SNR regime where more insights about the
system performance like the diversity order and coding gain are provided. As
mentioned before, an efficient relay selection scheme for situations where the best
relay is unavailable for cooperation is the N th-best relay selection scheme [12].
In this dissertation, we propose this scheme for dual-hop DF relay systems with
interference at the relays and destination and evaluate the outage performance of
such systems over Rayleigh fading channels. In the proposed scheme, the relay
with the second or even the N th best second hop SNR is selected to forward the
source message to destination. This scheme simplifies to the scheme of best relay
or opportunistic relaying when N = 1. We also analyze the system performance
at high SNR regime where approximate expressions for the outage probability,
diversity order, and the coding gain are provided and analyzed. Our contribution
in this area of research is shown in figure 1.2.
In relay systems, considering the interference at the destination node is par-
ticularly relevant to time-division multiple-access (TDMA) systems in which a
single time-slot is shared by many relays [19]. Recently, a lot of work has studied
such phenomenon, among which are the papers in [20], [21]. In [20], closed-form
expressions for both the outage and asymptotic outage probability of fixed-gain
AF and DF relay systems in Rayleigh fading environments were evaluated. In
[21], exact expressions for both the outage and asymptotic outage probability
and symbol error probability (SEP) were derived with all links assumed to fol-
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Figure 1.2: Our contribution in the area of DF relay systems with interference at
the relays and destination.
low Nakagami-m distribution. Most of the research on single relay systems with
interference at the destination node assumed Rayleigh or Nakagami-m fading en-
vironments. It is important to notice that in situations where line-of-sight (LOS)
components exist in the system under investigation, the Rayleigh and Nakagami-
m assumptions may not reflect the accurate behavior of the studied systems. In
this dissertation, we evaluate the outage probability and SEP for single-relay AF
systems with various fading environments, Rician/Nakagmi-m, Rician/ Rician,
and Nakagami-m/Rician. Furthermore, in order to get more about the system
insights, we evaluate the asymptotic system performance at high SNR values for
special cases of the proposed fading scenarios. The asymptotic outage probabil-
ity and SEP in addition to the diversity order and coding gain are derived and
compared. Our contribution in this area of research is shown in figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Our contribution in the area of single-relay AF relay systems with
interference at the destination.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The topics of multipath fading,
diversity, and relay networks are briefly explained in Section 1.2. Section 1.3
explains the dissertation contributions. Finally, the dissertation outline is given
in Section 1.4.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Multipath Fading
Radiowave propagation through wireless channels is a complicated phenomenon
characterized by various effects such as multipath and shadowing [22]. To deal
with such effects, some statistical models and characterizations are required. If
an extremely short pulse is transmitted over a time-varying multipath channel,
the received signal will be a train of pulses [1]. Hence, one characteristic of
a multipath medium is the time spread in the signal transmitted through that
medium. A second characteristic is due to the time variations in the structure
or nature of the medium. That is, if the same pulse is resent again for several
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times, some changes in the received pulse train shall be observed. Such changes
include, pulses size, delay between pulses, and number of pulses. This is called
the impulse dispersion. The unpredictability nature of these variations bounds
for a statistical modeling of the time-variant multipath channels.
As mentioned earlier, due to the multipath propagation, the received signal
consists of an infinite sum of attenuated, delayed, and phase-shifted replicas of
the transmitted signal, each influencing each other [23]. According to the phase
of each component, the superposition can be constructive or destructive. Besides
the multipath propagation, also the Doppler effect has a negative effect on the
transmission characteristics of a mobile radio channel. Due to the movement
of the communicating unit, the Doppler effect causes a frequency shift on each
component of the received signal. When a received signal experiences a fading
during its transmission, both its envelope and phase fluctuate over time. For
coherent modulations, the change in signal phase can severely degrade the system
performance. In such systems, some measures are taken to compensate for such
effects. In systems where noncoherent modulations are used, the changes in signal
phase due to fading have no effect on system performance. The coherent systems
where the phase variations are assumed to be fully compensated for are called
ideal coherent systems. Hence, in ideal coherent and noncoherent modulation
systems, only the statistics of the fading envelope is required for evaluating the
system performance.
In general, the fading can be classified in time domain into two types, slow and
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fast fading. The distinction between these two types is important for the mathe-
matical modeling of the fading channel and for evaluating the system performance.
This notation is related to the coherence time, Tc, of the fading channel, which
measures the period of time after which the correlation function of two samples
of the channel response taken at the same frequency but different time instants
drops below a certain predetermined threshold. The fading is said to be slow if the
symbol time duration Ts is smaller than the channel coherence time Tc; otherwise,
it is considered to be fast fading. In slow fading, any fade level will affect many
successive symbols which results in burst errors; whereas, in fast fading, the fade
effect will differ from one symbol to the other.
Another classification of channel fading is in the frequency domain. Here, the
fading channel is classified according to its frequency selectivity characteristic to
either a frequency-nonselective (flat) channel or frequency selective channel. If all
frequency components of a transmitted signal are affected in the same manner, in
this case, the channel is said to be frequency-nonselective or frequency-flat. This
is the case for narrowband systems, where the transmitted signal bandwidth is
much smaller than the channel coherence bandwidth fc. This bandwidth measures
the frequency bandwidth over which the correlation function of two samples of
the channel response taken at the same time but different frequencies falls below a
suitable value. On the other hand, in the case where all frequency components of
a transmitted signal are affected with different amplitude gains and phase shifts,
in this case, the fading channel is said to be frequency-selective. This usually
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happens in the wideband systems where the bandwidth of the transmitted signal
is bigger than the channel coherence bandwidth.
Due to the fast time variations in fading channel, a combination of delayed,
reflected, scattered, and diffracted signal components reach the receiver. This
combination could be constructive or destructive. Such type of fading is relatively
fast and is therefore responsible for the short-term signal variations. Depending
on the nature of the fading environment, several models are used to characterize
the statistical behavior of the multipath fading envelope.
The Rayleigh distribution is usually used to model channels where there is
no direct LOS path between the transmitter and the receiver [22]. In this case,
the amplitude of the channel fading is a random variable and has the following
probability density function (PDF)
fα(α) =
2α
Ω
exp
(
−α
2
Ω
)
, α ≥ 0, (1.1)
and hence, the instantaneous SNR per symbol of the channel γ has an exponential
distribution given by
fγ(γ) =
1
γ¯
exp
(
−γ
γ¯
)
, γ ≥ 0. (1.2)
Also, the Rayleigh fading model applies to the propagation of reflected and
refracted paths through the troposphere and ionosphere, and to ship-to-ship radio
links.
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Nakagami-m fading PDF is in essence a chi-square distribution given by
fα(α) =
2mmα2m−1
ΩmΓ(m)
exp
(
−mα
2
Ω
)
, α ≥ 0, (1.3)
where m is the Nakagami-m fading parameter, which ranges from 1
2
to ∞. The
SNR per symbol γ is distributed according to a gamma distribution given by
fγ(γ) =
mmγm−1
γ¯mΓ(m)
exp
(
−mγ
γ¯
)
, γ ≥ 0, (1.4)
which reduces to Rayleigh fading when m=1. The Nakagami-m distribution often
gives the best fit to land-mobile and indoor-mobile multipath propagation, as well
as scintillating ionospheric radio links.
The Rician distribution is often used to model the propagation paths that con-
sist of one strong direct LOS component and many random weaker components.
Here, the channel fading amplitude has a distribution given by
fα(α) =
2(1 +K)e−Kα
Ω
exp
(
−(1 +K)α
2
Ω
)
I0
(
2α
√
K(1 +K)
Ω
)
, α ≥ 0,
(1.5)
where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first type and order 0, and K is
the Rician fading parameter and ranges from 0 to ∞, and it corresponds to the
ratio of the power of the LOS component to the average power of the scattered
component. The SNR per symbol γ has a noncentral chi-square distribution given
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by
fγ(γ) =
(1 +K)e−K
γ¯
exp
(
−(1 +K)γ
γ¯
)
I0
(
2
√
K(1 +K)γ
γ¯
)
, γ ≥ 0. (1.6)
The Rician distribution spans the range from Rayleigh fading (K=0) to no
fading (constant amplitude) (K=∞). This type of fading is typically observed in
the first resolvable LOS paths of microcellular urban and suburban land-mobile,
picocellular indoor, and factory environments. It also applies to the dominant
LOS path of satellite and ship-to-ship radio links.?
1.2.2 Diversity
In wireless systems, having a transmitted signal in a deep fade increases the prob-
ability of receiving an erroneous signal at the receiver. Diversity is one way to
combat such a problem by providing the receiver with multiple copies of the same
transmitted signal. If p is the probability that any transmitted signal will fade
below some critical value, then pL is the probability that L independently fading
replicas of the same signal will fade below that critical value.
There are several ways by which the receiver can be provided with a set of
independently faded copies of the same information-bearing signal. One popular
method is the frequency diversity. In this method, several copies of the signal are
sent on a set of independently faded carriers with a frequency separation between
any two successive carriers being larger than the channel coherence bandwidth
fc. A second method is to send multiple copies of the same signal on a set
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of independently faded time slots with a time separation between the successive
time slots being greater than the channel coherence time Tc. This method is called
time diversity. One may view the transmission of the same information either at
different frequencies or different time slots or at both as a simple form of repetition
coding. The separation between carriers fc and between time slots Tc is basically
a form of block-interleaving the bits in the repetition code in an attempt to break
up the error bursts and thus, to obtain independent errors. Another commonly
used method is the space or antenna diversity. In this technique, two or more
antennas are used to send and/or to receive multiple replicas of the same signal.
It is based on the idea that sending or receiving a signal using geographically-
spaced antennas will result in independently faded copies of this signal. This
method can be implemented at the transmit side (transmit space diversity) or at
the receive side (receive space diversity) or at both. The antenna elements must
be spaced sufficiently far apart that the multipath components in the signal have
significantly different propagation delay at the antennas. Usually, a separation of
a few wavelengthes is required between two antennas in order to obtain signals
that fade independently.
1.2.3 Relay Networks
As mentioned earlier, several methods are practically used to provide diversity in
wireless systems, among which is the space diversity in which two or more antennas
are implemented at either the transmit side, the receive side, or at both. From
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practical point of view and, especially, in communications where a MS is involved
in the communication process, having multiple antennas at the MS is impractical
due to size, power, and complexity limitations. A promising technique to deal
with such situation is to provide space diversity via cooperation between users.
In this technique, in addition to sending their own messages, the users can utilize
their antennas to help other colleagues in sending their messages. This idea is
then extended to relay systems where one or more relays are used intentionally to
help system users in performing their transmissions.
Recently, different topics in cooperative or relay networks have been opened
for research work. Among these areas are the relaying scheme design, relaying
protocols, relay selection, adaptive transmission, multiple antennas cooperative
systems, multiuser cooperative networks, and combining techniques at the receive
side. The most common relaying schemes are the AF and the DF relaying. Among
the relaying protocols are the fixed relaying where a set of relays are used to
forward the source message, the selection relaying where a relay or a number of
relays are chosen to do the relaying process, and the incremental relaying where the
relay or a number of relays are asked to cooperate according to the quality of the
direct link. In systems where multiple relays are used, several selections schemes
have been proposed. One popular scheme is the opportunistic relaying where only
the best relay is chosen to do the relaying process. The relay selection criterion
may depend on the quality of the first hop or the second hop, or it could depend
on a certain SNR threshold. The adaptive modulation has been also introduced
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in relay systems where the transmission rate is determined according the quality
of system channels. Some authors have introduced the technique of multiple
antennas to cooperative systems at either the source, the relay, the destination,
or any combination of them. Recently, the topic of multiuser cooperative networks
has been studied by many researchers. In these networks, the relays cooperate
in receiving or forwarding signals to more than one node. Finally, the way the
signals on the direct link and the relay pathes are combined at the destination has
been studied in many papers. Among these techniques are the selection combining
(SC), maximal-ratio combining (MRC), and the equal-gain combining (EGC).
1.3 Dissertation Contributions
In the area of relay selection schemes, we propose the SEC and SECps low-
complexity relaying schemes. Compared to the opportunistic relaying scheme as
an example, smaller number of channel estimations are required in the proposed
relaying schemes. Firstly, we propose these schemes for dual-hop CSI-assisted
AF relay systems where closed-form expressions for the system outage probability
and SEP are derived assuming Rayleigh fading channels. In addition, the system
performance is studied at high SNR regime where approximate expressions for the
outage probability, diversity order, and the coding gain are evaluated and ana-
lyzed. Main results prove the effectiveness of the proposed schemes in reducing the
required number of channel estimations and hence, reducing the system complex-
ity. Also, findings show that the maximum gain achieved in system performance
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happens in the range of SNR values that are comparable to the switching thresh-
old. On the other hand, asymptotic results illustrate that the diversity order of
the studied AF relay system with the proposed schemes is fixed at 2 and is not
affected by the number of relays.
In the area of multi-relay dual-hop DF relay systems, we evaluate the outage
performance of an opportunistic DF relay system with interference at the relays
and destination assuming Nakagami-m fading environments. The main contribu-
tion of this work is that it is the first work in this area that evaluates the exact
outage probability of such systems over Nakagami-m fading channels. Another
contribution is that we evaluate the system behavior at the high SNR regime
where more insights about the system performance like the diversity order and
coding gain are provided. Main results illustrate that under the condition of finite
number of interferers of finite powers, the system can still achieve full diversity
order; whereas, a noise floor appears in the results and hence, a zero diversity
gain is achieved when the interference power scales with SNR. Other results show
that the interference at the destination is more severe on the system performance
compared to that at the relay node.
Another contribution in the area of multi-relay DF relay systems with inter-
ference at the relays and destination is the proposed N th-best relaying scheme.
We propose and analyze the performance of this relaying scheme which is efficient
in situations where the best relay is involved in some load balancing or scheduling
duties in other parts of the network. We derive exact closed-form expression for
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the system outage probability assuming Rayleigh fading channels. The system
performance is also studied at high SNR regime. Main findings illustrate that the
outage probability increases as the order of relay increases. Also, results show
that the diversity order linearly increases with the number of relays and linearly
decreases with the order of the relay. In addition, asymptotic results illustrate
that the system is still able to achieve full diversity gain in the presence of finite
number of interferers of finite powers. Finally, findings show that the diversity
order linearly increases with the number of active relays although one relay is
being used only.
Another addition to the area of DF relay systems with interference at the re-
lays and destination is the proposed SEC and SECps relaying schemes to select
between relays in such systems. We derive exact closed-form expression for the
system outage probability assuming Rayleigh fading channels. Furthermore, we
study the system performance at high SNR values where approximate expressions
for the outage probability, diversity order, and the coding gain are derived and
analyzed. Results show that the proposed schemes prove their effectiveness in
reducing the system complexity compared to the opportunistic relaying scheme.
Findings illustrate that for fixed number of interferers of fixed power or equiva-
lently, when the interference power does not scale with SNR, the system can still
achieve diversity gain; especially, in the range of SNR that is comparable to the
switching threshold. Also, asymptotic results show that the system achieves the
same diversity order which is 2 and approximately the same coding gain for the
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cases of SEC and SECps relaying schemes. Finally, findings illustrate the severe
effect of interference on the gain achieved by the SECps relaying scheme compared
to the conventional SEC scheme.
The last research area we contribute in is the dual-hop fixed-gain AF relay
systems with single relay and interference-limited destination. In this avenue, we
evaluate the performance of such systems considering some new fading environ-
ments for the desired user channels and the interferers’ channels. These scenarios
are: Rician/Nakagami-m, Rician/Rician, and Nakagami-m/Rician. The consid-
ered fading scenarios are useful for situations where a LOS component is involved
in the communications as in micro-cellular mobile and indoor radio systems. We
derive approximate expressions for the outage probability and the SEP for all
proposed fading models. Furthermore, we study the system performance of some
special cases of the proposed scenarios at high SNR regime. Main results show
that with different fading models for the interferers’ channels, the interference is
only affecting the system behavior through the coding gain without affecting the
diversity order of the system. Finally, findings illustrate that approximating the
Rician fading model by the Nakagami-m model does not give accurate results at
least in our presented study.
1.4 Dissertation Outline
In Chapter 2, the performance of a CSI-assisted AF relay system with the SEC
and SECps-based relaying schemes is evaluated assuming Rayleigh fading chan-
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nels. We derive expressions for the outage probability and SEP using an upper
bound on the SNR of a relay path. The asymptotic high SNR behavior of the
system is also studied via deriving approximate expressions for the outage proba-
bility, diversity order, and coding gain. Furthermore, flowcharts for the proposed
relaying protocols are provided in this chapter.
In Chapter 3, we propose the SEC and SECps-based relaying schemes for DF
relay systems with interference at the relays and destination. We derive exact
closed-form expression for the outage probability assuming Rayleigh fading chan-
nels for all links in the system. Furthermore, we study the system performance
at high SNR values where approximate expressions for the outage probability, di-
versity order, and the coding gain are derived and analyzed. Flowcharts for the
proposed relaying protocols are also provided and explained. The special case
where there is no interference is also considered in this chapter where closed-form
expression for the system outage probability is derived.
Chapter 4 studies the interference effect at both the relay and destination
nodes on the performance of an opportunistic best relay DF relay system assuming
Nakagami-m fading channels. Also, we study the system behavior at high SNR
values and derive approximate expressions for the outage probability, diversity
order, and coding gain of the system. Both non-identical and identical cases of
interferers’ channels are considered in the analysis.
In Chapter 5, we evaluate the outage performance of an opportunistic N th-best
relay DF relaying system with interference at the relay and destination nodes. We
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derive exact closed-form expression for the outage probability assuming Rayleigh
fading environments. Furthermore, we evaluate the system performance at the
high SNR regime where approximate expressions for the outage probability, di-
versity order, and coding gain are provided and analyzed. Both, non-identical
and identical cases of interferers’ channels are considered in the analysis of this
chapter.
In Chapter 6, we propose and evaluate the performance of three fading models
for fixed-gain AF relay systems with interference-limited destination. The con-
sidered fading scenarios are: Rician/Nakagami-m, Rician/Rician, and Nakagami-
m/Rician. Approximate expressions for the outage probability and SEP are de-
rived. Also, we derive approximate expressions for the outage probability and
SEP at high SNR values for some special cases of the considered fading scenarios.
Finally in Chapter 7, we briefly summarize the main conclusions of the disser-
tation and point out possible future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
AF RELAY SELECTION USING
SWITCH-AND-EXAMINE IN
NOISE-LIMITED CHANNELS
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a low-complexity relay selection scheme for CSI-assisted
dual-hop AF cooperative systems. The scheme is mainly based on the switch-and-
examine diversity combining and switch-and-examine diversity combining with
post examining selection techniques in which a relay is selected out of multiple
relays to forward the source message to destination. The selection process is
performed such that the selected relay SNR satisfies a predetermined switching
threshold instead of best relay. Such a relay that satisfies this threshold will be
chosen instead of the best relay. In the analysis, we use an upper bound on the
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e2e SNR of the selection scheme and derive the PDF and the cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF) of this SNR assuming Rayleigh fading channels. These
statistics are then used to derive accurate approximations for both the e2e outage
probability and SEP where the direct link is considered. We assume that MRC
is used at the destination to combine the signals through the relay and the di-
rect link. To get more about system insights, the outage performance is studied
at high SNR regime where approximate expressions for the outage probability as
well as the diversity order and coding gain are derived and analyzed. Monte-Carlo
simulations are provided to illustrate the validity of the analytical results and to
show the tightness of the used SNR bound. Results illustrate the effectiveness of
the proposed relaying schemes in reducing the required number of channel estima-
tions compared to the opportunistic relaying. Furthermore, results show the gain
achieved in system performance, especially, at low to medium SNR values when
the SECps selection scheme is used compared to the conventional SEC relaying.
Finally, findings show that the system with the SEC and the SECps relaying
schemes has the same diversity order of 2 and the same coding gain.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 reviews related
literature. Section 2.3 explains the system model. The performance analysis of
the SEC and SECps relaying schemes is conducted in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5,
respectively. Section 2.6 gives a simple method for calculating optimum switching
threshold. In Section 2.7, some numerical results are discussed. Finally, some
conclusions are provided in Section 2.8.
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2.2 Literature Review
In last few years, several relay selection schemes were proposed and being used in
multi-relay cooperative systems. In [8], the authors proposed the opportunistic
relay selection scheme where the relay with the strongest e2e SNR is selected to
forward the source message. This scheme is optimal in the sense that in each
transmission period the relay with the strongest e2e SNR is selected to forward
the source message. On the other hand, this scheme suffers from a heavy load of
channel estimations where all relays channels are required to be estimated first
before the best relay being selected. Some papers on the performance of relay
systems with opportunistic relaying are presented in [25], [26]. In these studies,
in order for a destination or a central unit to select the best relay among all other
relays, the channels of all relays need to be estimated first.
A partial relay selection scheme for AF relay systems was proposed in [13].
In this scheme, the relay with the best first hop is chosen to forward the source
message to destination. The partial relaying schemes are useful for certain prac-
tical situations in ad-hoc networks where only the first hop channels of relays
are available to the source. In [12], Ikki et al. presented a new relay selection
scheme where the relay with the second or even the N th-best e2e SNR is selected
to forward the source message to destination. This scheme is useful in situations
where the best relay may not be available to cooperate due to some scheduling or
load balancing conditions. Some relay selection schemes that are based on certain
functions of the two hops SNRs like the modified harmonic mean were presented
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and evaluated in [27].
A key study that presents new relaying scheme in which the selection criterion
is based on the magnitudes of the relays channels and not on the channels SNRs
was presented in [28]. The authors claimed that these selection schemes are less
complicated if compared with the schemes where the channels SNRs are required
to be estimated in the relay selection process. Three energy-fair decentralized
relay selection techniques in wireless sensor networks whose nodes are uniformly
distributed according to a two-dimensional homogeneous Poisson process were
proposed in [29]. The importance of these schemes is that they take the network
topological structure into consideration. A partial relay selection scheme was pro-
posed in [30]. This protocol is based on the DF relaying where the relay with a
first hop SNR larger than a constant switching threshold is chosen to forward the
source message only if its second hop SNR exceeds the same switching threshold.
The authors considered the case of identical relay paths and the switching thresh-
old was assumed to be constant in the analysis. Furthermore, the outage and the
bit error probabilities were numerically evaluated and no closed-from expressions
were provided. A study on the performance of some relaying schemes like selection
relaying and switched relaying was presented in [31]. The direct link was ignored
in the analysis and the switching threshold was assumed to be fixed. Also, only
the case of identical relay paths was presented and the performance measures were
numerically evaluated without providing any analytical expressions.
Recently, a new relay selection scheme was presented in [32] assuming Rayleigh
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faded channels. The authors called it switch-and-stay partial relay selection. They
implemented their scheme only on the first hop channels of the two relays. It works
as follows, the first hop channel of the active relay is compared with a certain SNR
threshold. If it is larger, then this relay continues forwarding the source message
to destination in the next transmission period. If not, the second idle relay is
asked by the source to do the cooperation process in the next transmission time
slot. This relaying scheme reduces the complexity of the other relaying schemes
which require the channels of both relays to be estimated each transmission pe-
riod. On the other hand, a drawback of this scheme is that it does not consider
the second hop channels of relays in the selection process. Also, this scheme is
limited to the practical situation where two relays are being utilized. In addition,
the authors assumed no existence of the direct link between the source and the
destination in their analysis. Most recently, a paper on switched relay selection
schemes for AF relay systems has been presented in [33]. The authors utilized
some switched selection schemes for AF relay systems with multiple antennas.
The performance measures were numerically computed and no closed-form ex-
pressions were provided. Also, the direct link was ignored in the analysis and the
switching threshold was assumed to be constant.
As can be seen, most of the relay selection schemes in the aforementioned
studies suffer from a heavy load of channel estimations. As an example, the
best relay selection scheme requires that channels of all relays be estimated each
transmission time. On the other hand, in the partial relaying scheme, half this
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estimation load is required each time. This means more power consumption, low
battery life, and high system complexity. As known, in most wireless systems like
the sensor and ad-hoc networks, once the minimum requirements of the system
performance are achieved, no more operations that increase the system complexity
need to be conducted. This shows the significant need for new relay selection
schemes with low implementation complexity and adequate system performance.
Motivated by the above discussion, we propose a low-complexity suboptimal
relay selection scheme for CSI-assisted dual-hop AF relay systems. This scheme is
based on the SEC and SECps techniques. The need for channels to be estimated
in CSI-based AF relay systems motivated us to consider such a type and not the
fixed-gain AF relaying where fixed relay scales are usually used. The contributions
of our analysis over the existing studies are summarized in the following points: i)
in contrast to [30] where constat switching threshold was assumed, the switching
threshold is evaluated to minimize the SEP at the output of the MRC combiner
and thus giving optimum performance; ii) our proposed analysis is a non-trivial
extension of [32] where switch-and-stay was employed using two relays only; iii)
we present a comprehensive study for the outage performance of both relaying
schemes at high SNR regime where the diversity order and coding gain are derived
and analyzed, iv) due to its importance, the direct link is considered in all our
derivations in contrast to that presented in [32]; and v) closed-form expressions
for both the outage probability and SEP of the generic independent non-identical
distributed (i.n.d.) and independent identical distributed (i.i.d.) cases of relay
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paths are provided in our study in contrast to [30] where only the i.i.d. case
was considered. In the proposed scheme, only the first checked relay whose e2e
SNR exceeds the switching threshold is selected to forward the source message
to destination. Thus, in contrast to the aforementioned relay selection schemes,
the channels of only an arbitrary relay are required to be estimated each time of
data transmission. In this case, the other relays remain silent and do not need
to operate as channel estimators. This results in a noticeable reduction in the
required number of channel estimations and saves the power of these relay and
hence, reducing the system complexity. In the analysis of this chapter, we first
derive the PDF and the CDF of the SNR at the output of the selection scheme.
Then, we consider the existence of the direct link and derive closed-form expression
for the CDF and hence, the outage probability of the e2e SNR at the output of
the MRC combiner. Finally, we evaluate closed-form expression for the SEP of
the whole system. An upper bound on the SNR of the relay path is used in the
analysis. The asymptotic behavior is derived in the same manner.
2.3 System Model
The system under investigation is shown in Figure 2.1. In this system, a source
node (S) communicates with a destination node (D) through the direct link and
a relay path. At the guard period of each transmission, a ready-to-send (RTS)
packet and a clear-to-send (CTS) packet are sent from the source and the des-
tination, respectively. From these signals, an arbitrary relay out of M relays
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Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram for dual-hop AF relay system with SEC relay
selection scheme and MRC at destination.
estimates its instantaneous channels. Then, the minimum magnitude of the two
hops is compared with a predetermined switching threshold. If this minimum
is larger than the switching threshold, then this relay is selected to forward the
source message and a short duration flag packet is sent from this relay to the
other relays signalling its presence. Otherwise, a flag packet is sent from this re-
lay to other relay asking it to estimate its channels to be compared then with the
switching threshold. This process continues until a relay satisfying the switching
threshold is found or reaching the last relay. At this case, the last relay is chosen
to forward the source message. As an enhancement on the SEC-based relaying
scheme, we also propose the SECps relay selection scheme. This scheme shares all
operation steps of the SEC-based relaying and only differs in the last step where
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Flowcharts for the proposed relaying schemes, (a) SEC relaying, (b)
SECps relaying.
the last relay is reached and found unacceptable. In this case, the SECps scheme
selects the best relay among all relays to forward the source message to destina-
tion. This results in a noticeable enhancement in system performance compared
to the SEC relaying scheme as will be shown in our results. In calculating the
switching threshold, the SNRs of both the first hop and second hop channels of the
selected relay are required at the destination node. These SNR values along with
the direct link SNR are then used in calculating the switching threshold in such a
way the e2e SEP is minimized. Flowcharts for the proposed relaying schemes are
shown in Figure 2.2.
At the destination, MRC is used to combine the signal on the direct path
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with that through the relay. The channel coefficients between the source and the
ith relay Ri (hS,Ri), between Ri and D (hRi,D) and between S and D (hS,D) are
assumed to be flat Rayleigh fading gains. In addition, hS,Ri , hRi,D, and hS,D are
mutually-independent and non-identical. We also assume here, without any loss
of generality that the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) terms of all links
have zero means and equal variance N0/2.
Communications occur in two phases. In phase 1, the source transmits the
modulated signal x with unit energy to the destination and the M relays. The
received signals at the destination and the ith relay can be respectively expressed
as
yS,D = hS,D
√
Esx+ nS,D, (2.1)
yS,Ri = hS,Ri
√
Esx+ nS,Ri , (2.2)
where Es is the average received symbol energy, nS,D and nS,Ri are the AWGN
between S and D and S and Ri, respectively. The chosen relay by the SEC scheme
amplifies the received signal and transmits it to the destination in the second
phase of communication. During this phase, the received signal at the destination
from the selected relay can be expressed as
yRsel,D = GhRsel,D
√
Esx+ nRsel,D, (2.3)
where G is the active relay amplifying gain, chosen as G2 = Es/(Esh
2
S,Rsel
+ N0)
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[34]. The composite SNR of the relay link can be written as [6]
γS,Ri,D =
γS,RiγRi,D
γS,Ri + γRi,D + 1
, (2.4)
where γS,Ri = h
2
S,Ri
Es/N0 is the instantaneous SNR of the source signal at Ri and
γRi,D = h
2
Ri,D
Es/N0 is the instantaneous SNR of the relay signal (by Ri) at D.
By using MRC at the destination node, the total SNR at the combiner output is
simply the addition of the two random variables at its inputs as follows
γtot = γS,D + γSEC, (2.5)
where γS,D = h
2
S,DEs/N0 is the instantaneous SNR between S and D, and γSEC
is the SNR at the output of the SEC selection scheme. To simplify the ensuing
derivations, (2.4) should be expressed in a more mathematically tractable form.
A tight upper bound for γS,Ri,D is given in [35] by
γS,Ri,D ≤ γi = min(γS,Ri , γRi,D). (2.6)
Assuming Rayleigh fading channels between source, relays, and destination, the
distribution of γi in (2.6) is exponential and hence, its PDF can be expressed in
terms of the average SNR γ¯S,Ri = E[h
2
S,Ri
]Es/N0 and γ¯Ri,D = E[h
2
Ri,D
]Es/N0 (where
E[·] is the expectation operator) as
fγi(γ) =
1
γ¯i
exp
(
− γ
γ¯i
)
, (2.7)
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where γ¯i = γ¯S,Ri γ¯Ri,D/(γ¯S,Ri + γ¯Ri,D).
2.4 SEC-Based Relay Selection
In this section, we derive the performance of the proposed SEC relay selection
scheme. In the following, we present closed-from expressions for both the e2e
outage probability and SEP.
2.4.1 Performance Analysis
Our results on the outage probability are summarized in Lemma 2.1 and Corollary
2.1 as follows.
Lemma 2.1 The outage probability of the SEC-based relaying scheme for the case
of i.n.d. relay paths {γ¯i}Mi=1 is given in a closed-form expression as
Pout =
M−1∑
i=0
pii
M−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(
1− exp
(
−γT
γ¯k
))
(
1− exp
(
− γout
γ¯S,D
))
(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) +
(
1− exp
(
−γout
γ¯i
))
(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)
− exp
(
−γT
γ¯i
)
×


exp
(
γT
γ¯S,D
)
(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) (exp(− γT
γ¯S,D
)
− exp
(
− γout
γ¯S,D
))
+
exp
(
γT
γ¯i
)
(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)
×
(
exp
(
−γT
γ¯i
)
− exp
(
−γout
γ¯i
))


+ M−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))M
j−1∏
k=0
(
1− exp
(
− γT
γ¯((i−j+k))M
))
×

 exp
(
−γT
γ¯i
)

exp
(
γT
γ¯S,D
)
(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) (1− exp(− γout
γ¯S,D
))
+
exp
(
γT
γ¯i
)
(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
) (1− exp(−γout
γ¯i
))


.
(2.8)
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Proof. See Appendix A.1.
Corollary 2.1 The outage probability of the SEC-based relaying scheme for the
case of i.i.d. relay paths (γ¯1 = . . . = γ¯M = γ¯path) is given in a closed-form
expression as
Pout =
1(
γ¯
2
− γ¯S,D
){(1− exp(−2γT
γ¯
))M−1 [
γ¯
2
(
1− exp
(
−2γout
γ¯
))
− γ¯S,D
(
1− exp
(
− γout
γ¯S,D
))]
+
M−2∑
j=0
(
1− exp
(
−2γT
γ¯
))j
×
[
γ¯
2
{
exp
(
−2γT
γ¯
)
− exp
(
−2γout
γ¯
)}
− γ¯S,D exp
((
−2
γ¯
+
1
γ¯S,D
)
γT
)
×
{
exp
(
− γT
γ¯S,D
)
− exp
(
− γout
γ¯S,D
)}]}
. (2.9)
Proof. The CDF of γSEC for i.i.d. relay paths can be written as [22]
FγSEC(γ) =


[Fγ(γT)]
M−1 Fγ(γ), γ < γT;∑M−1
j=0 [Fγ(γ)− Fγ(γT)]
[Fγ(γT)]
j + [Fγ(γT)]
M , γ ≥ γT.
(2.10)
Using the CDF in (2.10) and following the same procedure as in Appendix A.1,
the outage probability for the case of i.i.d. relay paths can be obtained in a closed-
form expression as in (2.9), where i.i.d. symmetrical hops, i.e. γ¯S,Ri = γ¯Ri,D = γ¯
∀i, i ∈{1, . . . , M} have been assumed in obtaining this result.
Our results on the SEP are summarized in Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.2 as
follows.
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Lemma 2.2 The SEP of the SEC-based relaying scheme for the case of i.n.d.
relay paths is given in a closed-form expression as
SEP =
M−1∑
i=0
pii
M−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(
1− exp
(
−γT
γ¯k
))
(
1−
√
γ¯S,D
1+γ¯S,D
)
2
(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) +
(
1−
√
γ¯i
1+γ¯i
)
2
(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)
−
exp
(
−γT
γ¯i
)
(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
)

Q
(√
2γT
)
−
exp
(
γT
γ¯S,D
)
Q
(√
2
(
γT +
γT
γ¯S,D
))
√
1 + 1
γ¯S,D


−
exp
(
−γT
γ¯i
)
(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)

Q
(√
2γT
)
−
exp
(
γT
γ¯i
)
Q
(√
2
(
γT +
γT
γ¯i
))
√
1 + 1
γ¯i




+
M−1∑
i=0
M−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))M
j−1∏
k=0
(
1− exp
(
− γT
γ¯((i−j+k))M
))
×

exp
(
−γT
γ¯i
)
(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
)

Q
(√
2γT
)
−
exp
(
γT
γ¯S,D
)
√
1 + 1
γ¯S,D
Q
(√
2
(
γT +
γT
γ¯S,D
))

+
exp
(
−γT
γ¯i
)
(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)

Q
(√
2γT
)
−
exp
(
γT
γ¯i
)
Q
(√
2
(
γT +
γT
γ¯i
))
√
1 + 1
γ¯i



, (2.11)
where Q(·) is the Gaussian Q-function defined in [22, Eq. 4.1].
Proof. See Appendix A.2.
Corollary 2.2 The SEP of the SEC-based relaying scheme for the case of i.i.d.
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relay paths is given in a closed-form expression as
SEP =
(
1− exp
(
−2γT
γ¯
))M−1
2


(
1−
√
γ¯S,D
1+γ¯S,D
)
(
1− γ¯
2γ¯S,D
) +
(
1−
√
γ¯
2
1+ γ¯
2
)
(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯
)


+ exp
(
−2γT
γ¯
)M−2∑
j=0
(
1− exp
(
−2γT
γ¯
))j
×


1(
1− γ¯
2γ¯S,D
)

Q(√2γT)−
exp
(
γT
γ¯S,D
)
Q
(√
2
(
γT +
γT
γ¯S,D
))
√
1 + 1
γ¯S,D


+
1(
1− 2γ¯S,D
γ¯
)

Q(√2γT)−
exp
(
2γT
γ¯
)
Q
(√
2
(
γT +
2γT
γ¯
))
√
1 + 2
γ¯



, (2.12)
Proof. To derive (2.12), the MGF MγSEC(s) needs to be derived first using
fγSEC(γ) of the i.i.d. relay paths case. Then, following the same procedure as in
Appendix A.2, a closed-form expression for the SEP of the i.i.d. case of relay paths
can be obtained as in (2.12), where i.i.d. symmetrical hops, i.e. γ¯S,Ri = γ¯Ri,D = γ¯
∀i, i ∈{1, . . . , M} have been assumed in obtaining this result.
2.4.2 Asymptotic Analysis
In this section, we derive the outage performance of the SEC proposed relay
selection scheme at high SNR regime. At high SNR values, the outage probability
can be expressed as Pout ≈ (GcSNR)−Gd , where Gc and Gd are respectively the
coding gain and the diversity order of the system.
At high SNR regime, the exponential CDF and PDF can be respectively ap-
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proximated by Fγ(γ) ≈ γγ¯ and fγ(γ) ≈ 1γ¯ . Upon using these statistics and follow-
ing the same procedure as in Appendix A.1, the outage probability for the SEC
selection scheme can be obtained at high SNR as
Pout ≈ 1
γ¯γ¯S,D
{(
2γT
γ¯
)M−1 [
2γTγout − (γT)2
]
+
M−1∑
j=0
(
2γT
γ¯
)j [
(γout)
2 + (γT)
2 − 2γTγout
]}
.
(2.13)
This expression can be further simplified due to the fact that it is still dominant
when j = 0. In addition, upon evaluating (3.23) in MAPLE software, we have
noticed that the first part of the expression has a negligible effect on the per-
formance, especially, when we further increase the value of SNR. Therefore, the
result in (3.23) can be simplified as
Pout ≈ 1
γ¯γ¯S,D
[
(γout)
2 + (γT)
2 − 2γTγout
]
. (2.14)
By noticing that γ¯ = γ¯S,D = SNR, the result in (3.25) can be rewritten as
Pout ≈
([
(γout)
2 + (γT)
2 − 2γTγout
]2
SNR
)−2
. (2.15)
As can be noticed from the last result, the coding gain of the system is
[(γout)
2 + (γT)
2 − 2γTγout]2; while the diversity order is 2. This is clear in fig-
ure 2.4 where all the curves of different M asymptotically converge to the same
behavior and result in a diversity order of 2 (relay path + direct link). Also, it
is shown in figure 2.4 that the system performance is affected by several param-
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eters as γT and γout which are only affecting the coding gain of the system. It is
expected from results to have the maximum gain in system performance due to
increasing M to happen at the values of SNR that are comparable to γT. As in
this case, the switching rate will increase and the probability to have better relays
increases also. At the same time, as the asymptotic analysis is done at high SNR
values and with constant γT and γout, it is expected to have most of the relays to
be acceptable the whole time and thus, the first checked relay is being selected in
both selection schemes. This means all curves of different M asymptotically con-
verge to the same behavior and hence, the same diversity order and coding gain
are achieved for the different curves. Also, this explains why the system with the
SEC and SECps selection schemes achieves the same diversity order and coding
gain.
2.5 SECps-Based Relay Selection
In this section, we derive the performance of the proposed SECps relay selection
scheme. In the following, we present closed-from expressions for both the e2e
outage probability and SEP.
2.5.1 Performance Analysis
Our results on the outage probability and the SEP are respectively summarized
in Corollary 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 as follows.
Corollary 2.3 The outage probability of the SECps-based relaying scheme for
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the case of i.i.d. relay paths (γ¯1 = . . . = γ¯M = γ¯path) is given in a closed-form
expression as
Pout =
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1− exp
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−2γT
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))M)
(
γ¯
2
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)
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1− exp
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γ¯
))
− γ¯S,D
(
1− exp
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γ¯S,D
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− exp
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(
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γ¯S,D
))


. (2.16)
Proof. The CDF of γSECps for i.i.d. relay paths can be written as [22]
FγSECps(γ) =


1−∑M−1j=0 [Fγ(γT)]j [1− Fγ(γ)] , γ ≥ γT;
[Fγ(γ)]
M , γ < γT.
(2.17)
Using the CDF in (2.17) and following the same procedure as in Appendix A.1,
the outage probability for the SECps-based relaying scheme can be obtained in
a closed-form expression as in (2.16), where i.i.d. symmetrical hops, i.e. γ¯S,Ri =
γ¯Ri,D = γ¯ ∀i, i ∈{1, . . . , M} have been assumed in obtaining this result.
Corollary 2.4 The SEP of the SECps-based relaying scheme for the case of i.i.d.
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relay paths is given in a closed-form expression as
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(2.18)
Proof. To derive (2.18), the MGF MγSECps(s) needs to be derived first using
fγSECps(γ) of the i.i.d. relay paths case. Then, following the same procedure
as in Appendix A.2, a closed-form expression for the SEP of the i.i.d. case of
relay paths can be obtained as in (2.18), where again i.i.d. symmetrical hops, i.e.
γ¯S,Ri = γ¯Ri,D = γ¯ ∀i, i ∈{1, . . . , M} have been assumed in obtaining this result.
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2.5.2 Asymptotic Analysis
Upon using the approximate expressions of the exponential statistics and following
the same procedure as in Appendix A.1, the outage probability for the SECps
selection scheme can be obtained at high SNR as
Pout ≈ 1
γ¯γ¯S,D
{
2M !(
γ¯
2
)M−1
[
(γout)
M+1
M ! (M + 1)
−
M−1∑
k=0
(−1)−k
(M − k)! k!
M−k∑
i=0
(
M − k
i
)
(−γT)M−i
(i+ 1)
× [(γout)i+1 − (γT)i+1]
]
+
M−1∑
j=0
(
2γT
γ¯
)j [
(γout)
2 + (γT)
2 − 2γTγout
]}
. (2.19)
This expression can be further simplified due to the fact that it is still dominant
when k = 0, i = 0, and j = 0. In addition, upon evaluating (2.19) in MAPLE
software, we have noticed that the first part of the expression has a negligible
effect on the performance, especially, when we go further in increasing the value
of SNR. Therefore, the result in (2.19) can be simplified as
Pout ≈ 1
γ¯γ¯S,D
[
(γout)
2 + (γT)
2 − 2γTγout
]
. (2.20)
As can be seen, the asymptotic outage probability in (2.20) which corresponds
to the SECps selection scheme is exactly the same as that in (3.25) for the SEC
scheme. Hence, it can be easily concluded that both selection schemes have the
same coding gain and the same diversity order as derived before for the SEC relay-
ing scheme. This is clear from the numerical examples where the SECps selection
scheme behaves similar to the SEC scheme, especially, at high SNR values. This
is expected as at high SNR values, most of the relays will be acceptable the whole
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time and hence, the first checked relay will be suitable and thus selected in both
schemes. Again, as the asymptotic analysis is conducted at high SNR values,
this explains why the system with the two selection schemes achieves the same
diversity order and coding gain.
2.6 Simple Design for Calculating Optimum
Switching Threshold
From the design point of view, calculating an optimum switching threshold using
the achieved expressions of the SEP would be highly complicated due to com-
plexity of those expressions. For engineers, it would be more convenient if other
practical approaches can be suggested. In this section, we present a simple way
by which the optimum switching threshold can be calculated for the SEC relaying
scheme. In particular, the switching threshold can be calculated to maximize the
average SNR at the output of the relaying scheme which is given by
γ¯SEC =
∫ ∞
0
xfγSEC(x)dx. (2.21)
Upon differentiating the CDF in (2.10) with respect to γ, the PDF fγSEC can be
obtained. Substituting the derived PDF in (2.21), we get
γ¯SEC =
M−2∑
j=0
[Fγ(γT)]
j
∫ ∞
γT
xfγ(x)dx+ [Fγ(γT)]
M−1
∫ ∞
0
xfγ(x)dx. (2.22)
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Using Leibnitz’s rule, the derivative of (2.22) with respect to γT is set to zero
dγ¯SEC
dγT
= 0, which can be written under the assumption of Rayleigh fading channels
as
M−2∑
j=0
[
1− exp
(
−2γT
γ¯
)]j−1{
j exp
(
−2γT
γ¯
)
− 2γT
γ¯
+ 2(j + 1)
γT
γ¯
exp
(
−2γT
γ¯
)}
+ (M − 1)
[
1− exp
(
−2γT
γ¯
)]M−2
= 0, (2.23)
where finding γT as a function of γ¯ and M is now our goal. Unfortunately, the
solution of (2.23) can not be obtained as a closed-form, but it has only a single
root and a simple numerical search is possible to find the root. With representing
γT as
αγ¯
2
, the goal now can be rephrased as finding α as a function of γ¯ and M .
Substituting γT =
αγ¯
2
into (2.22), the average output SNR based on the switching
threshold maximizing the output SNR can be given in a simple closed-form as
γ¯SEC =
γ¯
2
{
α + 1− α (1− exp(−α))M−1
}
. (2.24)
Now, dealing with the result in (2.24) is very simple. For any values of γ¯ and M ,
the value of α and hence, γT that maximizes γ¯SEC can be easily obtained. The
same approach can be followed in the case of SECps relaying scheme.
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2.7 Numerical Results
In this section, we illustrate the validity of the achieved analytical expressions
and the tightness of the used SNR bound via a comparison with Monte-Carlo
simulations. We also provide some numerical examples to prove the effectiveness
of the proposed relay selection schemes in reducing the system complexity and
to show the effect of some system parameters like number of relays, switching
threshold, outage threshold, and the location of relays on the system performance.
Figure 2.3 portrays the system outage probability vs SNR for the SEC and
SECps relaying schemes for different values of outage threshold γout. It is clear
from this figure that as γout increases, the system performance is more degraded,
as expected. Also, the enhancement achieved in system performance when the
SECps is used is obvious in this figure compared to the SEC relaying scheme.
This gain is more noticeable in the range where the value of γT is comparable to
the average SNR. For the case where γT is much larger than the average SNR,
the probability that all relays are unacceptable is high and thus the two selection
schemes almost behave the same. As the average SNR increases and becomes
close to γT, more relays become acceptable and hence, the SECps scheme behaves
better than the SEC scheme. In the region where γT is much smaller than the
average SNR, the probability that all the relays will be acceptable is very high
and thus the two schemes give the same behavior. In addition, the perfect match
between the analytical results and the asymptotic curves is obvious in this figure
for both the SEC and the SECps selection schemes. Finally, this figure shows that
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increasing γout degrades the system performance of both schemes via affecting the
coding gain while the diversity order is remained constant at 2.
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Figure 2.3: Outage probability vs average SNR for AF relay system with SEC and
SECps relaying schemes and MRC at destination for different values of outage
threshold γout.
Figure 2.4 shows the system outage probability vs SNR for the SEC and SECps
relaying schemes for different numbers of relaysM . We can see that at the medium
values of SNR, as M increases, the better the achieved behavior. Also, one can
notice that as M continues increasing in this region, the gain in system perfor-
mance becomes smaller. More importantly, it is obvious in this figure that at
both low and high SNR values, all curves asymptotically converge to the same
behavior and no gain is achieved in system performance with adding more relays.
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This is expected since when the switching threshold γT takes values much smaller
or larger than the average SNR, the system asymptotically converges to the case
of two relays and hence, adding more relays will not help in enhancing the system
performance. Finally, it is clear from this figure that the curves asymptotically
behave similar, especially, at high SNR values and this leads to the same diversity
order. In other words, this figure shows that M has no effect on the diversity
order of the system which remains constant at 2 in all cases of this figure.
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Figure 2.4: Outage probability vs average SNR for AF relay system with SEC
relaying scheme and MRC at destination for different numbers of relays M .
Figure 2.5 illustrates the system outage probability vs outage threshold γout
for the proposed SEC relaying scheme for different values of SNR. As expected, as
the value of SNR increases and hence, enhancing the direct link and relay paths
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channels, the better the achieved performance. In addition, the gain achieved
in system performance when the SECps scheme is used is clear in this figure
compared to the case where the SEC is used. This gain is more noticeable for the
case where the SNR value is comparable to γT. As the value of the average SNR
becomes much larger than the switching threshold, the gain in system behavior
becomes smaller.
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Figure 2.5: Outage probability vs outage threshold for AF relay system with SEC
and SECps relaying schemes and MRC at destination for different values of SNR.
Figure 2.6 studies the system SEP vs SNR for various relay selection schemes;
SEC, SECps, and best relay selection. In this figure, the switching threshold was
assumed to fixed γT = 6 dB and γ¯S,D = γ¯ = SNR. It is clear to notice from
this figure that the SECps has nearly the same performance as the best relay
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selection for low SNR region. When the SNR increases, the error performance
of the SECps scheme degrades and eventually becomes the same as that of SEC.
This is expected since when γT is large in comparison with the average SNR, no
relay will be acceptable and the SECps selection scheme will always select the best
relay, just as in best relay selection scheme; whereas, when γT is small compared
to the average SNR, the SECps selection scheme works more like conventional
SEC scheme.
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Figure 2.6: Average SEP vs average SNR for AF relay system with SEC relaying
scheme and MRC at destination in comparison with SECps relaying scheme and
MRC at destination, and best relay selection scheme and MRC at destination for
γ¯S,D = γ¯ = SNR.
Figure 2.7 shows the SEP vs SNR for no diversity, SEC, and SEC+MRC
cases with optimal switching threshold γT−Opt being used. It can be noticed from
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this figure that the derived upper bound of the total SNR (lower bound of SEP)
is tight enough, especially, at medium and high SNR values. For example, the
exact average SEP (simulation) for the SEC+MRC case at SNR = 15 dB equals
1× 10−4.7, while the analytical average SEP is 1× 10−4.8. This trend is valid for
both the SEC and the SEC+MRC cases. This bound on the SNR is also used in
the case of SECps relaying scheme. The gain that the SEC and the SEC+MRC
cases add to system performance compared to the no diversity case is obvious
in this figure. In addition, the enhancement the direct link adds to the system
behavior via the SEC+MRC case compared to the case of no direct link through
the SEC alone is also clear in this figure.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the system SEP vs SNR for the SEC and SECps relaying
schemes for different numbers of relaysM . As we can see, increasingM leads to a
significant gain in system performance for both schemes, especially, in the region
where the average SNR value is comparable to γT. Also, the enhancement the
SECps scheme adds to system performance compared to the SEC scheme is clear
in this figure. Finally, the achievement in system performance due to the relay
cooperative diversity is obvious in this figure when compared to the no diversity
case.
Figure 2.9 studies the effect of the switching threshold γT and the number of
relays M on the error performance of the proposed relaying schemes. For the
case of SEC relaying scheme, increasing M leads to a significant gain in system
performance, especially, in the medium region of SNR values. On the other hand,
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SEC relaying with MRC at destination.
as γT becomes much smaller or much larger than the average SNR, the SEP
improvement decreases, as all curves asymptotically converge to the case of two
relays. This is due to the fact that, if the average SNR is very small compared to
γT, all the relays will be unacceptable most of the time. On the other hand, if the
average SNR is very high in compared to γT, all the relays will be acceptable and
one relay will be used most of the time. Thus, in both cases, the additional relays
will not lead to any gain in system behavior. On the other hand, the SECps
relaying scheme gives the same performance as the SEC scheme in the region
where γT is much smaller than the average SNR, as expected; whereas, in the
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Figure 2.8: Average SEP vs average SNR for AF relay system with SEC and
SECps relaying schemes and MRC at destination for different numbers of relays
M .
region where γT is much larger than the average SNR, the SECps gives better
performance compared to the SEC scheme. This is because in the SECps scheme,
when the last relay is reached and found unacceptable, the scheme selects the best
relay among all relays in contrast to the SEC scheme which in this case sticks to
that last relay. This explains the gap in system performance between the two
schemes in this region of γT.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the system SEP vs SNR for the proposed SEC relaying
scheme for different values of switching threshold γT. It is clear from this figure
that the best performance is achieved when the optimum switching threshold
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Figure 2.9: Average SEP vs switching threshold for AF relay system with SEC
and SECps relaying schemes and MRC at destination for different numbers of
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γT−Opt is used, as expected.
Figure 2.11 demonstrates the SEP performance vs SNR for the SEC relaying
scheme for different numbers of relaysM . As expected, asM increases, the better
the achieved performance, especially, in the region where the average SNR values
are comparable to γT. The figure also shows that this behavior extends to the
case of i.n.d. relay hops.
Figure 2.12 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed selection schemes
compared to some popular schemes. As an example, for the case of 4 relays, the
number of active relays in the best relay and partial relay selection schemes is 4
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Figure 2.10: Average SEP vs average SNR for AF relay system with SEC relaying
scheme and MRC at destination for different values of switching threshold γT.
all the time; whereas, it is smaller in the case of the SEC proposed scheme and
depends on γT. In the worst case, it reaches 3. For channel estimations, in the
case of the best and partial relay selection schemes, 4 and 8 channels are required
to be estimated, respectively; whereas, it is lower in the proposed SEC protocol
which reaches 6 at the worst case. This shows the significant reduction in system
complexity the proposed schemes achieve.
Figure 2.13 shows a 3-dimensional portray for the system SEP versus the
distances from the source to relays for the case of two relays of the proposed SEC
relaying scheme. This is equivalent to the case where the relays have i.n.d. hops.
The curve studies the effect of the relays position on the average SEP performance
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Figure 2.11: Average SEP vs average SNR for AF relay system with SEC relaying
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M .
for different values of SNR. It is clear that in order to have best performance for
this AF relay system, the two relays must be located in the midway between the
source and the destination. In addition, it can be seen that as the value of SNR
increases, the system performance is more enhanced.
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2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a low-complexity SEC-based relay selection scheme
for AF relay systems. This scheme is based on the well known SEC and SECps
diversity combining techniques. Using an upper bound on the SNR of the re-
lay paths, the probability density and the cumulative distribution functions of
the SNR at output of the SEC combiner were first derived. Then, the e2e out-
age probability and bit error probability were derived for i.n.d. and i.i.d. relay
channels. Monte-Carlo simulations proved the accuracy of the analytical results
and the tightness of the used bound, especially, at medium to high SNR values.
Asymptotic high SNR results showed that the system with the SEC and SECps
relaying schemes has the same diversity order of 2 and the same coding gain
which is affected by the switching and outage thresholds. Furthermore, findings
illustrated the effectiveness of the proposed relay selection schemes in reducing
the system complexity compared to the existing relay selection schemes. Also,
results showed that the gain achieved in system performance due to increasing
the number of relays happens in the range of SNR values that are comparable to
the switching threshold. Finally, findings illustrated the gain achieved in system
performance by the SECps relaying scheme over the conventional SEC relaying,
especially, at low to medium SNR values.
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CHAPTER 3
DF RELAY SELECTION USING
SWITCH-AND-EXAMINE
3.1 Introduction
In chapter 2, the low complexity SEC and SECps relaying schemes were proposed
for AF relay systems. Noise-limited environment was assumed in the analysis
of that chapter without considering the interference. As known, the co-channel
interference (CCI) is inherently existed in relay networks and hence, studying its
effect on system performance is of a great importance. Due to the difficulty of
mathematical manipulations, studying the performance of AF SEC and SECps
relay systems with interference at the relays and destination is highly complicated.
Alternatively, we study the effect of interference on such relaying schemes but with
DF relaying, especially, the DF and AF relaying schemes approximately have the
same performance at low and medium SNR values and the same performance at
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high SNR values.
In this chapter, we propose and evaluate the outage performance of a new low-
complexity relay selection scheme for dual-hop DF relay systems in the presence of
CCI at the relay and destination nodes. The scheme is mainly based on the SEC
and SECps diversity combining techniques in which a relay out of multiple relays
is selected to forward the source message to destination. The selection process
is performed such that the SNR of the second hop of the selected relay satisfies
a predetermined switching threshold. Such a relay that satisfies this threshold is
chosen instead of the best relay to forward the source message to destination. In
the analysis, we first derive the PDF of the SNR of the relay selection scheme
and the conditional CDF of the e2e signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR)
assuming Rayleigh fading channels. The derived statistics along with the statistics
of the first hop channels of the relays and the direct link are then used to derive a
closed-form expression for the outage probability of the system. We assume that
MRC is used at the destination to combine the signal from the selected relay with
that on the direct link. Furthermore, to get more about system insights, the outage
performance is studied at high SNR regime where approximate expressions for
the outage probability, diversity order, and coding gain are derived and analyzed.
Monte-Carlo simulations and some numerical results are provided to illustrate the
validity of the derived analytical results and to show the effect of interference
and other parameters on the system performance. Main results illustrate the
significant reduction in the required number of channel estimations and hence,
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the system complexity our proposed relay selection scheme can cause compared
to the existed schemes. Findings illustrate that when the interference power does
not scale with SNR, the system can still achieve diversity gain; especially, at SNR
values that are comparable to the switching threshold. Asymptotic results show
that at high SNR values, the system with the SEC and SECps relaying schemes
achieve a diversity order of 2 and approximately the same coding gain. Finally,
results show the severe effect of interference in reducing the gain achieved in system
performance when the SECps scheme is used compared to the conventional SEC
scheme.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we review
the related literature. Section 3.3 explains the system model. The performance
analysis is conducted in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 presents the asymptotic system
analysis. Section 3.6 gives the special case of noise-limited system. Some numeri-
cal results are discussed in Section 3.7. Finally, some conclusions are provided in
Section 3.8.
3.2 Literature Review
Cooperative or relay networks have generally been studied with respect to the
relay selection schemes, coding, multi-user communication, multi-antenna and
beamforming, channel estimation errors, and power allocation, mostly, under con-
ditions of AWGN [36]-[38]. However, the CCI dominates AWGN in such wireless
systems due to the extensive re-use of frequency bands by system users. Moreover,
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the effect of interference can be more severe on the relay systems where all relays
may use the same frequency band and hence, CCI may exist in every link in the
relay network. This shows the need for new studies that address the impact of
this channel impairment on the performance of such cooperative networks.
Recently, more attention has been given to evaluate the interference effect on
the performance of cooperative networks [39]-[41]. A study on the performance
of multi-relay DF cooperative systems in the presence of interference at the re-
lay and destination nodes assuming Nakagami-m fading channels was evaluated
in [16]. Conventional relaying was assumed in the analysis where all successful
relays participate in forwarding the source message to destination along with the
direct link. Some key papers on cooperative systems with multiple relays and
opportunistic relaying are the ones presented in [17], [18]. Particularly, in [17],
Kim et al. evaluated the outage performance of an opportunistic DF cooperative
system with interference at the relays and destination nodes. All channels were
assumed to follow Rayleigh distribution with the existence of arbitrary number
of unequal power interferers. The lack of comprehensive studies that evaluate the
performance of multi-relay cooperative systems with interference at the relay and
destination nodes and the importance of such cooperative systems motivate us to
contribute in this area of research.
Several relay selection schemes were proposed for cooperative networks with
multiple relays, among which is the best relay or opportunistic relaying [34]. In
this scheme, only the best relay is always selected among all other relays to for-
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ward the source message to destination which makes it an optimum relay selec-
tion scheme in this sense. Compared to the conventional relaying schemes where
all relays participate in the cooperation process, the opportunistic relaying en-
hances the system spectral efficiency and eliminates the inefficient use of channel
resources. Another relay selection scheme is the partial relaying [11]. In such
a scheme, the relay with the first hop SNR greater than a predetermined SNR
threshold and being the maximum among other relays is chosen to be the best.
This is useful for certain practical situations in ad-hoc networks where only the
first hop channels of the relays are available to the source. As can be seen, in
order for these relay selection schemes to be able to select the best relay, a large
number of channels need to be estimated each transmission time. This increases
the power consumption, reduces the relay battery life, and increases the system
complexity.
Motivated by the above, we propose the low-complexity SEC-based relaying
schemes for dual-hop DF relay systems and evaluate the performance of such sys-
tems in the presence of interference at the relays and destination over Rayleigh
fading channels. Our contributions in this area over the existing studies can be
summarized in the following points: i) we propose a new low-complexity SEC-
based and SECps relay selection schemes for dual-hop DF relay systems with
interference at the relays and destination; ii) in contrast to the relay selection
schemes presented in [16], [17] for DF relay systems, in our proposed schemes,
only the first checked relay whose second hop channel SNR exceeds a predeter-
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mined switching threshold is selected to forward the source message to destination.
Thus, in contrast to the aforementioned relay selection schemes, the channels of
only an arbitrary relay are required to be estimated each time of data transmis-
sion. In this case, the other relays remain silent and do not need to operate as
channel estimators. This results in a noticeable reduction in the required num-
ber of channel estimations and saves the power of the relays and hence, reducing
the system complexity; iii) we present a full evaluation for the system outage
performance where the effectiveness of the proposed relay selection scheme in re-
ducing the complexity of the considered system is illustrated and the effect of
interference and some system parameters on the system performance is provided;
iv) furthermore, in order to get more about system insights, we study the outage
performance at high SNR regime where approximate expressions for the outage
probability, diversity order, and coding gain are derived and analyzed. In the
analysis, we derive exact closed-form expressions for the outage probability for
the generic i.n.d. case of relay second hop channels for the SEC-based selection
scheme and for the i.i.d. case for the SECps-based relay selection scheme. Firstly,
the PDF of the SNR at the selection scheme output, the CDF of the e2e SINR, the
CDF of the SINR of the relays first hop channels, and the CDF of the direct link
are derived. Then, these statistics are used to derive a closed-form expression for
the system outage probability. Further analysis is conducted following the same
procedure to evaluate the asymptotic system behavior. The switching threshold
is selected to optimize the e2e outage probability. Due to its inherent effect on
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system behavior, the direct link is considered in all derivations in this chapter.
The situation where the direct link is not existed becomes a special case of the
considered system.
3.3 System Model
Figure 3.1 shows the relay system under consideration. It consists of one source,
one destination, K relay nodes, and arbitrary number of interferers at both the
relays and the destination.
Figure 3.1: A schematic diagram for dual-hop DF relay system with SEC relay
selection scheme and interference at the relays and destination.
The entire communication takes place in two phases. In the first phase, the
source S transmits its message to the destination D and the K relays. In the
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second phase, the relay which satisfies a predetermined switching threshold among
all other relays who succeeded to decode the source message in the first phase is
selected to forward it to D. The SEC-based relay selection scheme works as follows:
at the guard period of each transmission time, the source sends a RTS packet to
relays and destination. This packet allows each relay to estimate its first hop
channel. To reduce the overall overhead in communication, a method based on
time is selected: as soon as the RTS packet is received, each relay who successfully
received the source message starts a timer based on its first hop instantaneous
channel estimation. The relay whose timer is expired first sends a RTS packet
to destination through which the destination estimates its second hop channel.
Then, this channel is compared with the switching threshold. If it is larger, the
destination +ve acknowledges this relay and asks it to start transmitting through
a one bit feedback. This suitable relay sends a flag to other relays signaling
its presence. All relays, while waiting for their timer to reduce to zero, are in
listening mode. As soon as they hear another relay to flag its presence or forward
information, they back off. If this relay is found unacceptable, it will be -ve
acknowledged by the destination where it will keep silent. In this case, the timer
of other relay expires and the same process is repeated. This process continues
till the last relay is reached. If this relay is found acceptable, it will be +ve
acknowledged by the destination to start its transmission. If not, the destination
will -ve acknowledge it and wait for a certain time ∆. If it does not receive other
RTS packet from other active relay. It will ask the last checked relay to start its
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Flowcharts for the proposed relaying schemes, (a) SEC relaying, (b)
SECps relaying.
transmission. In the case of SECps, the destination will ask the best relay among
all checked relays to conduct its transmission.
We assume that the signal at the kth relay is corrupted by interfering signals
from Ik co-channel interferers {xi}Iki=1. The received signal at the kth relay can be
expressed as
yrk = hs,kx0 +
Ik∑
ik=1
hIik,kx
I
ik,k
+ ns,k, (3.1)
where hs,k is the channel coefficient between S and the k
th relay, x0 is the trans-
mitted symbol with E{|x0|2} = P0, hIik,k is the channel coefficient between the ithk
interferer and kth relay, xIik,k is the transmitted symbol from the i
th
k interferer with
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E{|xIik,k|2} = P Iik,k, and ns,k ∼ CN (0, N0) is an AWGN. Let us define hs,d, hk,d, and
hIid,d as the channel coefficients between S and D, the k
th relay and D, the ithd in-
terferer and D, respectively. All the channel gains are assumed to follow Rayleigh
distribution. That is, the channel powers denoted by |hs,d|2, |hs,k|2, |hk,d|2, |hIik,k|2,
and |hIid,d|2 are exponential distributed random variables (RVs) with parameters
σ2s,d, σ
2
s,k, σ
2
k,d, σ
2
I,ik,k
, and σ2I,id,d, respectively. Using (3.1), the SINR at the k
th
relay can be written as
γs,k =
P0
N0
|hs,k|2∑Ik
ik=1
P I
ik,k
N0
|hIik,k|2 + 1
. (3.2)
Let CL denote a decoding set defined by the set of active relays that could
have correctly decoded the message sent from the source in the first phase. It is
defined as [17]
CL ,
{
k ∈ Sr : 1
2
log2 (1 + γs,k) ≥ R
}
=
{
k ∈ Sr : γs,k ≥ 22R − 1
}
, (3.3)
where Sr is a set of L relays and R denotes a fixed spectral efficiency threshold.
In the second phase after decoding the received signal, the first checked relay
in CL whose second hop channel SNR is greater than the predetermined switching
threshold forwards the re-encoded signal to the destination. The selected relay
is chosen according to the SEC selection scheme and it is the first checked relay
in CL whose γl,d is greater than a predetermined switching threshold. It can be
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written as
γl,d =
Pl
N0
|hl,d|2∑Id
id=1
P I
id,d
N0
∣∣hIid,d∣∣2 + 1 , (3.4)
where Pl, P
I
id,d
, and N0 are the transmit power of the l
th active relay, the transmit
power of the ithd interferer, and the AWGN power at the destination, respectively,
and Id is the number of interferers at the destination node. Equivalently, the
relay with the second hop channel SNR
{
Pl
N0
|hl,d|2
}
greater than a predetermined
switching threshold is selected to forward the source message to destination since
the denominator is common to the SINRs from all relays belonging to CL.
In the analysis of the considered system, the destination is assumed to be
located at the same point during the two phases. This means the same interference
is affecting the destination node in both phases. The destination finally combines
the signals from the source and the selected relay using MRC. The e2e SINR at
the destination output can be written as
γd , γs,d + γSEC,d =
P0
N0
|hs,d|2 + P0N0 |hSEC,d|2∑Id
id=1
P I
id,d
N0
∣∣hIid,d∣∣2 + 1 . (3.5)
3.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, we evaluate exact closed-form expressions for the outage proba-
bility of the studied system with the proposed SEC and SECps relay selection
schemes.
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Let CL be a decoding subset with a number of L active relays (i.e., cardinality
|CL| = L), then the distribution of this decoding set is given by
Pr [CL] =
∏
l∈CL
Pr [γs,l ≥ u]
∏
m/∈CL
Pr [γs,m < u] , (3.6)
where u =
(
22R − 1). The outage probability for the studied system is given by
[17]
Pout , Pr
[
1
2
log2 (1 + γd) < R
]
=
K∑
L=0
∑
CL
Pr [γd < u|CL] Pr [CL] , (3.7)
where the internal summation is taken over all of
(
K
L
)
possible subsets of size L
from the set with the K relays. In order to evaluate (3.7), we need first to derive
Pr [γd < u|CL] and Pr [CL].
3.4.1 SEC-Based Relay Selection
In this section, we evaluate the outage probability of the studied system with the
SEC relaying when the CDFs of second hops of relays are non-identical and the
interferers at the relays and destination have unequal average powers.
Let ρ , P0/N0 = Pl/N0 and ρIk , P
I
ik,k
/N0 = P
I
id,d
/N0 = ρI . Then,
ρ|hs,d|2, ρ|hs,k|2, ρI |hIik,k|2, ρ|hl,d|2, and ρI |hIid,d|2 are exponential distributed with
parameters λs,d = 1/ρσ
2
s,d, λs,k = 1/ρσ
2
s,k, λ
I
ik,k
= 1/ρIσ
2
I,ik,k
, λl,d = 1/ρσ
2
l,d, and
λIid,d = 1/ρIσ
2
I,id,d
. For the case of unequal power interferers, we have αIin,n 6= αIjn,n,
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when in 6= jn, n ∈ Sr
⋃ {d}.
The results of the terms Pr [γd < u|CL] and Pr [CL] for the case of i.n.d. second
hops {λi,d}Li=1 and unequal power interferers {λIin,n}Inin=1 are summarized in the
following two Lemmas, respectively.
Lemma 3.1 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) is given for L ≥ 1 by
Pr [γd < u|CL] =
Id∏
id=1
λIid,d exp
(
λIid,d
) Id∑
g=1
1∏Id
m=1
m 6=g
(
λIm,d − λIg,d
)
×


L−1∑
i=0
pii
L−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(
1− exp
(
− γT
γ¯k,d
)) (Ξ1 − Ξ2)(
1− λs,d
λi,d
) + (Ξ1 − Ξ3)(
1− λi,d
λs,d
)
+ exp (−λi,dγT)

(Ξ1 − exp (λs,dγT) Ξ2)(
1− λs,d
λi,d
) + (Ξ1 − exp (λi,dγT) Ξ3)(
1− λi,d
λs,d
)




+
L−1∑
i=0
L−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))L
(
1− exp (−λ((i−j+k))L,dγT))
×

exp (− (λi,d − λs,d) γT) (Ξ1 − Ξ2)(
1− λs,d
λi,d
) + (Ξ1 − Ξ3)(
1− λi,d
λs,d
)



, (3.8)
where Ξ1 = Γ
(
1, λIid,d
) /
λIid,d, Ξ2 = Γ
(
1, λs,du+ λ
I
id,d
) / (
λs,du+ λ
I
id,d
)
, and Ξ3 =
Γ
(
1, λi,du+ λ
I
id,d
) / (
λi,du+ λ
I
id,d
)
, where Γ(., .) denotes the incomplete gamma
function [42, Eq. (8.352.2)].
Proof. See Appendix B.1.
Lemma 3.2 The CDF Pr [γs,k < u] which is a part of the term Pr [CL] in (3.6)
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is given by
Pr [γs,k < u] =
Ik∏
ik=1
λIik,k exp
(
λIik,k
) Ik∑
g=1
(
Ξ
′
1 − Ξ′2
)
∏Ik
m=1
m 6=g
(
λIm,k − λIg,k
) , (3.9)
where Ξ
′
1 = Ξ1 and Ξ
′
2 = Ξ2 with replacing id by ik and d by k.
Proof. See Appendix B.2.
Having the terms Pr [γd < u|CL] and Pr [CL] being evaluated, a closed-form ex-
pression for the outage probability in (3.7) can be obtained.
For the case of non-identical second hops and identical interferers at the re-
lays and destination (λIik,k = · · · = λIk), (λIid,d = · · · = λId), the results of the
terms Pr [γd < u|CL] and Pr [CL] are summarized in the following two Corollaries,
respectively.
Corollary 3.1 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) is given for L ≥ 1 by
Pr [γd < u|CL] = − (λ
I
d)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)g
×


L−1∑
i=0
pii
L−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(
1− exp
(
− γT
γ¯k,d
)) (Λ1 − Λ2)(
1− λs,d
λi,d
) + (Λ1 − Λ3)(
1− λi,d
λs,d
)
+ exp (−λi,dγT)

(Λ1 − exp (λs,dγT) Λ2)(
1− λs,d
λi,d
) + (Λ1 − exp (λi,dγT) Λ3)(
1− λi,d
λs,d
)




+
L−1∑
i=0
L−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))L
(
1− exp (−λ((i−j+k))L,dγT))
×

exp (− (λi,d − λs,d) γT) (Λ1 − Λ2)(
1− λs,d
λi,d
) + (Λ1 − Λ3)(
1− λi,d
λs,d
)



, (3.10)
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where Λ1 = Γ
(
g + 1, λId
) / (
λId
)g+1
, Λ2 = Γ
(
g + 1, λs,du+ λ
I
d
) / (
λs,du+ λ
I
d
)g+1
,
and Λ3 = Γ
(
g + 1, λi,du+ λ
I
d
) / (
λi,du+ λ
I
d
)g+1
.
In evaluating this term, the e2e SINR γd can be written as Y1/Z2, where Y1 as
defined in Appendix B.1 with a PDF as derived in (B.4) and Z2 is now constituting
of a summation of i.i.d. RVs Z2 =
∑Id
id=1
ρI |hIid,d|2 + 1 = X2 + 1.
The PDF of X2 is given by
fX2(x) =
(λId)
Id
(Id − 1)! x
Id−1 exp
(−λIdx) . (3.11)
Using the transformation of RVs for Z2 = X2 + 1, we get
fZ2(z) =
(λId)
Id
(Id − 1)! (z − 1)
Id−1 exp
(−λId(z − 1)) . (3.12)
Now, using the Binomial rule, the PDF of Z2 can be obtained as
fZ2(z) = −
(λId)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)gzg exp (−λIdz) . (3.13)
Upon substituting (B.4) and (3.13) in (B.7), and with the help of [42, Eq.
(3.351.2)] and after some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the result in (3.10).
Corollary 3.2 The CDF Pr [γs,k < u] which is a part of the term Pr [CL] in (3.6)
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is given by
Pr [γs,k < u] = − (λ
I
k)
Ik
(Ik − 1)! exp
(
λIk
)
(−1)Ik
Ik−1∑
g=0
(
Ik − 1
g
)
(−1)g
(
Λ
′
1 − Λ
′
2
)
,
(3.14)
where Λ
′
1 = Λ1 and Λ
′
2 = Λ2 with replacing d by k.
In evaluating this CDF, the SINR γs,k can be written as Ya/Zb, where Ya has
an exponential distribution as given in Appendix B.1 and the PDF of Zb is as
derived in (3.13) with replacing id by ik and d by k.
Upon substituting the PDF of Ya and that of Zb in (B.7), and with the help of
[42, Eq. (3.351.2)] and after some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the result in
(3.14). Having the terms Pr [γd < u|CL] and Pr [CL] being evaluated, a closed-form
expression for the outage probability in (3.7) can be obtained.
For the case where the CDFs of second hops of relays are identical (λ1,d =
λ2,d = . . . = λK,d = λR,d) and the interferers at the relays and destination have
unequal average powers {λIin,n}Inin=1, the term Pr [CL] is as derived in Lemma 3.2
and the term Pr [γd < u|CL] is given in the following Lemma.
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Lemma 3.3 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) is given for L ≥ 1 by
Pr [γd < u|CL] =
Id∏
id=1
λIid,d exp
(
λIid,d
) Id∑
g=1
(
1
λR,d
− 1
λs,d
)−1
∏Id
m=1
m 6=g
(
λIm,d − λIg,d
)
×

 (1− exp (−λR,dγT))L−1
[(
Ξ1 − Ξ′3
)
λR,d
− (Ξ1 − Ξ2)
λs,d
]
+
L−2∑
i=0
(1− exp (−λR,dγT))i
×
[(
exp (−λR,dγT) Ξ1 − Ξ′3
)
λR,d
− exp ((λs,d − λR,d) γT) (exp (−λs,dγT) Ξ1 − Ξ2)
λs,d
]
,
(3.15)
where Ξ1, Ξ2 are as defined before, and Ξ
′
3 = Ξ3 with replacing i by R.
Proof. In evaluating this term, the e2e SINR can be written as Y2/Z1, where
Z1 is as defined in Appendix B.1 with a PDF as derived in (B.1). The CDF of
ρ|hSEC,d|2 which is a part of Y2 can be written for the i.i.d. second hops as [22]
Fρ|hSEC,d|2(γ) =


[
Fρ|hR,d|2(γT)
]L−1
Fρ|hR,d|2(γ), γ < γT;∑L−1
j=0
[
Fρ|hR,d|2(γ)− Fρ|hR,d|2(γT)
]
[
Fρ|hR,d|2(γT)
]j
+
[
Fρ|hR,d|2(γT)
]L
, γ ≥ γT.
(3.16)
Using the CDF in (3.16) and following the same procedure as in Proposition B.2,
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the PDF of Y2 can be obtained as
fY2(γ) =
(
1
λR,d
− 1
λs,d
)−1{
(1− exp (−λR,dγT))L−1
[
exp (−λR,dγ)− exp (−λs,dγ)
]
+
L−2∑
i=0
(1− exp (−λR,dγT))i
[
exp (−λR,γ)− exp ((λs,d − λR,d) γT) exp (−λs,dγ)
]
U (γ − γT)
}
.
(3.17)
Upon substituting (3.17) and (B.1) in (B.7), and with the help of [42, Eq.
(3.351.2)] and after some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the result in (3.15).
For the case of identical second hops and identical interferers at the relays and
destination (λIik,k = · · · = λIk), (λIid,d = · · · = λId), the term Pr [CL] is as derived in
Corollary 3.2 and the term Pr [γd < u|CL] is given in the following Corollary.
Corollary 3.3 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) is given for L ≥ 1 by
Pr [γd < u|CL] = − (λ
I
d)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)g
(
1
λR,d
− 1
λs,d
)−1
×

 (1− exp (−λR,dγT))L−1
[(
Λ1 − Λ′3
)
λR,d
− (Λ1 − Λ2)
λs,d
]
+
L−2∑
i=0
(1− exp (−λR,dγT))i
×
[(
exp (−λR,dγT) Λ1 − Λ′3
)
λR,d
− exp ((λs,d − λR,d) γT) (exp (−λs,dγT) Λ1 − Λ2)
λs,d
]
,
(3.18)
where Λ1 and Λ2 are as defined before and Λ
′
3 = Λ3 with replacing i by R.
Upon substituting (3.13) and (3.17) in (B.7), and with the help of [42, Eq.
(3.351.2)] and after some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the result in (3.18).
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3.4.2 SECps-Based Relay Selection
In this section, we evaluate the outage probability of the studied system with
the SECps relaying when the CDFs of second hops of relays are identical (λ1,d =
λ2,d = . . . = λK,d = λR,d) and the interferers at both the relays and destination
have unequal average powers {λIin,n}Inin=1. For this case, the term Pr [CL] is as
found in Lemma 2 and the term Pr [γd < u|CL] is given in the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.4 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) is given for L ≥ 1 by
Pr [γd < u|CL] =
Id∏
id=1
λIid,d exp
(
λIid,d
) Id∑
g=1
1∏Id
m=1
m 6=g
(
λIm,d − λIg,d
)
×


(
1− (1− exp (−λR,dγT))L
)
(
1
λR,d
− 1
λs,d
)
[
exp (λR,dγT)
(exp (−λR,dγT) Ξ1 − Ξ3)
λR,d
− exp (λs,dγT) (exp (−λs,dγT) Ξ1 − Ξ2)
λs,d
]
+ L
L−1∑
i=0
(
L− 1
i
)
(−1)i(
1
λR,d
− (i+1)
λs,d
)
×
[
(Ξ1 − Ξ3)
(i+ 1)λR,d
− (Ξ1 − Ξ2)
λs,d
− exp (−(i+ 1)λR,dγT)
{
exp ((i+ 1)λR,dγT)
× (exp (−(i+ 1)λR,dγT) Ξ1 − Ξ4)
(i+ 1)λR,d
− exp (λs,dγT) (exp (−λs,dγT) Ξ1 − Ξ2)
λs,d
}]
,
(3.19)
where Ξ1, Ξ2, Ξ3 are as defined before, and Ξ4 = Γ(1, (i + 1)λR,du + λ
I
id,d
)
/
((i +
1)λR,du+ λ
I
id,d
).
Proof. In evaluating this term, the e2e SINR can be written as Y3/Z1, where
Z1 is as defined in Appendix B.1 with a PDF as derived in (B.1). The CDF of
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ρ|hSECps,d|2 which is a part of Y3 can be written as [22]
Fρ|hSECps,d|2(γ) =


1−∑L−1j=0 [Fρ|hR,d|2(γT)]j [1− Fρ|hR,d|2(γ)] , γ ≥ γT;[
Fρ|hR,d|2(γ)
]L
, γ < γT.
(3.20)
Using the CDF in (3.20) and following the same procedure as in Appendix B.1,
the PDF of Y3 can be obtained as
fY3(γ) =
[
1− (1− exp (−λR,dγT))L
]
×



exp (−λs,d (γ − γT))(
1
λs,d
− 1
λR,d
) + exp (−λR,d (γ − γT))(
1
λR,d
− 1
λs,d
)

U (γ − γT)

+ L
L−1∑
i=0
(
L− 1
i
)
× (−1)i

exp (−λs,d (γ − γT))(
(i+1)
λs,d
− 1
λR,d
) + exp (−(i+ 1)λR,dγ)(
1
λR,d
− (i+1)
λs,d
) − exp (−(i+ 1)λR,dγ)
×

exp (−λs,d (γ − γT))(
(i+1)
λs,d
− 1
λR,d
) + exp (−(i+ 1)λR,dγ)(
1
λR,d
− (i+1)
λs,d
)

U (γ − γT)

. (3.21)
Upon substituting (B.1) and (3.21) in (B.7), and with the help of [42, Eq.
(3.351.2)] and after some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the result in (3.19).
For the case of identical second hops and identical interferers at the relays and
destination (λIik,k = · · · = λIk), (λIid,d = · · · = λId), the term Pr [CL] is as derived in
Corollary 3.2 and the term Pr [γd < u|CL] is given in the following Corollary.
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Corollary 3.4 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) is given for L ≥ 1 by
Pr [γd < u|CL] = − (λ
I
d)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)g
×


(
1− (1− exp (−λR,dγT))L
)
(
1
λR,d
− 1
λs,d
)
[
exp (λR,dγT)
(exp (−λR,dγT) Λ1 − Λ3)
λR,d
− exp (λs,dγT) (exp (−λs,dγT) Λ1 − Λ2)
λs,d
]
+ L
L−1∑
i=0
(
L− 1
i
)
(−1)i(
1
λR,d
− (i+1)
λs,d
)
×
[
(Λ1 − Λ3)
(i+ 1)λR,d
− (Λ1 − Λ2)
λs,d
− exp (−(i+ 1)λR,dγT)
{
exp ((i+ 1)λR,dγT)
× (exp (−(i+ 1)λR,dγT) Λ1 − Λ4)
(i+ 1)λR,d
− exp (λs,dγT) (exp (−λs,dγT) Λ1 − Λ2)
λs,d
}]
,
(3.22)
where Λ1, Λ2, Λ3 are as defined before, and Λ4 = Γ(g+1, (i+1)λR,du+ λ
I
d)
/
((i+
1)λR,du+ λ
I
id,d
)g+1.
Upon substituting (3.13) and (3.21) in (B.7), and with the help of [42, Eq.
(3.351.2)] and after some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the result in (3.22).
3.5 Asymptotic Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the outage probability of the studied system at high
SNR regime with the proposed SEC and SECps relay selection schemes.
Due to complexity of the achieved expressions in previous sections, it is hard
to get more insights about system performance. Therefore, we see it is important
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to derive simple expressions where more about system behavior can be achieved.
In this section, we evaluate asymptotic outage performance of the studied system
with the proposed SEC and SECps relay selection schemes. At high SNR, the
outage probability can be expressed as Pout≈ (GcSNR)−Gd , where Gc denotes the
coding gain of the system and Gd is the diversity order of the system. In the
upcoming analysis, the Id and ρI are assumed to be constant. Also, the second
hops of relays are assumed to be identical and the interferers at the relays and
destination are assumed to have equal powers.
3.5.1 SEC-Based Relay Selection
In this section, we derive the asymptotic outage probability for the studied system
with the SEC relaying scheme. At high SNR regime, the exponential CDF and
PDF can be respectively approximated by Fγ(γ) ≈ γγ¯ and fγ(γ) ≈ 1γ¯ . Upon substi-
tuting these statistics in (3.16) and following the same procedure as in Appendix
B.1, the term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) can be obtained at high SNR for L ≥ 1 as
Pr [γd < u|CL] ≈ − (λ
I
d)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)gλR,dλs,d
×
{
(λR,dγT)
L−1
[
γTχ1u− (γT)
2χ2
2
]
+
L−1∑
j=0
(λR,dγT)
j
[χ3
2
u2 − γTχ1
2
u+ (γT)
2χ2
]}
,
(3.23)
where χ1 = Γ
(
g + 2, λId
) / (
λId
)g+2
, χ2 = Γ
(
g + 1, λId
) / (
λId
)g+1
, and χ3 =
Γ
(
g + 3, λId
) / (
λId
)g+3
.
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Now, the CDF Pr [γs,k < u] which is a part of the term Pr [CL] in (3.6) can be
obtained at high SNR as
Pr [γs,k < u] ≈− (λ
I
k)
Ik
(Ik − 1)!(−1)
Ikλs,k exp
(
λIk
) Ik−1∑
g=0
(
Ik − 1
g
)
(−1)gχ′1u, (3.24)
where χ
′
1 = χ1 with replacing d by k.
Upon substituting (3.24) in (3.6) and then substituting (3.6) and (3.23) in (3.7),
the asymptotic outage probability can be evaluated. While evaluating the outage
probability in some common mathematical tools like Maple, it was noticed that
the term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.23) is the one who dominates the final result when
compared with the term Pr [γs,k < u] in (3.24). Also, it was noticed that the first
part in (3.23) is dominated by the second part. Furthermore, this term can be
further simplified due to the fact that it is still dominant when j = 0. Therefore,
the result in (3.23) can be simplified as
Pr [γd < u|CL] ≈− (λ
I
d)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)g
×
{
λR,dλs,d
[χ3
2
u2 − γTχ1
2
u+ (γT)
2χ2
]}
. (3.25)
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By noticing that λR,d = λs,d = (SNR)
−1, the result in (3.25) can be rewritten at
u = γout as
Pout ≈


{
− (λ
I
d)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)g
×
[χ3
2
(γout)
2 − γTχ1
2
γout + (γT)
2χ2
]}2
SNR


−2
. (3.26)
3.5.2 SECps-Based Relay Selection
In this section, we derive the asymptotic outage probability for the studied system
with the SECps relaying scheme. Upon substituting the approximate statistics
of the exponential distribution in (3.20) and following the same procedure as in
Appendix B.1, the term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) can be obtained at high SNR for
L ≥ 1 as
Pr [γd < u|CL] ≈ − (λ
I
d)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)g
{
L−1∑
i=0
(λR,dγT)
i
× λR,dλs,d
(
χ3
2
u2 − γTχ1u+ (γT)
2χ2
2
)
+ L!(λR,d)
Lλs,d
[
Γ
(
g + L+ 2, λId
)
(L+ 1)!(λId)
g+L+2
uL+1
−
L−1∑
k=0
(γT)
k
k!(L− k)!
L−k∑
j=0
(
L− k
j
)
(−γT)L−k−j
(j + 1)
(
Γ
(
g + j + 2, λId
)
(λId)
g+j+2
uj+1 − (γT)j+1χ2
)]}
,
(3.27)
where χ2 as defined before.
The CDF Pr [γs,k < u] which is a part of the term Pr [CL] in (3.6) is similar to
that obtained in (3.24). Upon substituting (3.24) in (3.6) and then substituting
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(3.6) and (3.27) in (3.7), the asymptotic outage probability can be evaluated.
While evaluating the outage probability in Maple, it was noticed that the term
Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.27) is the one who dominates the final result when compared
with the term Pr [γs,k < u] in (3.24). Also, it was noticed that the second part
in (3.27) is dominated by the first part. Furthermore, this term can be further
simplified due to the fact that it is still dominant when i = 0. Therefore, the
result in (3.27) can be simplified as
Pr [γd < u|CL] ≈− (λ
I
d)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)g
×
{
λR,dλs,d
(
χ3
2
u2 − γTχ1u+ (γT)
2χ2
2
)}
. (3.28)
Again, by noticing that λR,d = λs,d = 1/SNR, the result in (3.28) can be rewritten
at u = γout as
Pout ≈


{
− (λ
I
d)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)g
×
(
χ3
2
(γout)
2 − γTχ1γout + (γT)
2χ2
2
)}2
SNR


−2
. (3.29)
As can be seen from the results in (3.25) and (3.29), the coding gain of the
system with the SEC and SECps relaying schemes is affected by several parameters
as λId, Id, γT, and γout; while the diversity order is constant at 2. This is clear in
the numerical examples where all curves of different K asymptotically converge
to the same behavior and result in a diversity order of 2 (the relay path + direct
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link). It is expected from results to have the achieved gain in system performance
due to increasing K to happen at the values of SNR that are comparable to γT.
As in this case, the switching rate will increase and the probability to have better
relays increases also. At the same time, as the asymptotic analysis is done at
high SNR values, it is expected to have most of the relays being acceptable the
whole time and thus, the first checked relay is being selected in the two relaying
schemes. This means all curves of different K asymptotically converge to same
behavior which explains why the system with the two relaying schemes has the
same diversity order and approximately the same coding gain as will be shown in
the coming section.
3.6 Special Case of Noise-Limited System
For the case of no interference, the received signal at the kth relay can be expressed
as
yrk = hs,kx0 + ns,k, (3.30)
where hs,k is the channel coefficient between S and the k
th relay, x0 is the transmit-
ted symbol with E{|x0|2} = P0, and ns,k ∼ CN (0, N0) is an AWGN. Let us define
hs,d and hk,d as the channel coefficients between S and D and the k
th relay and D,
respectively. All the channel gains are assumed to follow Rayleigh distribution.
That is, the channel powers denoted by |hs,d|2, |hs,k|2, and |hk,d|2 are exponential
distributed RVs with parameters σ2s,d, σ
2
s,k, and σ
2
k,d, respectively. Using (3.30),
the SNR at the kth relay can be written as γs,k =
P0
N0
|hs,k|2.
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In the second phase after decoding the received signal, the first checked relay
in CL whose second hop channel SNR is greater than the predetermined switching
threshold forwards the re-encoded signal to the destination. The selected relay
is chosen according to the SEC selection scheme and it is the first checked relay
in CL whose γl,d is greater than a predetermined switching threshold. It can be
written as γl,d =
Pl
N0
|hl,d|2, where Pl and N0 are the transmit power of the lth active
relay and the AWGN power at the destination, respectively.
The destination finally combines the signals from the source and the selected
relay using MRC. The e2e SNR at the destination output can be written as
γd , γs,d + γSEC,d =
P0
N0
|hs,d|2 + P0
N0
|hSEC,d|2. (3.31)
3.6.1 SEC-Based Relay Selection
In this section, we evaluate the outage probability of the studied system with the
SEC relaying when the CDFs of second hops of relays are non-identical.
Let ρ , P0/N0 = Pl/N0. Then, ρ|hs,d|2, ρ|hs,k|2, and ρ|hl,d|2 are exponential
distributed with parameters λs,d = 1/ρσ
2
s,d, λs,k = 1/ρσ
2
s,k, and λl,d = 1/ρσ
2
l,d. The
result of the term Pr [γd < u|CL] for the case of i.n.d. second hops {λi,d}Li=1 is
given in the following Lemma.
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Lemma 3.5 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) is given for L ≥ 1 by
Pr [γd < u|CL] =
L−1∑
i=0
pii
L−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(1− exp (−λk,dγT))

Ξ1 + Ξ2 − exp (−λi,dγT)
×

Ξ3
(
exp (−λs,dγT)− exp (−λs,du)
)
+ Ξ4
(
exp (−λi,dγT)− exp (−λi,du)
)




+
L−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))L
j−1∏
k=0
(
1− exp (−λ((i−j+k))L,dγT))
×

 exp (−λi,dγT)

Ξ3 (1− exp (−λs,du)) + Ξ4 (1− exp (−λi,du))



, (3.32)
where Ξ1 = (1− exp (−λs,du))
/(
1− λs,d
λi,d
)
, Ξ2 = (1− exp (−λi,du))
/(
1− λi,d
λs,d
)
,
Ξ3 = exp (λs,dγT)
/(
1− λs,d
λi,d
)
, and Ξ4 = exp (λi,dγT)
/(
1− λi,d
λs,d
)
.
Proof. For the case of no interference, the SINR at the MRC combiner output
at the destination γd is exactly as Y1 in Appendix B.1 with a PDF as derived in
(B.4). Upon, integrating this PDF using
∫ u
−∞
fγd(γ)dγ, we obtain the result in
(3.32).
The second term Pr [CL] in (3.7) can be obtained by using the CDF Pr [γs,l ≤ u]
which is an exponential distribution given by Pr [γs,l ≤ u] = 1 − exp (−λs,lu),
where λs,l is the rate of this distribution as defined before. Having the terms
Pr [γd < u|CL] and Pr [CL] being evaluated, a closed-form expression for the outage
probability in (3.7) can be obtained.
For the case where the CDFs of second hops of relays are identical (λ1,d =
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λ2,d = . . . = λK,d = λR,d), the term Pr [CL] is as derived in Lemma 3.5 and the
term Pr [γd < u|CL] is given in the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.6 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) is given for L ≥ 1 by
Pr [γd < u|CL] = 1(
1
λR,d
− 1
λs,d
)
{
(1− exp (−λR,dγT))L−1
[
(1− exp (−λR,du))
λR,d
− (1− exp (−λs,du))
λs,d
]
+
L−2∑
j=0
(1− exp (−λR,dγT))j
[
{exp (−λR,dγT)− exp (−λR,du)}
λR,d
− exp ((−λR,d + λs,d) γT) {exp (−λs,dγT)− exp (−λs,du)}
λs,d
]}
. (3.33)
Proof. For the case of no interference, the SINR at the MRC combiner output
at the destination γd is exactly as Y2 in Lemma 3.3 with a PDF as derived in
(3.17). Upon integrating this PDF using
∫ u
−∞
fγd(γ)dγ, we obtain the result in
(3.33).
3.6.2 SECps-Based Relay Selection
In this section, we evaluate the outage probability of the studied system with
the SECps relaying when the CDFs of second hops of relays are identical (λ1,d =
λ2,d = . . . = λK,d = λR,d). For this case the term Pr [γd < u|CL] is given in the
following Lemma.
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Lemma 3.7 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7) is given for L ≥ 1 by
Pr [γd < u|CL] =
(
1− (1− exp (−λR,dγT))L
)
(
1
λR,d
− 1
λs,d
)

exp (λR,dγT) (exp (−λR,dγT)− exp (−λR,du))λR,d
− exp (λs,dγT) (exp (−λs,dγT)− exp (−λs,du))
λs,d

+ L
L−1∑
j=0
(
L− 1
j
)
(−1)j(
1
λR,d
− (j+1)
λs,d
)
×

(1− exp (−(j + 1)λR,du))
(j + 1)λR,d
− (1− exp (−λs,du))
λs,d
− exp (−(j + 1)λR,dγT)
×


exp ((j + 1)λR,dγT)
(j + 1)λR,d
(exp (−(j + 1)λR,dγT)− exp (−(j + 1)λR,du))
− exp (λs,dγT) (exp (−λs,dγT)− exp (−λs,du))
λs,d



. (3.34)
Proof. For the case of no interference, the SINR at the MRC combiner output
at the destination γd is exactly as Y3 in Lemma 3.4 with a PDF as derived in
(3.21). Upon, integrating this PDF, we obtain the result in (3.34).
Again, the second term Pr [CL] in (3.7) can be obtained by using the CDF
Pr [γs,l ≤ u] which is an exponential distribution given by Pr [γs,l ≤ u] = 1 −
exp (−λs,lu), where λs,l is the rate of this distribution as defined before. Having
the terms Pr [γd < u|CL] and Pr [CL] being evaluated, a closed-form expression for
the outage probability in (3.7) can be obtained.
Due to complexity of the achieved analytical results, it would be hard to calcu-
late the switching threshold in such a way optimizing the e2e outage probability.
Alternatively, the same method presented in Section 2.6.
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3.7 Numerical Results
In this section, we illustrate the validity of the achieved analytical expressions
via a comparison with Monte-Carlo simulations. We also provide some numerical
examples to prove the effectiveness of the proposed relay selection schemes in
reducing the system complexity and to show the effect of the interference and
some system parameters like number of relays, switching threshold, and outage
threshold on the system performance.
Figure 3.3 portrays the system outage probability vs SNR for the SEC-based
relaying scheme for different numbers of relays K. It is clear from this figure
that the achieved analytical and asymptotic results perfectly fit with Monte-Carlo
simulations. Also, it can be seen from this figure that the SEC relaying scheme
has nearly the same performance as the best relay selection for very low SNR
region; whereas, as we go further in increasing the SNR, the best relay selection
scheme is clearly outperforming the SEC relaying, as expected. In addition, we
can see from this figure that for the SEC relaying as K increases, the system
performance becomes more enhanced, especially, at the range of SNR values that
is comparable to the switching threshold γT. More importantly, for K = 2, 3,
and 4, it is obvious in this figure that at both low and high SNR values, all
curves asymptotically converge to the same behavior and no gain is achieved in
system performance with adding more relays. This is expected since when γT takes
values much smaller or larger than the average SNR, the system asymptotically
converges to the case of two relays and hence, adding more relays will not help in
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enhancing the system performance. The curves in this figure greatly match the
results achieved from the asymptotic or high SNR analysis where the diversity
order was shown to be constat and equal 2. Another important result in this
figure is that as the interference power is assumed not scaling with SNR, the
system still can achieve more diversity gain due to adding more relays and this is
clear in the range of SNR values that are comparable to the value of γT.
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Figure 3.3: Outage probability vs average SNR for DF relay system with SEC
relaying and interference at the relays and destination for different values of K
and σ2s,d = 1, σ
2
s,1 = 0.2, σ
2
s,2 = 0.4, σ
2
s,3 = 0.6, σ
2
s,4 = 0.8, σ
2
k,d = 0.4 and (σ
I
k)
2 =
0.01 for k = 1, . . . , 4, and (σId)
2 = 0.01.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the system outage performance vs SNR for the SECps-
based relaying scheme for different values of σ2s,d for the cases of interference and
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no interference. As expected, as σ2s,d increases and hence, the quality of direct
link channel the better the achieved performance. This is valid for both cases; the
system with and without interference. Also, one can notice from this figure that
for the case where the interference power scales with SNR, a noise floor appears
and a zero diversity gain is achieved in all curves of this case due to the effect of
interference on the system performance. On the other hand, for the case where
the interference power does not scale with SNR, the system can still achieve full
diversity and the system outage performance enhances as we increase the SNR.
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Figure 3.4: Outage probability vs average SNR for DF relay system with SECps
relaying and interference at the relays and destination for different values of ρ2s,d
and σ2s,k = 0.2, σ
2
k,d = 0.4, (σ
I
k)
2 = 0.1 for k = 1, 2, and (σId)
2 = 0.1.
Figure 3.5 studies the system outage performance vs SNR for the SEC-based
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relaying scheme for different numbers of relays K for the i.i.d. and i.n.d. cases
of relay hops. As expected, as K increases, the better the achieved performance,
especially, in the region where the average SNR values are comparable to γT. The
figure also shows that this behavior extends to the case of i.n.d. relay hops. Fur-
thermore, we can see from this figure that the gain achieved in system performance
becomes smaller as we go further in increasing K.
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Figure 3.5: Outage probability vs average SNR for DF relay system with SEC
relaying and interference at the relays and destination for different values of K
for i.n.d. hops and σ2s,d = 1, (σ
I
k)
2 = 0.01 for k = 1, . . . , 4, and (σId)
2 = 0.01.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the system outage probability vs SNR for the SEC-based
relaying scheme for different numbers of relays K for the cases with and without
direct link. The important role of direct link in relay systems is clear in this figure
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where better performance is achieved when the direct link is existed compared to
the case of no direct link. Also, a noise floor is noticeable in all cases of this figure
due to the effect of interference on the system performance. This is expected as
the interference power is assumed to scale with SNR and thus, a zero diversity
gain is achieved. Finally, it is clear from this figure that the cases of K = 2, 3,
and 4 almost behave the same at high SNR values, as expected.
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Figure 3.6: Outage probability vs average SNR for DF relay system with SEC
relaying and interference at the relays and destination for different values of K
with and without direct link and σ2s,d = 1, σ
2
s,k = 0.8, σ
2
k,d = 0.9 and (σ
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for k = 1, . . . , 4, and (σId)
2 = 0.01.
Figure 3.7 portrays the system outage performance vs outage threshold γout
for the SEC and SECps-based relaying schemes for different values of SNR. As
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expected, as the average SNR takes larger values and hence, enhancing the direct
link and relay paths channels, the better the achieved performance. In addition,
the gain achieved in system performance when the SECps relaying scheme is used
is clear in this figure compared to the case where the SEC scheme is used. This
gain is more noticeable in the case where the SNR value is comparable to γT.
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Figure 3.7: Outage probability vs outage threshold for DF relay system with SEC
and SECps relaying schemes and interference at the relays and destination for
different values of SNR and σ2s,d = 0.1, σ
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Figure 3.8 studies the system outage performance vs SNR for the SEC and
SECps-based relaying schemes for different values of σ2s,d. As can be seen from
this figure, the gain achieved in system performance in the case of SECps relaying
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is clear compared to the case where the SEC scheme is used. This gain is more
noticeable in the range of SNR values that are close to γT. As the value of the
average SNR becomes much larger or smaller than the average SNR, the gain
in system behavior becomes smaller and both scheme behave the same. Clearly,
the amount of this gain is highly reduced due to the effect of interference on the
system performance.
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Figure 3.8: Outage probability vs average SNR for DF relay system with SEC
and SECps relaying schemes and interference at the relays and destination for
different values of σ2s,d and σ
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Figure 3.9 shows the outage performance versus average SNR for the studied
system with the SECps-based relaying scheme for different values of interference
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power ρI . A perfect fitting between the analytical and the asymptotic results
is obvious in this figure. Also, the effect of interference power on the system
performance is clear in this figure where as ρI increases, the system behavior
becomes more degraded, as expected. This degradation in system performance is
due to the reduction in coding gain caused by the interference.
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Figure 3.9: Outage probability vs average SNR for DF relay system with SECps
relaying scheme and interference at the relays and destination for different values
of ρI and σ
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Figure 3.10 illustrates the system outage probability vs SNR for the SEC-
based relaying scheme for different values of switching threshold γT. It is clear
from this figure that the best performance is achieved when the optimum switching
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threshold γT−Opt is used, as expected.
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Figure 3.10: Outage probability vs average SNR for DF relay system with SEC
relaying and interference at the relays and destination for different values of γT
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Figure 3.11 shows the system outage performance vs SNR for the SEC-based
relaying scheme for different values of outage threshold γout. As expected, as γout
increases and hence, the probability of outage, the worse the achieved perfor-
mance. Also, the case where there is no interference is clear in this figure. In
contrast to the case where the interference is existed, no noise floor appears in
this case.
Figure 3.12 portrays the system outage performance vs number of interferers Ik
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Figure 3.11: Outage probability vs average SNR for DF relay system with SEC
relaying and interference at the relays and destination for different values of γout
and σ2s,d = 0.1, σ
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and Id for the SEC-based relaying scheme for different values of SNR. As expected,
as SNR increases and hence, the better the desired user channels, the better the
achieved performance. Also, as Ik and Id increase, the probability of system to be
in outage increases.
Figure 3.13 illustrates the system outage probability vs SNR for the SEC-
based relaying scheme for different values of Id and Ik when they are equal. It
can be seen from this figure that as Id = Ik increases, the worse the achieved
performance, as expected.
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Figure 3.14 studies the system outage performance vs SNR for the SEC-based
relaying scheme for different values of Id and Ik when they are unequal. As can
be seen, the interference at the destination node affects the system performance
more severely than the interference at the relay. This is because the impact of
the interference at the relay node is reduced by the decoding process performed
by the relay itself. Furthermore, this result is expected as the interference at
the destination affects the signals on the direct link and that through the relay.
Finally, the worst performance is achieved when the interference simultaneously
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Figure 3.13: Outage probability vs average SNR for DF relay system with SEC
relaying and interference at the relays and destination for different values of Id
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increases at the relay and the destination nodes, as expected.
Figure 3.15 shows the system outage performance vs number of relays K for
the SEC-based relaying scheme for different values of SNR. It can be seen from
this figure that the considered relay system still achieves performance gain and
the outage probability decreases when the number of relays K increases, but the
slope depends on the SNR values. Also, the achieved gain in system performance
due to the existence of the direct link is clear in the figure.
Figure 3.16 illustrates the average number of channel estimations versus the
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switching threshold γT for the SEC and SECps-based relaying schemes in compar-
ison with the opportunistic relaying scheme. We can see from this figure that as
the quality of all relay second hop channels are required for its operation, oppor-
tunistic relaying always needs 4 channel estimations. On the other hand, the SEC
relaying needs to estimate at most 3 relay second hop channels because when the
second hop channels of the first 3 relays are found unacceptable, the last checked
relay will be used at the destination. Therefore, the SEC relaying scheme requires
less path estimations than the SECps relaying. Also, we can notice from this
figure that as γT increases, the average number of channel estimations of relays
increases since it is more difficult to find a suitable relay.
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3.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed and evaluated the performance of new low-complexity
relay selection schemes for dual-hop DF relay systems with interference at the
relays and destination nodes. These schemes are based on the well known switch-
and-examine and switch-and-examine post-selection diversity combining tech-
niques. The e2e outage probability was derived for the generic i.n.d. case of
second hops of the SEC relaying scheme and for the i.i.d. case for the SECps
scheme. Furthermore, the system outage performance was evaluated at high SNR
values where simple expressions for the outage probability, diversity order, and
coding gain were derived and analyzed. Monte-Carlo simulations proved the accu-
racy of the achieved analytical and asymptotic results. Findings illustrated that
for fixed number of interferers of fixed power or equivalently, when the interference
power does not scale with SNR, the system can still achieve diversity gain; espe-
cially, in the range of SNR that is comparable to the switching threshold. Also,
asymptotic results showed that the system achieves the same diversity order which
is 2 and approximately the same coding gain for the cases of SEC and SECps re-
laying schemes. Finally, findings illustrated the severe effect of interference on the
gain achieved by the SECps relaying scheme compared to the conventional SEC
scheme.
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CHAPTER 4
OPPORTUNISTIC DF
RELAYING USING BEST
RELAY
4.1 Introduction
In chapters 2 and 3, the SEC and SECps low-complexity relaying schemes were
proposed for AF and DF relaying systems to achieve the lowest system com-
plexity with satisfying an adequate system performance. In some systems, the
performance has the highest priority if compared with the system complexity. An
excellent relaying scheme for such systems is the opportunistic relaying. It gives
the optimum system performance compared to its counterparts. Also, due to the
lack in number of papers that address the interference effect on the performance
of DF relay systems assuming the very general Nakagami-m fading environment,
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it would be highly motivating to present such a study.
In this chapter, we investigate the outage behavior of a dual-hop opportunistic
DF relay system with CCI at both the relay and the destination. The source-relay
and relay-destination channels as well as the interferers’ channels at both the relay
and the destination nodes are assumed to follow Nakagami-m distribution. Exact
closed-form expressions for the outage probability for both i.n.d. and i.i.d. cases
of interferers’ channels are derived. Furthermore, the system behavior at high
SNR values is studied via deriving the asymptotic outage probability and hence,
the diversity order and the coding gain are characterized. Our results show that
the co-channel interferers do not reduce the diversity gain of the system, instead,
they degrade the outage performance by affecting the coding gain of the system.
The accuracy of the analytical results are supported by Monte-Carlo simulations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides a literature
review on the most related studies. Section 4.3 explains the system model. The
exact performance analysis is conducted in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents the
asymptotic system analysis. In Section 4.6, some numerical results are discussed.
Finally, some conclusions are provided in Section 4.7.
4.2 Literature Review
As mentioned in the previous chapter, most of the work on relay systems has fo-
cused on noise-limited environments and ignored the interference effect on system
performance. Some key papers on relay systems with multiple relays are the ones
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presented in [16]-[18]. The work that includes the impact of CCI looks important
as the interference can be one of the major limiting-factors of the cooperative
performance. Most of the existing papers on relay networks considered the effect
of CCI assuming single relay with interference at the relay, the destination, or
at both. Other studies considered the interference impact in multi-relay systems
with single interferer at the relay or the destination node. The lack of strong
studies that evaluate the performance of multi-relay cooperative systems with in-
terference at both the relay and the destination nodes motivates us to contribute
in this area of research. Another contribution of our work in this chapter is that
it is a development to the work presented in [16] where the conventional DF re-
laying is extended to an opportunistic DF relaying by using different approach
than the MGF one. Using the best relay scheme reduces the amount of cooper-
ation overheads and enhances the system spectral efficiency. Also, an important
contribution is the studying of system performance at high SNR values.
To the best of our knowledge, the interference effect at both the relay and
the destination nodes in opportunistic DF relay systems over Nakagami-m fading
channels has not been studied yet. In this chapter, we consider the system of [17]
where the best DF relay is selected to forward the source message to destination
with interference at the relays and destination. We derive exact closed-form ex-
pressions for the outage probability for both i.n.d. and i.i.d. cases of interferers’
channels. Furthermore, we evaluate the system performance at high SNR regime
where an asymptotic expression for the outage probability is derived and analyzed
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and the diversity order and coding gain are provided. Due to its inherent effect
on system behavior, the direct link is considered in all derivations in this chapter.
4.3 System Model
The system under consideration is as shown in Figure 3.1 with the best re-
lay among all active relays forwarding the source message to destination. All
the channel gains are assumed to follow Nakagami-m distribution. That
is, the channel powers denoted by |hs,d|2, |hs,k|2, |hk,d|2, |hIik,k|2, and |hIid,d|2
are gamma distributed RVs with parameters
(
ms,d, σ
2
s,d/ms,d
)
,
(
ms,k, σ
2
s,k/ms,k
)
,
(
mk,d, σ
2
k,d/mk,d
)
,
(
mIik,k, σ
2
I,ik,k
/mIik,k
)
, and
(
mIid,d, σ
2
I,id,d
/mIid,d
)
, respectively. Us-
ing (3.1), the SINR at the kth relay can be written as in (3.2).
The decoding set CL of active relays that could have correctly decoded the
message sent from the source in the first phase is as defined by (3.3). In the second
phase after decoding the received signal, only the best relay in CL forwards the
re-encoded message to the destination. The best relay is selected such that
b = arg maxl∈CL {γl,d} , (4.1)
where γl,d is the SINR at the destination resulting from the l
th relay being the
relay which forwarded the source information as given by (3.4). Equivalently,
b = arg maxl∈CL
{
Pl
N0
|hl,d|2
}
, (4.2)
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since the denominator is common to the SINRs from all relays belonging to CL.
In the analysis of the considered system, the destination is assumed to be
located at the same point during the two phases. This means the same interference
is affecting the destination node in both phases. The destination finally combines
the signals from the source and the best relay using MRC. The e2e SINR at the
destination output can be written as
γd , γs,d + γb,d =
P0
N0
|hs,d|2 + PbN0 |hb,d|2∑Id
id=1
P I
id,d
N0
∣∣hIid,d∣∣2 + 1
. (4.3)
4.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the system outage probability for both i.n.d. and i.i.d.
interferers’ fading channels. The distribution of the decoding set defined by (3.3)
is as given by (3.6) and the outage probability for the considered system can be
achieved by averaging over all possible decoding sets as given by (3.7). In order to
evaluate (3.7), we first need to derive Pr [γd < u|CL] and then Pr [CL] as follows.
4.4.1 Non-Identical Interferers
Let ρ , P0/N0 = Pl/N0 and ρIk , P
I
ik,k
/N0 = P
I
id,d
/N0 = ρI . Then,
ρ|hs,d|2, ρ|hs,k|2, ρI |hIik,k|2, ρ|hl,d|2, and ρI |hIid,d|2 are gamma distributed with
parameters
(
ms,d, ρσ
2
s,d/ms,d = 1/αs,dms,d
)
,
(
ms,k, ρσ
2
s,k/ms,k = 1/αs,kms,k
)
,
(
mIik,k, ρIσ
2
I,ik,k
/mIik,k = 1/α
I
ik,k
mIik,k
)
,
(
ml,d, ρσ
2
l,d/ml,d = 1/αl,dml,d
)
, and
(
mIik,k,
ρIσ
2
I,id,d
/mIik,k = 1/α
I
id,d
mIik,k
)
, respectively. For the case of unequal power inter-
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ferers, we have αIin,n 6= αIjn,n, when in 6= jn, n ∈ Sr
⋃ {d}. We can then calculate
Pout in (3.7) using the following results.
Lemma 4.1 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] for L ≥ 1 is given by
Pr [γd < u|CL]NI = −
Id∑
id=1
(−1)mIid,d exp (αIid,d)
mI
id,d∑
i=1
βi−1id
(i− 1)!
mI
id,d
−1∑
g=0
(
mIid,d − 1
g
)
(−1)g
× Ca
ms,d−1∑
r=0
(
ms,d − 1
r
)
(−1)r
L∑
l=1
Cb(l)

 C1(r, l)!
C2(l)ml,d+r

C3(r)!C4(id, g)(
ms,d
Ωs,d
)ms,d−r −
C3(r)∑
k3=0
C3(r)!
× Λ1(id, u)
−g−k3−1uk3
k3!
(
ms,d
Ωs,d
)ms,d−r−k3 Γ (g + k3 + 1,Λ1(id, u))

− C1(r,l)∑
k1=0
1
k1!
C1(r, l)!
C2(l)ml,d+r−k1
×

C5(r, k1)!C4(id, g)(
ml,d
Ωl,d
)ms,d−r+k1 −
C5(r,k1)∑
k4=0
C5(r, k1)!Λ2(id, l, u)
−g−k4−1uk4
k4!
(
ml,d
Ωl,d
)ms,d−r+k1−k4 Γ (g + k4 + 1,Λ2(id, l, u))


+
L∑
n=1
(−1)n
∑
j1<···<jn,j(.) 6=l
∑
q1=···=qn=0
∏n
w=1
(
mjw,d
Ωjw,d
)qw
∏n
p=1 qp!


C6(r, l, qi)!
C7(l, js)
∑n
i=1 qi+ml,d+r
×

C3(r)!C4(id, g)(
ms,d
Ωs,d
)ms,d−r −
C3(r)∑
k5=0
C3(r)!
k5!
Λ1(id, u)
−g−k5−1uk5(
ms,d
Ωs,d
)ms,d−r−k5 Γ (g + k5 + 1,Λ1(id, u))


−
C6(r,l,qi)∑
k2=0
C6(r, l, qi)!
k2!C7(l, js)
∑n
i=1 qi+ml,d+r−k2

C8(r, k2)!C4(id, g)
C9(l, js)ms,d−r+k2
−
C8(r,k2)∑
k6=0
C8(r, k2)!u
k6
k6!
× Λ3(id, l, js, u)
−g−k6−1
C9(l, js)ms,d−r+k2−k6
Γ (g + k6 + 1,Λ3(id, l, js, u))





, (4.4)
where C3(r) = ms,d − r − 1, C4(id, g) =
Γ
(
g+1,αI
id,d
)
(
αI
id,d
)g+1 , C5(r, k1) = ms,d − r + k1 −
1, C8(r, k2) = ms,d − r + k2 − 1, C9(l, js) =
∑n
s=1
mjs,d
Ωjs,d
+
ml,d
Ωl,d
,Λ1(id, u) =
ms,d
Ωs,d
u +
αIid,d,Λ2(id, l, u) =
ml,d
Ωl,d
u+αIid,d, and Λ3(id, l, js, u) =
(∑n
s=1
mjs,d
Ωjs,d
+
ml,d
Ωl,d
)
u+αIid,d.
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Proof. See Appendix C.1.
For L = 0, the term Pr [γd < u|CL] can be simply obtained by replacing k for
relay by d for destination and ik by id in the CDF of γs,k in Lemma 4.2.
Now, we find the second term in (3.7) Pr [CL].
Lemma 4.2 The CDF Pr [γs,k < u] which is a part of the term Pr [CL] in (3.6)
is given by
Pr [γs,k < u]NI = −
Ik∑
ik=1
mI
ik,k∑
i=1
(−1)mIik,kβi−1ik exp
(
αIik,k
)
(i− 1)!
mI
ik,k
−1∑
g=0
(
mIik,k − 1
g
)
(−1)gmms,ks,k
Ω
ms,k
s,k Γ(ms,k)
×

(ms,k − 1)!(
ms,k
Ωs,k
)ms,k Γ
(
g + 1, αIik,k
)
(
αIik,k
)g+1 −
ms,k−1∑
j=0
(ms,k − 1)!uj
j!
(
ms,k
Ωs,k
)ms,k−j Γ
(
g + j + 1,
ms,k
Ωs,k
u+ αIik,k
)
(
ms,k
Ωs,k
u+ αIik,k
)g+j+1

.
(4.5)
Proof. See Appendix C.2.
Having the terms Pr [γd < u|CL] and Pr [CL] being evaluated, a closed-form ex-
pression for the outage probability in (3.7) can be obtained.
4.4.2 Identical Interferers
This section considers the case where the interferers have identical powers, i.e.
(
mIik,k = · · · = mIk, αIik,k = · · · = αIk
)
,
(
mIid,d = · · · = mId, αIid,d = · · · = αId
)
. Now,
the denominator of γd becomes Z2 =
∑Id
id=1
ρI |hIid,d|2 + 1 = X2 + 1, where X2 is
a summation of gamma distributed RVs with the same parameter and the same
average power with a PDF given by fX2(x) =
(αI
d
)Idm
I
d
Γ(IdmId)
xIdm
I
d
−1 exp
(−αIdx). Using
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the transformation of RVs, we get
fZ2(z) =
(αId)
Idm
I
d
Γ (IdmId)
(z − 1)IdmId−1 exp (−αId(z − 1)) . (4.6)
Now, using the Binomial formula, we get
fZ2(z) =−
(αId)
Idm
I
d (−1)IdmId exp (αId)
Γ (IdmId)
Idm
I
d
−1∑
g=0
(
Idm
I
d − 1
g
)
(−1)gzg exp (−αIdz) .
(4.7)
Following the same procedure as in Appendix C.1, the term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7)
can be obtained as
Pr [γd < u|CL]I = −
Id∑
id=1
(−1)mIid,d exp (αIid,d)
mI
id,d∑
i=1
βi−1id
(i− 1)!
mI
id,d
−1∑
g=0
(
mIid,d − 1
g
)
(−1)g
L∑
l=1
Cb(l)
×

(ml,d − 1)!C4(id, g)(
ml,d
Ωl,d
)ml,d −
ml,d−1∑
k1=0
(ml,d − 1)!Λ2(id, l, u)−g−k1−1uk1
k1!
(
ml,d
Ωl,d
)ml,d−k1 Γ (g + k1 + 1,Λ2(id, l, u))
+
L∑
n=1
(−1)n
∑
j1<···<jn,j(.) 6=l
∑
q1=···=qn=0
∏n
w=1
(
mjw,d
Ωjw,d
)qw
∏n
p=1 qp!


(C6(r, l, qi)− r)!C4(id, g)
(C9(l, js))
∑n
i=1 qi+ml,d
−
C6(r,l,qi)−r∑
k2=0
(C6(r, l, qi)− r)!Λ3(id, l, js, u)−g−k2−1uk2
k2! (C9(l, js))
∑n
i=1 qi+ml,d−k2
Γ (g + k2 + 1,Λ3(id, l, js, u))



,
(4.8)
where Cb(l), C4(id, g),Λ2(id, l, u), C6(r, l, qi), C9(l, js), and Λ3(id, l, js, u) are as de-
fined before.
In evaluating the term Pr [CL] for the this case, the SINR γs,k can be written as
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γs,k = Y1/Z3, where Y1 is similar to fρ|hl,d|2(τ) in Appendix C.1 with replacing l by
s and d by k and Z3 with a PDF similar to that derived in (4.7) with replacing d by
k. Now, following the same procedure as in Appendix C.2, the CDF Pr [γs,k < u]
can be obtained as
Pr [γs,k < u]I = −
(αIk)
Ikm
I
k(−1)IkmIk exp (αIk)
Γ (IkmIk)
Ikm
I
k
−1∑
g=0
(
Ikm
I
k − 1
g
)
(−1)gmms,ks,k
Ω
ms,k
s,k Γ(ms,k)
×

(ms,k − 1)!(
ms,k
Ωs,k
)ms,k Γ
(
g + 1, αIk
)
(αIk)
g+1 −
ms,k−1∑
j=0
(ms,k − 1)!uj
j!
(
ms,k
Ωs,k
)ms,k−j Γ
(
g + j + 1,
ms,k
Ωs,k
u+ αIk
)
(
ms,k
Ωs,k
u+ αIk
)g+j+1

.
(4.9)
Having Pr [γd < u|CL] and Pr [CL] being evaluated, the outage probability in (3.7)
can be obtained.
4.5 Asymptotic Analysis
Since the achieved results are too complex to give any insight about the key
performance measures. It is of great interest to look into the high SNR regime,
where simple expressions can be obtained. Note, at high SNR values, the outage
probability can be expressed as Pout ≈ (Gcρ)−Gd , where Gd is the achieved
diversity order of the system and Gc is the coding gain. When ρ→∞ with finite
values of ρI , Ik, and Id, the outage probability is approximated as follows
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Pout ≈


L1
(
ms,k
αI
k
)ms,k
Γ(ms,k+1)
(
u
ρ
)ms,k
, ms,k < ml,d;
L2
(
ms,k
αI
k
)(
ml,d
αI
k
)∑L
l=1ml,d
Γ(
∑L
l=1ms,k+1)Γ(ms,d)
(
u
ρ
)∑L
l=1ml,d+ms,d
, ms,k > ml,d,
(4.10)
where L1 and L2 are constants given by L1 =
(−1)Ikm
I
k exp(αIk)
ms,k(αIk)
−1
Γ(IkmIk)
∑IkmIk−1
g=0
(
Ikm
I
k
−1
g
)
Γ
(
ms,k + g + 1, α
I
k
)
(−1)g (αIk)−g, L2 = (−1)IdmIdB(a1,ms,d)(αId)−Idm
I
d
+1
exp(αId)
Γ(IdmId)
∑IdmId−1
g=0(
Idm
I
d
−1
g
)
(−1)g (αId)−g Γ (a2, αId), B(λ, µ) is the beta function defined as
B(λ, µ) = Γ(λ)Γ(µ)
/
Γ(λ + µ) [42, Eq. (8.38)], a1 =
∑L
l=1ml,d + 1, and
a2 =
∑L
l=1ml,d +ms,d + g + 1. We observe that the diversity order of the system
is given by min(ms,k,ml,d)L +ms,d, while the coding gain of the system is given
by
Gc =



L1
(
ms,k
αI
k
)ms,k
Γ(ms,k+1)


− 1
ms,k
, ms,k < ml,d;

L2 (ms,k)
(
ml,d
αI
k
)∑L
l=1ms,k
Γ(
∑L
l=1ml,d+1)Γ(ms,d)


− 1∑L
l=1
ml,d+ms,d
, ms,k > ml,d.
(4.11)
We assume that the fading parameters over all links are equal, i.e., (ms,r =
ml,k = ms,d = m). Therefore, it is clear that this system model achieves a full
diversity order equal to m(L + 1), despite the presence of the interference. This
is expected since the interferers’ powers αIk and α
I
d are assumed to be finite while
deriving the diversity order of the system. In addition, we can observe that the
coding gain is affected by the interferers’ powers. More importantly, our findings
show that the diversity order is determined by the most severely faded link while
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the coding gain is affected by the total interferers’ powers.
In evaluating the asymptotic outage behavior, the gamma density and distribu-
tion functions can be respectively approximated by fρ|hl,d|2(τ) ≈
(
ml,d
Ωl,d
)ml,d
τ
ml,d−1
Γ(ml,d)
,
Fρ|hl,d|2(τ) ≈
(
ml,d
Ωl,d
)ml,d
τ
ml,d
Γ(ml,d+1)
. Based on that, the PDF of the best relay can be
written as fρ|hl,d|2(τ) ≈
∏L
l=1
(
ml,d
Ωl,d
)ml,d
τ
ml,d−1
Γ(ml,d)
. Following the same procedure as in
Appendix C.1, the PDF fY (y) can be obtained. Upon substituting fZ2(z) given
by (4.7) and fY (y) in (B.7), the first term in (3.7) can be obtained. Following the
same procedure as in Appendix C.2, the second term in (3.7) can be obtained.
After some mathematical manipulations, we obtain the result in (4.10).
4.6 Numerical Results
In this section, we illustrate the validity of the derived analytical results. We also
provide some numerical examples to demonstrate the effect of fading parameter
and the interference on the system performance.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the system outage performance vs SNR for different num-
ber of relays K. It can be seen from this figure that the analytical results as well
as the asymptotic curves perfectly fit with Monte-Carlo simulations. Moreover,
the enhancement on system performance due to use of more relays is obvious in
this figure. It is also clear that the system can still achieve full diversity gain in
the presence of finite number of interferers with finite powers.
Figure 4.2 shows the system outage probability vs SNR for different values of
Id and Ik when they are equal. It is clear to see that as Id = Ik increases, hence the
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Figure 4.1: Outage probability vs average SNR for opportunistic DF relaying
system with interference at the relays and destination for different values of K
and γout = 4.77 dB, ms,d = 3, σ
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total interference power, the outage probability performance deteriorated further,
as expected. Also, the improvement achieved in the system performance due to
the direct link is obvious in this figure.
Figure 4.3 provides the system outage performance vs SNR for different values
of Id and Ik when they unequal. The figure provides a comparison between the
interference effect at the relay node and that at the destination on the system
behavior. As can be seen, the interference at the destination node affects the
system performance more severely than the interference at the relay. This is
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Figure 4.2: Outage probability vs average SNR for opportunistic DF relaying
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because, the impact of the interference at the relay node is reduced by the decoding
process performed by the relay itself. Also, this is expected as the interference at
the destination affects the signals at both the relay path and that on the direct
link; whereas, the interference at the relay affects only the signal on the first hop
only. Finally, a floor appears in these two figures due to the effect of interference
on the system performance. This is expected since the transmit SNR of both the
desired user ρ and the interferers ρI and thus their powers are assumed to be
increasing. This explains why the diversity gain of this case reaches zero.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the system outage probability vs number of interferers
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Ik and Id for different values of SNR. In this figure, the number of interferers at
both the relays and the destination is assumed to be equal. It is clear that as the
number of interferers increases, the system behavior becomes more degraded, as
expected. Also, one can notice that as the SNR increases, better the performance
can be achieved.
Fig. 4.5 shows the system outage performance vs outage threshold γout for
different values of fading parameters m1, m2. In the figure, we use m1 and m2 to
represent the fading parameters of the first hop and second hop of both relays,
respectively. It can be seen from this figure that the worst behavior is achieved
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when the fading parameters of the two hops of both relays equal unity which is
the Rayleigh case, as expected. Also, we can see that having m1 larger than m2
gives better performance compared to the case where m2 is larger than m1. This
is because having m1 being smaller may cause the relays unable to decode the
source message which will affect the transmission on the second hop and thus the
over all system behavior. Finally, the best behavior can be achieved by enhancing
the channels of both hops at the same time, as expected.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the system outage probability vs number of relays K
for different values of SNR. It is clear from this figure that the considered relay
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system still achieves performance gain and the outage probability decreases when
the number of relays K increases, but the slope depends on the SNR values. Also,
the achieved gain in system behavior due to the existence of direct link is clear in
the figure.
Figure 4.7 shows the system outage performance vs SNR for different values
of outage threshold γout. As can be seen from this figure, as γout increases, the
worse the achieved behavior, as expected.
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4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we evaluated the outage performance of a dual-hop opportunistic
DF relay system in the presence of interference at the relays and destination. We
derived exact closed-form expressions for the outage probability with the desired
user channels and the interferers’ channels being Nakagami-m distributed. Fur-
thermore, the outage performance of the proposed system is studied at high SNR
regime via deriving the asymptotic outage probability. The achieved results were
validated via Monte-Carlo simulations which showed an accurate fitting with the
analytical and asymptotic results. Also, findings revealed that for the case where
the interference power does not scale with SNR, the presence of interference does
not reduce the diversity order of the system, however it affects the system perfor-
mance through the coding gain. On the other hand, having the interference power
scales with SNR results in a noise floor in the outage performance and hence a
zero diversity gain. Finally, the results illustrated that having the fading param-
eter of the first hop better than that of the second hop, gives better performance
compared to the case of vise versa.
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CHAPTER 5
OPPORTUNISTIC DF
RELAYING USING N th-BEST
RELAY
5.1 Introduction
In chapter 4, the opportunistic relaying was used in DF relay systems with in-
terference at the relays and destination. Again, this relaying scheme gives the
optimum performance in the sense that it selects the best relay among all relays
each time of transmission. Sometimes, the source or the destination makes an
error in selecting the best relay and instead the second or even the N th best relay
is selected. In addition, there are some situations as in ad-hoc networks where
the best relay could be busy in load balancing and scheduling duties. In such
cases, the decision could be made to select the second or even the N th best relay
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to forward the source message to destination.
In this chapter, we investigate the outage behavior of a dual-hop N th-best DF
relay system in which the relay and the destination undergo independent sources
of CCI. The fading envelopes associated with the desired and interfering users are
assumed to follow i.n.d. Rayleigh fading models. Through the analysis, exact and
approximate expressions for the outage probability are derived based on which
the diversity order and coding gain are obtained. Our findings suggest that the
diversity order linearly increases with the number of relays and decreases with
the order of the relay. Furthermore, results reveal that the system is still able
to achieve full diversity gain in the presence of finite number of interferers with
finite powers. The analytical results are supported and validated by Monte-Carlo
simulations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we provide a
literature review on the analyzed system. Section 5.3 explains the system model.
The exact performance analysis is conducted in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 presents
the asymptotic analysis. Some numerical results are discussed in Section 5.6.
Finally, some conclusions are provided in Section 5.7.
5.2 Literature Review
As mentioned in Section 2.2, an efficient relay selection scheme used in relay
networks is the N th-best relaying. This scheme is efficient is situations where
the best relay may not be available due to some scheduling or load balancing
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conditions. In this case, the decision may be made to use the second best relay
or more generally the N th best relay to cooperate. The performance of dual-hop
AF and DF relay systems with such efficient relaying scheme was studied in [12]
assuming Rayleigh fading channels.
In this chapter, we evaluate the outage performance of a dual-hop DF relay
system with interference at the relays and destination with the N th-best relay
selection scheme being used. In the analysis, we derive an exact closed-form
expression for the system outage probability for the generic i.n.d. case of inter-
ferers’ channels assuming Rayleigh fading channels. We also evaluate the system
performance at high SNR regime where an asymptotic expression for the outage
probability is derived and analyzed in addition to deriving the diversity order and
the coding gain. Due to its inherent effect on system behavior, the direct link is
considered in all derivations in this chapter.
5.3 System Model
The system under consideration is as shown in Figure 3.1 with the N th best relay
among all active relays forwarding the source message to destination. All the
channel gains are assumed to follow Rayleigh distribution. That is, the channel
powers are exponential distributed RVs as explained in Section 3.3.
The decoding set CL of active relays that could have correctly decoded the
message sent from the source in the first phase is as defined by (3.3). In the
second phase and after decoding the received signal, only the N th best relay in CL
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forwards the re-encoded signal to the destination. The N th best relay is the relay
with the N th maximum γl,d, where γl,d is the SINR at the destination resulting
from the lth relay being the relay which forwarded the source information as given
by (3.4). Since the denominator is common to the SINRs from all relays belonging
to CL, the N
th best relay is the relay with the N th maximum
{
Pl
N0
|hl,d|2
}
.
In the analysis of the considered system, the destination is assumed to be
located at the same point during the two phases. This means the same interference
is affecting the destination node in both phases. As the MRC is being used at the
destination, the signals on the direct link and the N th best relay are added. The
e2e SINR at the destination output can be written as
γd , γs,d + γNth
b
,d =
P0
N0
|hs,d|2 +
P
Nth
b
N0
|hNth
b
,d|2∑Id
id=1
P I
id,d
N0
∣∣hIid,d∣∣2 + 1
. (5.1)
5.4 Performance Analysis
In this section, we derive a closed-from expression for the system outage probabil-
ity. The distribution of the decoding set defined by (3.3) is as given by (3.6) and
the outage probability for the considered system can be achieved by averaging
over all possible decoding sets as as given by (3.7). In order to evaluate (3.7),
we first need to derive Pr [γd < u|CL] and then Pr [CL] need to be obtained first.
The results on the outage probability for the cases of non-identical and identical
second hops are summarized in the following Theorem and Lemma, respectively.
Theorem 5.1 The outage probability of the N th-best DF relay systems for i.n.d.
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second hops {λi,d}Li=1 and non-identical interferers {λIin,n}Inin=1 can be obtained in
a closed-form expression by using (3.7), after evaluating the term Pr [γd < u|CL]
and the CDF Pr [γs,k < u] which is a part of the term Pr [CL] as follows
Pr [γd < u|CL] =
Id∏
id=1
λIid,d exp
(
λIid,d
) Id∑
g=1
∑L
l=1 λl,dλs,d∏Id
m=1
m 6=g
(
λIm,d − λIg,d
)
×
∑
P


(
Ξ1
λs,d
− Ξ2
Ca
)
Ca − λs,d +
L−N∑
q=1
(−1)q
∑
s1<...<sq
(
Ξ1
λs,d
− Ξ2
Cc
)
Cc − λs,d

, (5.2)
where Cc =
∑L−1
w=L−N+1 λiw,d+
∑q
n=1 λsn,d+λl,d, Ξ1 = Γ(1, λ
I
id,d
)/λIid,d−Γ(1, λIid,d+
λs,du)/(λ
I
id,d
+ λs,du), Ξ2 = Γ(1, λ
I
id,d
)/λIid,d − Γ(1, λIid,d + Cau)/(λIid,d + Cau).
Pr [γs,k < u] =
Ik∏
ik=1
λIik,k exp
(
λIik,k
) Ik∑
g=1
Ξ3∏Ik
m=1
m 6=g
(
λIm,k − λIg,k
) , (5.3)
where Ξ3 = Γ(1, λ
I
ik,k
)/λIik,k − Γ(1, λIik,k + λs,ku)/(λIik,k + λs,ku). This CDF is then
used in (3.6) to evaluate the second term in (3.7) Pr [CL].
Proof. See Appendix C.3.
For the case of identical interferers (λIik,k = · · · = λIk), (λIid,d = · · · = λId), the
results of the term Pr [γd < u|CL] and the CDF Pr [γs,k < u] which is a part of the
term Pr [CL] are given in the following Corollary.
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Corollary 5.2 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] for L ≥ 1 is given by
Pr [γd < u|CL] =− (λ
I
d)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
(−1)g
L∑
l=1
λl,dλs,d
×
∑
P


(
Λ1
λs,d
− Λ2
Ca
)
Ca − λs,d +
L−N∑
q=1
(−1)q
∑
s1<...<sq
(
Λ1
λs,d
− Λ3
Cc
)
Cc − λs,d

, (5.4)
where Λ1 = Γ(g+1, λ
I
d)
/
(λId)
g+1−Γ(g+1, λId+λs,du)
/
(λId+λs,du)
g+1, Λ2 = Γ(g+
1, λId)
/
(λId)
g+1−Γ(g+1, λId+Cau)
/
(λId+Cau)
g+1, and Λ3 = Γ(g+1, λ
I
d)
/
(λId)
g+1−
Γ(g + 1, λId + Ccu)
/
(λId + Ccu)
g+1.
The CDF Pr [γs,k < u] which is a part of the term Pr [CL] is given by
Pr [γs,k < u] = − (λ
I
k)
Ik
(Ik − 1)! exp
(
λIk
)
(−1)Ik
Ik−1∑
g=0
(
Ik − 1
g
)
(−1)gΛ3, (5.5)
where Λ4 = Γ(g + 1, λ
I
k)
/
(λIk)
g+1 − Γ(g + 1, λIk + λs,ku)
/
(λIk + λs,ku)
g+1.
In evaluating the term Pr [γd < u|CL], the PDF of X2 in Appendix C.3 is now
given by fX2(x) =
(λI
d
)Id
(Id−1)!
xId−1 exp
(−λIdx). Following the same procedure as in
Appendix C.3, we obtain the results in (5.4) and (5.5).
Lemma 5.1 The outage probability of the N th-best DF relay systems for i.i.d.
second hops (λ1,d = λ2,d = . . . = λK,d = λR,d) and non-identical interferers
{λIin,n}Inin=1 can be obtained in a closed-form expression by using (3.7), after eval-
uating the term Pr [γd < u|CL] and the CDF Pr [γs,k < u] which is a part of the
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term Pr [CL] as follows
Pr [γd < u|CL] =L
(
L− 1
N − 1
)
λs,dλR,d
Id∏
id=1
λIid,d exp
(
λIid,d
) Id∑
g=1
1∏Id
m=1
m 6=g
(
λIm,d − λIg,d
)
×
L−N∑
k=0
(
L−N
k
)
(−1)k


(
Ξ1
λs,d
− Ξ4
Cd
)
Cd − λs,d

, (5.6)
where Cd = (k+N)λR,d and Ξ4 = Γ(1, λ
I
id,d
)
/
λIid,d−Γ(1, λIid,d+Cdu)
/
(λIid,d+Cdu).
The CDF Pr [γs,k < u] is as derived in Theorem 5.1 and hence, the same
Pr [CL].
Proof. In evaluating the term Pr [γd < u|CL], the PDF of the N th best relay
can be written as
fρ|h
Nth
b
,d
|2(τ) =
(
L− 1
N − 1
)
Lfρ|hR,d|2(τ)
(
Fρ|hR,d|2(τ)
)L−N (
1− Fρ|hR,d|2(τ)
)N−1
.
(5.7)
Using the PDF in (5.7) and following the same procedure as in Appendix C.3, we
obtain the result in (5.6).
For the case of identical interferers (λIik,k = · · · = λIk), (λIid,d = · · · = λId), the
results of the term Pr [γd < u|CL] and the CDF Pr [γs,k < u] which is a part of the
term Pr [CL] are given in the following Corollary.
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Corollary 5.3 The term Pr [γd < u|CL] for L ≥ 1 is given by
Pr [γd < u|CL] =− L
(
L− 1
N − 1
)
λs,dλR,d
(λId)
Id
(Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
(−1)Id
Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
× (−1)g
L−N∑
k=0
(
L−N
k
)
(−1)k


(
Λ1
λs,d
− Λ5
Cd
)
Cd − λs,d

, (5.8)
where Λ5 = Γ(g + 1, λ
I
d)
/
(λId)
g+1 − Γ(g + 1, λId + Cdu)
/
(λId + Cdu)
g+1.
The CDF Pr [γs,k < u] is as derived in Corollary 5.2 and hence, the same
Pr [CL].
In evaluating the term Pr [γd < u|CL], the PDF of X2 in Appendix C.3 is as
given in Corollary 5.2 and with the PDF in (5.7) and following the same procedure
as in Appendix C.3, we obtain the result in (5.8).
5.5 Asymptotic Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the system performance at high SNR values in which
the outage probability can be expressed as Pout ≈ (Gcρ)−Gd , where Gd is referred
to as the achieved diversity order of the system while Gc is referred to as the
coding gain of the system.
Theorem 5.4 At high SNR regime and with finite number of interferers of finite
powers, the outage probability of the N th-best DF relay systems with interference
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under Rayleigh fading channels can be approximated as
Pout ≈− L
(
L− 1
N − 1
)
Γ
(
L−N + 3, λId
)
(λId)
−(L−N−Id+3)(−1)Id
(L−N + 1)(L−N + 2) (Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
×
(
1 +
L
λId
)
ρ−(L−N+2)(γout)
L−N+3. (5.9)
Proof. See Appendix C.4.
Based on (5.9), the diversity order Gd and coding gain Gc can be characterized
as follows.
Corollary 5.5 The diversity order of the system is given by Gd = L − N + 2;
while the coding gain is given by
Gc =
{
− L
(
L− 1
N − 1
)
Γ
(
L−N + 3, λId
)
(λId)
−(L−N−Id+3)(−1)Id
(L−N + 1)(L−N + 2) (Id − 1)! exp
(
λId
)
×
(
1 +
L
λId
)
(γout)
L−N+3
}L−N+2
. (5.10)
Note that increasing the number of relays provides extra diversity order. Also,
it helps to reduce the outage probability via improving the coding gain achieved
by the system.
5.6 Numerical Results
In this section, we illustrate the validity of the achieved analytical expressions
via a comparison with Monte-Carlo simulations. We also provide some numerical
examples to show the effect of the interference and some system parameters like
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number of relays and the outage threshold on the system performance.
Figure 5.1 portrays the outage probability vs SNR for different values of N .
This figure validates the achieved analytical results via a comparison with Monte-
Carlo simulations and the asymptotic curves. It can be seen that the analytical
expressions as well as the asymptotic curves perfectly fit with the simulation ones.
We can also notice that the outage probability increases as N increases. Further-
more, it is obvious from this figure that the diversity order linearly increases with
the number of active relays L although one relay is being used only. Also, it is
clear that the diversity order linearly decreases as we move from the best relay
(N = 1) to the second best relay and generally the N th best relay case. This figure
also shows that for the case when the interference power does not scale with SNR,
the system can still achieve full diversity gain.
Figure 5.2 shows the outage probability vs SNR for different number of inter-
ferers Id and Ik when they are equal. It is obvious from this figure that when Id and
Ik increase and hence, the total interference power, the outage performance dete-
riorated further, as expected. In addition, as the number of interferers decreases,
the amount of achievement in system performance increases. Furthermore, the
gain achieved in system performance in the case where K = 3 compared to the
case where K = 2 is obvious in this figure. Finally, as the interference power
is assumed to scale with SNR in this figure, the system diversity gain reaches
zero and due to the effect of interference on the system performance, a noise floor
appears in all cases in the figure.
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Figure 5.1: Outage probability vs average SNR for N th-best DF relay system with
interference at the relays and destination for different values of N and σ2s,d = 1,
σ2s,1 = 0.2, σ
2
s,2 = 0.6, σ
2
s,3 = 0.8, σ
2
k,d = 0.4, (σ
I
k)
2 = 0.01 and Ik = 1 for k =
1, . . . , 3, (σId)
2 = 0.01, and Id = 1.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the outage probability vs outage threshold γout for differ-
ent numbers of interferers Id and Ik when they are unequal. This figure compares
the interference severity at the relay compared to that at the destination and
demonstrates their effect on the system performance. As can be seen, the inter-
ference at the destination node affects the system performance more severely than
the interference at the relay. This is expected as the interference at the relay node
only affects the signal on the first hop of the relay path; whereas, the interference
at the destination node affects both the signal on the relay path and that on the
direct link.
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Figure 5.2: Outage probability vs average SNR for N th-best DF relay system with
interference at the relays and destination for different values of Id and Ik when
they are equal and σ2s,d = 1, σ
2
s,1 = 0.2, σ
2
s,2 = 0.6, σ
2
k,d = 0.4 and (σ
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2 = 0.01 for
k = 1, 2, and (σId)
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Figure 5.4 provides the outage probability vs number of interferers Ik and Id
for different values of SNR. In this figure, the number of interferers at both the
relays and the destination is assumed to be equal. It is clear from this figure
that as the number of interferers increases, the system behavior becomes more
degraded, as expected. Also, one can notice that as the SNR increases, better the
performance can be achieved.
Figure 5.5 shows the outage probability vs SNR for different values of outage
threshold γout. Clearly and as expected, as the value of the outage threshold
increases, the worse the achieved performance.
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Figure 5.3: Outage probability vs outage threshold for N th-best DF relay system
with interference at the relays and destination for different values of Id and Ik
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Figure 5.6 illustrates the outage probability vs outage threshold γout for dif-
ferent values of SNR. As can be seen, as γout increases, the larger the probability
the system falling in outage. Also, one can notice that the best performance can
be achieved at the highest value of SNR, as expected.
Figure 5.7 portrays the outage probability vs number of relays K for different
values of SNR and σ2s,d. It can be seen that the considered relay system still can
achieve performance gain and the outage probability decreases when K increases,
but the slope depends on the SNR values. The figure also shows that enhancing
the quality of the direct link via increasing σ2s,d is noticeably improving the system
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performance, as expected.
5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the outage performance of a dual-hop N th-best DF relay system
was evaluated in the presence of interference at the relays and the destination.
We derived exact closed-form expression for the outage probability with all system
channels assumed to be Rayleigh distributed. Furthermore, the asymptotic outage
performance of the considered system was studied via deriving the asymptotic
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outage probability. Compared with Monte-Carlo simulations, perfect fitting was
noticed between all curves. Findings showed that the outage probability increases
as the order of relay increases. Furthermore, results illustrated that the diversity
order linearly increases with the number of active relays although one relay is
being used only. Furthermore, results showed that the diversity order linearly
increases with the number of relays and linearly decreases with the order of the
relay. Finally, asymptotic results illustrated that the system is still able to achieve
full diversity gain in the presence of finite number of interferers.
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CHAPTER 6
SINGLE-RELAY AF IN RICIAN
ENVIRONMENTS
6.1 Introduction
For cases where LOS components exist between communicating nodes, other fad-
ing models like Rician distribution could be more efficient in studying the perfor-
mance o such systems. Assuming the Rician fading model for multi-relay networks
as the ones studied in previous chapters may result in a highly complicated anal-
ysis. To simplify the analysis, relay network with a single relay can be considered.
In this chapter, we investigate the performance of a dual-hop fixed-gain AF
relay system in the presence of CCI at the destination node. Different fading
scenarios for the desired user and interferers’ channels are studied. We consider
the Rician/Nakagami-m, the Rician/Rician, and the Nakagami-m/Rician fading
environments. In our analysis, we derive accurate approximations for the outage
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probability and SEP of the considered scenarios. The generic i.n.d. case of inter-
ferers’ channels is considered for the Rician/Nakagami-m scenario; whereas, the
i.i.d. case is studied for the Rician/Rician and the Nakagami-m/Rician environ-
ments. Furthermore, to get more insights on the considered systems, high SNR
asymptotic analysis of the outage probability, SEP, diversity order, and coding
gain are derived for special cases. Monte-Carlo simulations and numerical ex-
amples are presented in order to validate the analytical and asymptotic results
and to illustrate the effect of interference and other system parameters on the
system performance. Results show that the different fading models of interferers’
channels have the same diversity order and that the interference degrades the sys-
tem performance by only reducing the coding gain. Furthermore, findings show
that the case where the fading parameter of the desired user first hop channel
is better than that of the second hop gives better performance compared to the
vise versa case, especially, at low SNR values; whereas, both cases almost behave
the same at high SNR values where the performance of the system is dominated
by the interference affecting the worst link. Finally, results show the big gap in
system performance due to approximating the Rician fading distribution with the
Nakagami-m distribution which is an indication on the inaccuracy of making such
approximations in systems like the considered.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 gives a literature
review on the most related studies. Section 6.3 explains the system model. The
system performance of the Rician/Nakagami-m, Rician/Rician, and Nakagami-
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m/Rician fading scenarios is analyzed in Sections 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, respectively. In
Section 6.7, some numerical results are discussed. Finally, some conclusions are
provided in Section 6.8.
6.2 Literature Review
In general, the AF systems are classified into two subcategories, the CSI-assisted
gain relays, which use the instantaneous CSI from the previous hop, and the fixed-
gain relays, which introduce a fixed gain in forwarding the source signals. The
CSI-assisted AF relay systems require continuous estimation of the fading channel
in order to produce their gain and to limit the relay output power. In contrast,
fixed-gain relay systems introduce a fixed scale to the received signal regardless of
the fading amplitudes which leads to a variable signal power at the relay output.
Despite of the inherent effect of interference in wireless systems, most of the
conducted research on the AF and DF relay systems assume noise-limited en-
vironments; whereas, few papers study this effect on the performance of such
cooperative systems. In general, the interference effect on system performance
can be considered at the relay, at the destination, or at both. A situation where
the interference may exist only at the relay node is in the frequency-division relay
systems where the relay and destination terminals experience different interfer-
ence patterns [43]. In [43], an approximate expression for the outage probability
of a DF relay system with arbitrary number of interferers was derived assuming
Nakagami-m fading channels. In [40], a closed-from expression for the outage
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probability and an approximate expression for the bit error probability were de-
rived for a CSI-assisted AF relay system assuming Nakagami-m fading channels
and an interferer at the relay. In [41], Al-Qahtani et al. studied the impact of
arbitrary number of interferers at the relay node on the performance of a CSI-
assisted AF relay system where closed-form expressions for the outage probability
and SEP were derived assuming Nakagami-m fading channels. Furthermore, the
authors evaluated those measures at the high SNR regime. The assumption of
Rayleigh or Nakagami-m fading in such systems may not be accurate for situa-
tions where LOS components exist between the interferers and the relay in the
desired cell. Such a situation can be seen in pico-cell relay systems where the
interferers’ channels are Rician distributed [44].
In relay systems, considering the interference at the destination node is par-
ticularly relevant to TDMA systems in which a single time-slot is shared by many
relays [19]. This greatly motivates the model where a destination is corrupted
by many interferers. In [20], the authors evaluated closed-form expressions for
both the outage and asymptotic outage probability of fixed-gain AF and DF re-
lay systems in Rayleigh fading environments. A key result of this study is that
the worst behavior happens when the interference power is equally distributed
between the interferers. In [21], exact expressions for both the outage and asymp-
totic outage probability and SEP were derived with all links assumed to follow
the Nakagami-m distribution. Again, in situations where LOS components exist
between the interferers and the desired destination, the Rayleigh and Nakagami-m
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assumptions may not reflect the accurate behavior of the studied systems.
A more general scenario in relay networks is to consider the interference impact
at both the relay and destination nodes. An early study that considered the
interference at the relay and destination in relay systems was appeared in [45],
in which the authors evaluated the performance of a dual-hop CSI-assisted AF
relay system with an arbitrary number of interferers of i.i.d. fading channels.
The outage probability was numerically evaluated assuming Nakagami-m fading
channels. The outage probability of a fixed-gain AF relay system with interference
at the relay and destination over Rayleigh and Nakagami-m fading channels was
derived in closed-form expression in [46] and [47], respectively. In [48], the authors
evaluated the outage performance of a CSI-assisted AF relay system when the
desired user channels are Rician distributed and the interferers’ channels follow
Rayleigh distribution. In [49], the authors derived both the outage probability
and SEP of a CSI-assisted AF relay system over Rayleigh fading channels. They
further evaluated the asymptotic outage probability and SEP assuming i.n.d. and
i.i.d. interferers’ fading channels. More on the interference at the relay and
destination nodes in relay systems can be found in [50], [51]. Again, the situation
where LOS components may exist between the interferers and the desired relay
and destination are not widely studied.
Despite of the importance of Rician fading, only few studies considered such
a channel model in literature. It is known that the Rician distribution models
wireless propagation comprising a LOS component in addition to other scattered
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components. The presence of LOS has been confirmed through physical mea-
surement for a number of applications, such as micro-cellular mobile and indoor
radio. LOS arises in ad-hoc network applications (especially for dense networks),
which are currently receiving considerable interest. In such networks, due to the
presence of a LOS propagation between the base station (BS) and users in the
desired cell, it is acceptable to assume Rician fading for the desired user channels
and Nakagami-m or Rayleigh fading for the interferers’ channels. Another fading
model that can be considered for interferers’ channels is the Rician distribution as
in micro-cell and pico-cell networks (radii in the range of 10-100 m) where the size
cell is small as in buildings, markets, and industrial compounds [44]. We would
like to note that approximating the Rician fading with other distributions such as
the Nakagami-m as an example, may not give accurate results in some situations
as will be shown in our findings. Also, it may not reflect the actual behavior of the
system currently under consideration. Other important fading models that can
be considered in relay networks is to assume Nakagami-m fading for the desired
user channels and Rician fading for the interferers’ channels. The importance of
these models is that they are very general and accurately reflect the impact of the
interference and other parameters on the behavior of studied systems. Such fad-
ing models were used in [52] in which Suraweera et al. considered two scenarios;
noisy relay and destination with interference at the relay, and noisy relay with
interference and an interference-limited destination. The desired user channels
were assumed to be Rayleigh faded while the single interferer was assumed to
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follow Rician distribution. A key result of this study is that the overall system
performance is hardly affected by the Rician-K factor of the interfering signal.
As can be seen, none of the literature studies considered the performance of
fixed-gain AF relay systems with the desired user and interferers’ channels being
Rician/Nakagami-m, Rician/Rician, and Nakagami-m/Rician, respectively. As
mentioned before, considering the interference at the destination node is partic-
ularly relevant to TDMA systems in which a single time-slot is shared by many
relays. Furthermore, the assumption of Rician fading is motivated by the fact that
it is used to model wireless propagation comprising a LOS component and a scat-
tered component which is most likely to be existed in micro-cellular mobile and
indoor radio. Also, the proposed fading models find their practicality in pico-cells
as the dense ad-hoc networks. In the analysis of this chapter, we derive accurate
approximations for the outage probability and SEP for the Rician/Nakagmi-m
fading scenario for i.n.d. and i.i.d. interferers’ channels. In addition, we derive
accurate approximate expressions for the outage probability and SEP for both the
Rician/Rician and the Nakagami-m/Rician fading scenarios for i.i.d. interferers’
channels. The derived analytical expressions quantify the impact of interference
on the performance of relay networks for a large set of fading environments. Fur-
ther, the analysis of Rician channels is generally more difficult and as a special
case, includes the commonly assumed Rayleigh fading. Finally, in order to get
more about the system insights, we evaluate the asymptotic system performance
at high SNR values for special cases of the proposed fading environments. The
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asymptotic outage probability and SEP in addition to the diversity order and
coding gain are derived and compared.
6.3 System Model
Consider a dual-hop relay where a source node S transmits to a destination node
D with the assistance of a relay node R. The entire communication takes place in
two separate phases. In the first phase, S transmits the signal to R and then in the
second phase the received signal at R is amplified with a gain and then forwarded
to D. We consider that the signal at D is corrupted by interfering signals from N
co-channel interferers {xi}Ni=1, each with an average power of Pi.
Figure 6.1: A schematic diagram for dual-hop fixed-gain AF relay system with
interference-limited destination.
The received signal at R can be expressed as
yr = hsrx0 + nsr, (6.1)
where hsr is the channel coefficient for S-R link, x0 is the transmitted symbol with
E{|x0|2} = P0, and nsr ∼ CN (0, N0) denotes the AWGN. In the second phase,
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the received signal at R is first scaled with the gain G ,
√
Pr
P0σ2sr+N0
and forwarded
to D, where Pr is the power at R, and σ
2
sr = E{|hsr|2}. In practical situations
where different time-slots are used by the source and a single time-slot is shared
by many relays as in TDMA systems, the interference effect appears only at the
destination node [19]. Therefore, the signal at D can be expressed as
yd = Ghrd(hsrx0 + nsr) +
N∑
i=1
hixi + nrd, (6.2)
where hrd denotes the channel coefficient for the R-D link, {hi}Ni=1 are the channel
coefficients from interferers to D, and nrd ∼ CN (0, N0).
From (6.2), the e2e SINR at D can be written as
γD =
G2|hrd|2P0|hsr|2∑N
i=1 Pi|hi|2 + G2N0|hrd|2
. (6.3)
As the destination is interference-limited, the effect of nrd has been neglected
in last result. This assumption is acceptable in practical situations where the
interference is a crucial factor that governs the overall system performance as
compared to noise [20].
Substituting G in (3), and after some algebraic manipulations, the e2e SINR can
be written as γD =
X1X2
CY+Y+X2
, where X1 =
P0
N0
|hsr|2, X2 = Pr|hrd|2, C = P0σ2srN0 , and
Y =
∑N
i=1 Yi, where Yi = Pi|hi|2.
In the rest of this chapter, the system performance is analyzed for different fad-
ing environments, Rician/ Nakagami-m, Rician/Rician, and Nakagami-m/Rician.
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6.4 Rician/Nakagami-m Environment
Such fading scenario is applicable in micro-cellular mobile and indoor radio where
a LOS propagation is existed between the BS and users in the desired cell.
6.4.1 Outage Probability
In this section, we derive the outage probability for the i.n.d. and i.i.d. cases of
interferers’ channels. For this scenario, the channel coefficients of the desired user
hsr, hrd are Rician distributed, while the interferers’ channels coefficients hi are
Nakagami-m distributed. Based on that, the channel gains |hsr|2, |hrd|2 are non-
central chi square distributed with parameters K1 and
1
η1
, K2 and
1
η2
, respectively,
and the gains |hi|2, i = 1, . . . , N , are i.n.d. gamma distributed with parameters
mIi and αIi .
Lemma 6.1 The outage probability of the Rician/Nakagami-m fading scenario
can be obtained for the case of i.n.d. interferers’ channels as
Pout = 1− exp (− (K1 +K2)) exp
(
−1 +K1
η1
γth
) N∑
k=0
Ω
mIk
Ik
mIk∑
i=1
βi−1k
(i− 1)!
×
M1∑
n=0
Kn2
M2∑
j=0
Kj2
Γ(j +mIk)
j! Γ(n+ j + 1)
(
ΩIk(1 +K1)(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η1η2
) j
2
γ
j
2
out
M3∑
l=0
K l1
(l!)2
×
(
1 +K1
η1
)l
γlout
l∑
q=0
(
l
q
)
Γ(q +mIk + 1)
(
η1ΩIk(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η2(1 +K1)
) q
2
γ
− q
2
out
× exp
(
ΩIk(1 +K1)(1 +K2)(C + 1)
2η1η2
γout
)
Wa,b
(
ΩIk(1 +K1)(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η1η2
γout
)
,
(6.4)
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whereM(.) are parameters for series convergence and take values from 1-50, W·,·(·)
is the Whittaker function defined in [42, Eq. (9.22)], a = − ( j
2
+ q
2
+mIk
)
, and
b = (−j + q + 1)/2.
Proof. See Appendix D.1.
For the special case where the interfering channels have the same fading pa-
rameter {mIi}Ni=1= mI and experience the same average power {ΩIi}Ni=1= ΩI , the
PDF of Y is given by
fY (y) =
αNmII
Γ(NmI)
yNmI−1 exp (−αIy) . (6.5)
Upon substituting (6.5) in (D.2), and after following the same procedure as in
Appendix D.1, the outage probability for the i.i.d. case of this scenario can be
obtained as
Pout = 1− exp (− (K1 +K2))
Γ(NmI)
exp
(
−1 +K1
η1
γth
) M1∑
n=0
Kn2
M2∑
j=0
Kj2 Γ(j +NmI)
j! Γ(n+ j + 1)
×
(
(1 +K1)(1 +K2)ΩI(C + 1)
η1η2
) j
2
γ
j
2
out
M3∑
l=0
K l1
(l!)2
(
1 +K1
η1
)l
γlout
l∑
q=0
(
l
q
)(
η1(1 +K2)
η2(1 +K1)
) q
2
× (ΩI(C + 1))
q
2γ
− q
2
outΓ(q +NmI + 1) exp
(
ΩI(1 +K1)(1 +K2)(C + 1)
2η1η2
γout
)
×Waˆ,bˆ
(
ΩI(1 +K1)(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η1η2
γout
)
, (6.6)
where aˆ = − ( j
2
+ q
2
+NmI
)
and bˆ = (−j + q + 1)/2.
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6.4.2 Symbol Error Probability
In this section, we derive the SEP for the i.n.d. and i.i.d. cases of interferers’
channels. It is given by
SEP =
∫ ∞
0
aQ
(√
2bγ
)
fγD(γ)dγ =
a
√
b
2
√
pi
∫ ∞
0
e−bγ
γ1/2
FγD(γ)dγ, (6.7)
where Q(·) is the Gaussian Q-function, a and b are modulation specific constants.
Upon substituting the CDF FγD(γ) = Pout(γ) obtained in (6.4) in (6.7), and with
the help of [42, Eq. (3.381.4)] and [42, Eq. (7.621.3)], and after some algebraic
manipulations, the SEP for the i.n.d. case of this scenario can be obtained as
SEP =
a
√
b
2
√
pi

Γ
(
1
2
)
b−
1
2 − exp (− (K1 +K2))
(
1 +K1
η1
+ b
)− 3
2
(
ΩIk(1 +K1)
η1
)
× (1 +K2)(C + 1)
η2
N∑
k=0
Ω
mIk
Ik
mIk∑
i=1
βi−1k
(i− 1)!
M1∑
n=0
Kn2
M2∑
j=0
Kj2
j!
Γ(j +mIk)
Γ(n+ j + 1)
M3∑
l=0
K l1
(l!)2
×
Γ
(
l + 3
2
) (
1+K1
η1
)l
Γ
(
j + l +mIk +
3
2
) (1 +K1
η1
+ b
)−l l∑
q=0
(
l
q
)
Γ(q +mIk + 1)Γ
(
−q + j + l + 1
2
)
×
(
ΩIk(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η2
)q
F

aˆ, bˆ; cˆ; 1+K1η1 + b− ΩIk (1+K1)(1+K2)(C+1)η1η2
1+K1
η1
+ b



,
(6.8)
where F (., .; .; .) is the Gauss hypergeometric function defined in [42, Eq. (9.100)],
aˆ = l + 3
2
, bˆ = q +mIk + 1, and cˆ = j + l +mIk +
3
2
.
For the special case where the interfering channels have the same fading pa-
rameter {mIi}Ni=1= mI and experience the same average power {ΩIi}Ni=1= ΩI ,
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upon substituting the CDF FγD(γ) = Pout(γ) obtained in (6.6) in (6.7), and with
the help of [42, Eq. (3.381.4)] and [42, Eq. (7.621.3)], and after some algebraic
manipulations, the SEP for the i.i.d. case of this scenario can be obtained as
SEP =
a
√
b
2
√
pi

Γ
(
1
2
)
b−
1
2 − exp (− (K1 +K2))
Γ(NmI)
(
1 +K1
η1
+ b
)− 3
2
(
ΩI(1 +K1)
η1
)
× (1 +K2)(C + 1)
η2
M1∑
n=0
Kn2
M2∑
j=0
Kj2
j!
Γ(j +NmI)
Γ(n+ j + 1)
M3∑
l=0
K l1 Γ
(
l + 3
2
)
(l!)2 Γ
(
j + l +NmI +
3
2
)
×
(
1 +K1
η1
+ b
)−l(
1 +K1
η1
)l l∑
q=0
(
l
q
)
Γ(q +NmI + 1)Γ
(
−q + j + l + 1
2
)
× F
(
aˆ, bˆ; cˆ;
1+K1
η1
+ b− ΩI(1+K1)(1+K2)(C+1)
η1η2
1+K1
η1
+ b
)(
ΩI(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η2
)q
, (6.9)
where aˆ = l + 3
2
, bˆ = q +NmI + 1, and cˆ = j + l +NmI +
3
2
.
6.4.3 Asymptotic Analysis
Even thought the closed-form expressions of the outage probability and the SEP
offer exact evaluation of the system performance, they are too complicated to
give any insights about the system behavior. Therefore, in this section, we derive
simple expressions for the outage probability and SEP at high SNR values where
more information about the diversity order and coding gain of the system can be
extracted. The asymptotic results will be for the Rayleigh/Nakagami-m fading
environment which is a special case of the Rician/Nakagami-m fading scenario. In
deriving the asymptotic expressions, finite number of interferers is assumed and
finite powers. In other words, the interference power is assumed to be not scaling
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with SNR. For the Rician/Nakagami-m fading scenario, by letting K1 = K2 = 0
in (6.6), we end up with the Rayleigh/Nakagami-m special case. The outage
probability and SEP for the Rayleigh/Nakagami-m fading scenario at high SNR
regime are summarized in the following Lemma.
Lemma 6.2 The asymptotic outage probability and SEP for Rayleigh/Nakagami-
m fading scenario can be respectively obtained as
P∞out =γout
(
1
η1
− NmIΩIσ
2
sr
µη1
[
ln
(
ΩIσ
2
sr
µη1
γout
)
+ ψ(NmI + 1) + 2c− 1
])
,
(6.10)
SEP
∞ =
a
4b
{
1
η1
− NmIΩIσ
2
sr
µη1
[
ψ
(
3
2
)
− ln
(
b
ΩIσ
2
sr
µη1
)
+ ψ (NmI + 1) + 2c− 1)
]}
.
(6.11)
Proof. See Appendix D.2.
6.5 Rician/Rician Environment
Such fading scenario is applicable in micro-cellular mobile and indoor radio where
a LOS propagation is existed between the BS and users in the desired cell.
6.5.1 Outage Probability
For this scenario, the channel coefficients of both the desired user hsr, hrd and
the interferers’ hi are Rician distributed. Based on that, the channel gains |hsr|2,
|hrd|2 are as defined in the first scenario and the gains |hi|2, i = 1, . . . , N , are now
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i.i.d. non-central chi square distributed with parameters KI and βI . The outage
probability for this scenario can obtained as
Pout = 1− exp (− (K1 +K2 +NKI)) exp
(
−1 +K1
η1
γout
) M1∑
n=0
Kn2
M2∑
j=0
1
j!
× K
j
2
Γ(n+ j + 1)
(
ηI(1 +K1)(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η1η2(1 +KI)
) j
2
γ
j
2
out
M3∑
l=0
K l1
(l!)2
(
1 +K1
η1
)l
γlout
×
M4∑
k=0
(NKI)
k Γ(j + k +N)
k! Γ(k +N)
l∑
q=0
(
l
q
)
Γ(k + q +N + 1)
(
η1ηI(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η2(1 +K1)(1 +KI)
) q
2
× γ−
q
2
out exp
(
ηI(1 +K1)(1 +K2)(C + 1)
2η1η2(1 +KI)
γout
)
Wa¯,b¯
(
ηI(1 +K1)(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η1η2(1 +KI)
γout
)
,
(6.12)
where a¯ = − ( j
2
+ k + q
2
+N
)
and b¯ = (−j + q + 1)/2.
In evaluating (6.12), the CDF of X2 and the PDF of X1 in γD are as given in
Appendix D.1. Assuming i.i.d. interferers’ channels, the PDF of Y is given by
fY (y) =
(
1 +KI
ηI
)N+1
2
exp
(
−
(
NKI +
1 +KI
ηI
y
))(
y
NKI
)N−1
2
× IN−1
(
2
√
N (1 +KI)KI
ηI
y
)
, (6.13)
where ηI=
1
βI
is the average power of the interferers and IN−1(·) is the modified
Bessel function of the second type and order N − 1 defined in [42, Eq. (8.445)].
Upon substituting the CCDF of X2, the PDF of X1, and the PDF of Y in (D.2),
and using the same procedure as in Appendix D.1 with the help of [22, Eq. (4.35)],
[42, Eq. (8.447.1)], and [42, Eq. (8.445)], and after some algebraic manipulations,
the outage probability for this scenario can be obtained as in (6.12).
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6.5.2 Symbol Error Probability
Upon substituting the CDF FγD(γ) = Pout(γ) obtained in (6.12) in (6.7), and with
the help of [42, Eq. (3.381.4)] and [42, Eq. (7.621.3)], and after some algebraic
manipulations, the SEP for this scenario can be obtained as
SEP =
a
√
b
2
√
pi

Γ
(
1
2
)
b−
1
2 − exp (− (K1 +K2 +NKI))×
(
1 +K1
η1
+ b
)− 3
2
×
(
ηI(1 +K1)(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η1η2(1 +KI)
) M1∑
n=0
Kn2
M2∑
j=0
Kj2
j! Γ(n+ j + 1)
M3∑
l=0
K l1 Γ
(
l + 3
2
)
(l!)2
×
(
1 +K1
η1
+ b
)−l(
1 +K1
η1
)l M4∑
k=0
(NKI)
k
k! Γ(k +N)
Γ(j + k +N)
Γ
(
j + l + k +N + 3
2
) l∑
q=0
(
l
q
)
× Γ
(
j + l − q + 1
2
)
Γ (k + q +N + 1)
(
ηI(1 +K2)(C + 1)
η2
)q
× F
(
aˆ, bˆ; cˆ;
1+K1
η1
+ b− ηI(1+K1)(1+K2)(C+1)
η1η2(1+KI)
1+K1
η1
+ b
)
, (6.14)
where aˆ = l + 3
2
, bˆ = k + q +N + 1, and cˆ = j + l ++k +N + 3
2
.
6.5.3 Asymptotic Analysis
For the Rician/Rician fading scenario, by letting K1 = K2 = KI = 0 in (6.12), we
end up with the Rayleigh/Rayleigh special case. Following the same procedure as
in Appendix D.2, the asymptotic outage probability and SEP for this case can be
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respectively obtained as
P∞out =γout
(
1
η1
− NηIσ
2
sr
µη1
[
ln
(
ηIσ
2
sr
µη1
γout
)
+ ψ(N + 1) + 2c− 1
])
, (6.15)
SEP
∞ =
a
4b
{
1
η1
− NηIσ
2
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µη1
[
ψ
(
3
2
)
− ln
(
b
ηIσ
2
sr
µη1
)
+ ψ (N + 1) + 2c− 1)
]}
.
(6.16)
6.6 Nakagami-m/Rician Environment
Such fading scenario is applicable in micro-cellular mobile and indoor radio where
a LOS propagation is existed between users in the desired cell.
6.6.1 Outage Probability
For this scenario, the channel coefficients of the desired user hsr, hrd are Nakagami-
m distributed, while the interferers’ channels coefficients hi are Rician distributed.
Based on that, the channel gains |hsr|2, |hrd|2 are now gamma distributed with
parameters m1 and
1
Ω1
, m2 and
1
Ω2
, respectively, and the gains |hi|2, i = 1, . . . , N ,
are as defined in the second scenario. The outage probability for this scenario can
be obtained as
Pout = 1− m
m1−1
1 exp (−NKI)
Ωm1−11 Γ(m1)
γm1−1out exp
((
m1m2ηI(C + 1)
2Ω1Ω2(1 +KI)
− m1
Ω1
)
γout
)
×
m2−1∑
j=0
1
j!
(
m1m2ηI(C + 1)
Ω1Ω2(1 +KI)
) j
2
γ
j
2
out
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(
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k
)
γ
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2
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(
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Ω1Ω2(1 +KI)
) k
2
×
M∑
i=0
Γ(k + i+N + 1)
i! Γ(i+N)(NKI)−i
Γ(j + i+N)Waˆ,bˆ
(
m1m2ηI(C + 1)
Ω1Ω2(1 +KI)
γout
)
, (6.17)
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where M is a parameter for series convergence and takes values from 1-50, aˆ =
− ( j
2
+ k
2
+ i+N
)
, and bˆ = (−j + k + 1)/2.
In evaluating (6.17), the PDF of Y is as given by (6.13) and the CDF of X2
and the PDF of X1 are respectively given by
FX2(x) = 1−
m2−1∑
j=0
1
j!
(
m2
Ω2
)j
xj exp
(
−m2
Ω2
x
)
, (6.18)
fX1(x) =
mm11
Ωm11 Γ(m1)
xm1−1 exp
(
−m1
Ω1
x
)
, (6.19)
where FX2(x) is valid for integer values of m2.
Upon substituting the CCDF of X2, the PDF of X1, and the PDF of Y in (D.2)
and using the Binomial formula, we get
FX(x) = 1−
mm11 exp (−NKI) exp
(
−m1
Ω1
x
)
Ωm11 Γ(m1)
(
1+KI
ηI
)− (N+1)
2
(
1
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2
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)j
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y
)
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(
2
√
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ηI
y
)
m1−1∑
k=0
(
m1 − 1
k
)
× x−k+m1−1
∫ ∞
0
z−j+k exp
(
−m2x(C + 1)y
Ω2z
− m1
Ω1
z
)
dz︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1
dy. (6.20)
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Upon evaluating I1 with the help of [42, Eq. (3.471.9)], we get
FX(x) = 1− 2C2
m1−1∑
k=0
(
m1 − 1
k
)
x−k+m1−1
(
m2Ω1x(C + 1)
m1Ω2
)−j+k+1
2
∫ ∞
0
y
j+k+N
2
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(
−1 +KI
ηI
y
)
IN−1
(
2
√
N(1 +KI)KI
ηI
y
)
K−j+k+1

2
√
m1m2(C + 1)x
Ω1Ω2
y

 dy.
(6.21)
Unfortunately, a closed-form expression for the CDF in last result is very difficult,
if not impossible, to be obtained. It can be evaluated in a series form by making
the change of variables, t2 = y, and using [42, Eq. (8.445)] and [42, Eq. (6.631.3)],
and after some algebraic manipulations, the outage probability for this scenario
can be obtained as in (6.17).
6.6.2 Symbol Error Probability
Upon substituting the CDF FγD(γ) = Pout(γ) obtained in (6.17) in (6.7), and with
the help of [42, Eq. (3.381.4)] and [42, Eq. (7.621.3)], and after some algebraic
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manipulations, the SEP for this scenario can be obtained as
SEP =
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(6.22)
where aˆ = m1 +
1
2
, bˆ = k + i+N + 1, and cˆ = j + i+m1 +N +
1
2
. It is worth to
re-mention that the achieved results are valid for integer values of m2.
6.6.3 Asymptotic Analysis
For the Nakagami-m/Rician fading scenario, by letting m1 = m2 = 1 in (6.17),
we end up with the Rayleigh/Rician special case. Following the same procedure
as in Appendix D.2, the asymptotic outage probability and SEP for this case can
be respectively obtained as
P∞out =γout
(
1
η1
− NηIσ
2
sr
µη1(1 +KI)
[
ln
(
ηIσ
2
sr
µη1(1 +KI)
γout
)
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,
(6.23)
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)
+ ψ (N + 1) + 2c− 1)
]}
.
(6.24)
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It is worth pointing out that the asymptotic expressions can be quantified in
terms of diversity order and coding. The diversity order is defined as the negative
slope of outage probability curves on a log-log scale, and the coding gain is defined
as the shift of the curve in relative to the outage probability reference curve. At
the high SNR regime, we can express the outage probability as Pout ≈ (Gcη1)−Gd ,
where Gd is the achieved diversity order of the system and Gc is the coding gain.
As we can see, for the case where the interference power does not scale with SNR,
all the analyzed scenarios in this section have the same diversity order. Therefore,
we can notice that for these special cases of fading scenarios that the degradation
in system behavior comes through the coding gain. Noticing that the number of
interferers affects the coding gain for all scenarios, in addition, to the effect of
fading parameters mI and KI for Rayleigh/Nakagami-m and, Rayleigh/Rician,
respectively.
6.7 Numerical Results
In this section, we illustrate the validity of the derived analytical results. We
also discuss and compare the diversity order and the coding gain of some cases
of the proposed fading environments. We also provide some numerical examples
to illustrate the effect of interference and some system parameters as the fading
parameters on the system performance.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the outage performance vs SNR for some special cases
of the proposed fading scenarios; Rayleigh/Rayleigh, Rayleigh/Nakagami-m, and
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Nakagami-m/Rayleigh cases. As can be seen, both the analytical and asymptoti-
cal results fit accurately with the simulation curves. A key result of our analysis for
the case where the interferers’ channels possess Rician fading is that the Rician-K
factor is hardly affecting the system performance which confirms the same result
achieved in [52]. Also, for the case where the interference power does not scale
with SNR, we can notice that the different fading scenarios of the interferers’
channels have the same diversity order. This can be inferred from the results of
the asymptotic outage probability of all scenarios where the power of (η1)
−1 is the
same. We can also notice that the interference degrades the system performance
by only affecting the coding gain. Finally, it is clear to see that the coding gain of
the Rayleigh/Nakagami-m, the Rayleigh/Rayleigh, and the Rayleigh/Rician fad-
ing scenarios is affected by the number, the fading parameters, and the average
powers of the interferers.
The outage performance of the Rician/Nakagami-m fading scenario is studied
in Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5. Figure 6.3 illustrates the outage probability vs SNR
for different numbers of interferers N . It is a validation to the achieved analytical
results. We can notice from this figure the perfect fitting between the achieved
expressions of this fading scenario and Monte-Carlo simulations. This is a strong
indication on the accuracy of our derived analytical expressions. In addition, this
figure shows the degradation happens in system performance due to the increase
in number of interferers N .
Figure 6.4 shows the outage performance vs SNR for different values of fading
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Figure 6.2: Outage probability vs average SNR for fixed-gain AF relay system
with interference at destination for different fading environments.
parameter mI . It studies the effect of the fading parameter of the interferers’
channels mI on the system behavior. As expected, as mI increases and hence,
the quality of the interferers’ channels, the worse the achieved performance. It is
worth to mention that increasing the fading parameter of channels is beneficial at
medium and high range of SNR values. On the other hand, it could be harmful
on system performance when we talk about low range of SNR values.
Figure 6.5 provides the outage probability vs outage threshold γout for different
values of ρ. It illustrates the impact of the desired user channels via the power
ratio ρ on the system behavior. This ratio represents the power of the second
hop channel of the desired user to the power of the interferers’ channels η2/NΩI ,
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Figure 6.3: Outage probability vs average SNR for fixed-gain AF relay system with
interference at destination for Rician/Nakagami-m fading scenario with different
values of N .
where the interferers were assumed to be identical in this figure. As expected, as
ρ increases, the system performance is more enhanced.
Figure 6.6 portrays the SEP performance vs SNR of the Rician/Nakagami-
m fading scenario for different values of power ratio ρi and different numbers of
interferers N , where ρi denotes a ratio of the power of the second hop channel
of the desired user to that of the channel of a single interferer η2/ΩI , where the
interferers were assumed to be identical in this figure. As expected, as ρi increases,
the better the achieved performance. Also, we can notice that the best behavior
can be achieved when N takes its minimum value. Finally, a noise floor appears in
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Figure 6.4: Outage probability vs average SNR for fixed-gain AF relay system with
interference at destination for Rician/Nakagami-m fading scenario with different
values of mI .
all cases due to the effect of interference. Noticing that the diversity gain reaches
zero as the interference power was assumed to scale with SNR in this figure.
The outage performance of the Rician/Rician fading scenario is studied in
Figures 6.7 and 6.8. Figure 6.7 shows the outage performance vs SNR for different
numbers of interferers N . It illustrates the validity of the derived expressions. We
can notice from this figure the perfect fitting between the achieved analytical
results and Monte-Carlo simulations which is a strong indication on the accuracy
of our derived expressions. In addition, the figure shows the degradation happens
in system performance due to the increase in number of interferers N .
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Figure 6.8 illustrates the outage performance vs outage threshold γout for
different values of fading parameters K1, K2. It studies the effect of the fading
parametersK1 andK2 of the desired user channel on the system performance when
they possess similar values. As can be seen, as the values of this pair increase and
hence, the quality of the desired user channels, the better the achieved behavior.
The SEP performance of the Rician/Rician fading scenario is studied in Figures
6.9 and 6.10. Figure 6.9 shows the SEP vs SNR for different values of fading
parameters K1, K2. It studies the effect of fading parameters K1 and K2 on the
system performance when they possess different values. It is clear that the worst
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Figure 6.6: Average SEP vs average SNR for fixed-gain AF relay system with
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behavior is achieved when K1 and K2 equal unity. On the other hand, when they
take the values (9,1), the achieved performance is better than the case of (1,9),
specially, at low values of the first hop SNR. This means that the parameter K1
is more effective when the average SNR of the first hop is smaller than that of
the second hop. At the case when these SNRs are comparable, both cases are
almost behaving the same. This is because the performance of the overall system
is dominated by the interference affected worst link. Finally, the best behavior is
achieved when K1 and K2 are equal and larger than unity.
Figure 6.10 aims to show the inaccuracy in approximating the Rician fading
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Figure 6.7: Outage probability vs average SNR for fixed-gain AF relay system
with interference at destination for Rician/Rician fading scenario with different
values of N .
model with the Nakagami-m model as an example. A big gap in system behavior
can be seen in this figure when the the interferers’ channels are approximated by
Nakagami-m distribution instead of Rician distribution. In this figure, we used
[22, Eq. (2.26)] to calculate the value of fading parameter mI that approximates
KI . This result illustrates the importance of our assumption in modeling the
interferers’ channels to be Rician distributed and not to be approximated by any
other fading models.
The outage performance of the Nakagami-m/Rician fading scenario is studied
in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. Figure 6.11 provides the outage performance vs SNR
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Figure 6.8: Outage probability vs outage threshold for fixed-gain AF relay system
with interference at destination for Rician/Rician fading scenario with different
values of (K1, K2).
for different numbers of interferers N . It illustrates the validity of the derived
analytical expressions. A perfect fitting between the achieved analytical results
and Monte-Carlo simulations can be seen in this figure. This is a clear evidence
on the accuracy of our derived expressions. In addition, the figure shows the
degradation happens in system performance due to the increase in number of
interferers N .
Figure 6.12 illustrates the outage probability vs outage threshold γout for differ-
ent values of ηI . It shows the impact of interferers’ channels quality on the system
behavior. As obvious, as ηI increases and hence, the quality of the interferers’
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Figure 6.9: Average SEP vs average SNR for fixed-gain AF relay system with
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signals, the worse the achieved behavior, as expected.
Figure 6.13 shows the SEP performance vs SNR for different values of fading
parameters m1, m2. It studies the effect of fading parameters of the desired user
channels m1 and m2 on the SEP performance of the Nakagami-m/Rician fading
scenario. As explained in the case of Rician/Rician scenario and the effect of
K1 and K2 on its performance, the same result can be seen here. The worst
behavior is achieved when m1 and m2 equal unity which represents the Rayleigh
fading. On the other hand, the case (3,1) gives better behavior than the case
(1,3), specially, at low values of the first hop SNR. This means that the parameter
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m1 is more effective when the average SNR of the first hop is smaller than that
of the second hop. At the case when these SNRs are comparable, both cases are
almost behaving the same. This is because the performance of the overall system
is dominated by the interference affected worst link. Finally, the best behavior is
achieved when m1 and m2 are equal and larger than unity. Again, it is worth to
mention that increasing the fading parameter of channels is beneficial at medium
and high range of SNR values. On the other hand, it could be harmful on system
performance when we talk about low range of SNR values.
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6.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we investigated the performance of a dual-hop fixed-gain AF re-
lay system with co-channel interference at the destination. We considered various
fading scenarios; Rician/Nakagami-m, Rician/Rician, and Nakagami-m/Rician.
We derived accurate approximate expressions for the outage probability and the
SEP for all the proposed fading models. Furthermore, we studied the system per-
formance of the proposed scenarios at high SNR regime. We evaluated asymptotic
expressions for the outage probability and the SEP in addition to evaluating the
system diversity order and coding gain. The analytical and asymptotic results
were validated by Monte-Carlo simulations. A perfect fitting between both the
achieved analytical results and the asymptotic results with Monte-Carlo simula-
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tions was proved in some results. Also, for the case where the interference power
does not scale with SNR, results showed that with different fading models for
the interferers’ channels, the interference is only affecting the system behavior
through the coding gain without affecting the diversity order of the system. On
the other hand, when the interference power scales with SNR, zero diversity gain
is achieved for all fading scenarios. Other results illustrated the effect of num-
ber of interferers and the fading parameters on the system performance. Finally,
results showed that approximating the Rician system model by the Nakagami-m
one does not give accurate results at least in our presented study.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
In this chapter, we summarize and discuss the main contributions of this disser-
tation and suggest some possible future research directions.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
An important contribution of this dissertation is the proposed two low-complexity
SEC and SECps relay selection schemes for dual-hop CSI-assisted AF and DF re-
lay systems. The main aim behind proposing these schemes is the critical need of
relay systems for efficient relaying schemes with small number of channel estima-
tions. In the case of CSI-assisted AF relay systems, closed-form expressions for
the system outage probability and SEP were derived assuming Rayleigh fading
channels. In addition, the system performance was studied at high SNR regime.
It was proved that the proposed relaying schemes noticeably reduce the number
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of channel estimations and hence, the system complexity compared to the oppor-
tunistic relaying, especially, when the switching threshold takes values that are
comparable to the average SNR. Also, it was shown via the asymptotic analysis
that the diversity order of the system with the two scheme is fixed at 2 and is
not affected by the number of relays. In the case of DF relay systems, we derived
exact closed-form expression for the system outage probability assuming Rayleigh
fading channels. It was observed that the existence of interference in the consid-
ered system is severely limiting the gain achieved in performance when the SECps
scheme is used compared to the conventional SEC scheme.
We also contributed in the area of opportunistic DF relay systems with inter-
ference at the relays and destination over Nakagami-m fading channels. Assuming
this general fading model allowed for studying the effect of fading parameter on
the system performance. We also studied the system behavior at the high SNR
regime. It was observed that under the condition of finite number of interferers
of finite powers, the system can still achieve full diversity order; whereas, a noise
floor appears in the results and hence, a zero diversity gain is achieved when
the interferers’ powers scale with the SNR. Furthermore, it was shown that the
interference effect at the destination is more severe on the system performance
compared to the interference at the relay. It was also observed that having the
fading parameter of the first hop better than that of the second hop gives better
performance compared to the vise versa case.
As an effort to deal with the situation where the best relay is unavailable for
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cooperation, we proposed the N th-best relaying scheme where the second best or
even the N th best relay is selected to forward the source message to destination in
case the best relay is busy. We derived exact closed-form expression and asymp-
totic high SNR approximation for the outage probability assuming Rayleigh fading
channels. We observed that the outage probability increases as the order of relay
increases. Also, it was shown that the diversity order linearly increases with the
number of relays and linearly decreases with the order of the relay. Furthermore,
we observed that the diversity order linearly increases with the number of active
relays although one relay is being used only.
Our next contribution is in the area of fixed-gain AF relay systems with sin-
gle relay and interference-limited destination. The proposed fading scenarios are
applicable in micro-cellular mobile and indoor radio where a LOS propagation is
existed between the BS and users in the desired cell. We derived approximate
expressions for the outage probability and the SEP in addition to studying the
performance at high SNR regime for some special cases of the proposed fading
scenarios. We observed that with different fading models for interferers’ channels,
the interference is only affecting the system behavior through the coding gain
while the diversity order remains constant. Also, we noticed that fading scenarios
achieve zero diversity order when the power of one hop does not scale with the
SNR. Finally, we illustrated that approximating the Rician fading model by the
Nakagami-m does not give accurate results at least in our presented study.
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7.2 Future Research
Cognitive networks is a hot area of research in these days. In such networks, an
unlicensed user (secondary user) is allowed to share the spectrum of a licensed
user (primary user) only if the later is found to be inactive. The issue of knowing
whether the primary user is active or not is the responsibility of the secondary user.
In situations where the secondary user fails in its decision, interference results
between the transmissions of these two nodes. One research approach could be
to study the performance of AF cognitive relay systems where a secondary user
source and relays are interfering with a primary user. As a contribution over the
existing work in this area is to utilize the low-complexity SEC and SECps relaying
schemes presented in this dissertation to select among the relays in the secondary
cell. In such systems, the issue that the statistics of the channels of the secondary
cell nodes are being conditioned on that of the primary user is the most important
issue to care of in the analysis.
Another relaying scheme that was presented in this dissertation and can be
used in the aforementioned AF cognitive relay system is the N th-best relay se-
lection scheme. As mentioned before, this relaying scheme is very effective in
situations where the best relay is busy in some scheduling and load balancing
duties in other parts of the network. In such situations, the second-best or even
the N th-best relay could be selected to forward the source message to destination.
With the SEC, SECps, and N th relaying schemes, some performance measures
like the outage probability and SEP can be derived and analyzed in addition to
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evaluating the system behavior at high SNR values where more insights about
system performance can be achieved.
Recently, the topic of channel estimation errors has become a hot area of
research in relay networks. As known, in opportunistic relaying as an example,
selecting the best relay among all relays requires estimating the channels of all
relays. As a result to the fast variations in wireless channels and their quality, the
channel coefficients could vary in a very fast manner. Therefore, the relay who
is selected as the best at the time when relay channels are estimated could not
be the best at the time of data transmission. A nice research avenue could be to
study the channel estimation errors along with interference on the performance
of DF relay systems with the SEC and SECps relay selection schemes. Also, the
performance of N th best DF relay systems with channel estimation errors and
interference could be studied. For these systems, the outage probability and SEP
can be evaluated and analyzed. Also, to have more about system insights, the
system behavior can be studied at high SNR values where approximate expressions
for the outage probability, SEP, diversity order, and coding gain can be derived
and studied.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 2
A.1 Proof of Lemma 2.1 (for Section 2.4)
In this Appendix, we evaluate the outage probability for the case of i.n.d. relay
paths of the proposed system. For i.n.d. relay channels, the CDF of γSEC in (2.5)
can be written as [22]
FγSEC(γ) =


∑M−1
i=0 piiFγi(γ)
∏M−1
k=0
k 6=i
Fγk(γT), γ < γT;
∑M−1
i=0
(
pii
∏M
k=1 Fγk(γT)
+
∑M−1
j=0 pi((i−j))M
[
Fγi(γ)− Fγi(γT)
]
×∏j−1k=0 Fγ((i−j+k))M (γT)
)
, γ ≥ γT,
(A.1)
where M is the number of relays and γT is a predetermined switching threshold,
pii, i = 0, . . . ,M − 1 are the stationary distribution of a M -state Markov chain
and it is the probability that the ith relay is chosen, and ((i− j))M denotes i− j
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modulo M . It is given by
pii =
[
M−1∑
j=0
(
FγM−1(γT)
(
1− Fγj(γT)
)
Fγj(γT)
(
1− FγM−1(γT)
))]−1 FγM−1(γT) (1− Fγi(γT))
Fγi(γT)
(
1− FγM−1(γT)
) . (A.2)
For Rayleigh fading channels, the CDF and the PDF of the ith relay path are
respectively given by Fγi(γ) = 1 − exp
(
− γ
γ¯i
)
and fγi(γ) =
1
γ¯i
exp
(
− γ
γ¯i
)
, where γ¯i
is the average power of the ith path.
Differentiating (A.1) with respect to γ and upon taking the Laplace transform
using
∞∫
0
fγSEC(γ) exp (sγ) dγ, and after some algebraic manipulations, the MGF
of γSEC can be obtained as
MγSEC(s) =
M−1∑
i=0
pii
M−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(
1− exp
(
−γT
γ¯k
))
(
1− exp
(
−
(
1
γ¯i
− s
)
γT
))
(1− γ¯is)


+
M−1∑
i=0
M−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))M
j−1∏
k=0
(
1− exp
(
− γT
γ¯((i−j+k))M
))exp
(
−
(
1
γ¯i
− s
)
γT
)
(1− γ¯is)

 .
(A.3)
As the MRC is used at the destination, the MGF of the total SNR at the MRC
output is simply their multiplicationMγtot(s) =MγS,D(s)MγSEC(s).
Upon substituting the MGF of both the direct link (1− γ¯S,Ds)−1 and that found
in (A.3) in Mγtot(s), and after using partial fraction operation, the MGF of the
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total SNR at the output of SEC can be obtained as
Mγtot(s) =
M−1∑
i=0
pii
M−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(
1− exp
(
−γT
γ¯k
))(1− γ¯S,Ds)−1(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) + (1− γ¯is)−1(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)
− exp
(
−
(
1
γ¯i
− s
)
γT
)
(1− γ¯S,Ds)
−1(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) + (1− γ¯is)−1(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)




+
M−1∑
i=0
M−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))M
j−1∏
k=0
(
1− exp
(
− γT
γ¯((i−j+k))M
))
×

exp(−( 1
γ¯i
− s
)
γT
)
(1− γ¯S,Ds)
−1(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) + (1− γ¯is)−1(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)



 . (A.4)
Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (A.4), the PDF of γtot can be obtained
as
fγtot(γ) =
M−1∑
i=0
pii
M−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(
1− exp
(
−γT
γ¯k
)) exp
(
− γ
γ¯S,D
)
γ¯S,D
(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) + exp
(
− γ
γ¯i
)
γ¯i
(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)
− exp
(
−γT
γ¯i
)

exp
(
− 1
γ¯S,D
(γ − γT)
)
γ¯S,D
(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) + exp
(
− 1
γ¯i
(γ − γT)
)
γ¯i
(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)

U(γ − γT)


+
M−1∑
i=0
M−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))M
j−1∏
k=0
(
1− exp
(
− γT
γ¯((i−j+k))M
))

exp(−γT
γ¯i
)

exp
(
− 1
γ¯S,D
(γ − γT)
)
γ¯S,D
(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) + exp
(
− 1
γ¯i
(γ − γT)
)
γ¯i
(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
)



 .
(A.5)
where U(.) is the unit step function. The CDF of γtot can be obtained by in-
tegrating (A.5) with respect to γ using
γ∫
−∞
fγtot(λ)dλ, and after some algebraic
manipulations, the outage probability for the case of i.n.d. relay paths can be
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obtained in a closed-form expression as in (2.8).
A.2 Proof of Lemma 2.2 (for Section 2.4)
In this Appendix, we evaluate the SEP for the case of i.n.d. relay paths of the
proposed system. The average SEP for BPSK signals in terms of the MGF is
given by [22]
SEP =
1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
Mγtot
(
− 1
sin2φ
)
dφ. (A.6)
Upon substituting (A.5) in (A.6), we get
SEP =
M−1∑
i=0
pii
M−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(
1− exp
(
−γT
γ¯k
)) 1(
1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
) 1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
sin2φ
sin2φ+ γ¯S,D
dφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1
+
1(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
) 1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
sin2φ
sin2φ+ γ¯i
dφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2
− exp
(
−γT
γ¯i
)
 1(1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
)
× 1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
sin2φ exp
(
− γT
sin2φ
)
sin2φ+ γ¯S,D
dφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I3
+
1(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
) 1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
sin2φ exp
(
− γT
sin2φ
)
sin2φ+ γ¯i
dφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I4




+
M−1∑
i=0
M−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))M
j−1∏
k=0
(
1− exp
(
− γT
γ¯((i−j+k))M
)) exp
(
−γT
γ¯i
)
 1(1− γ¯i
γ¯S,D
)
× 1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
sin2φ exp
(
− γT
sin2φ
)
sin2φ+ γ¯S,D
dφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I3
+
1(
1− γ¯S,D
γ¯i
) 1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
sin2φ exp
(
− γT
sin2φ
)
sin2φ+ γ¯i
dφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I4



.
(A.7)
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With the help of [22, Eq. (5A.9)], the integrals I1 and I2 can be respectively
evaluated as follows
I1 =
1
2
(
1−
√
γ¯S,D
1 + γ¯S,D
)
, (A.8)
I2 =
1
2
(
1−
√
γ¯i
1 + γ¯i
)
. (A.9)
In evaluating the integral I3, upon adding and subtracting γ¯S,D to and from its
numerator, we obtain
I3 =
1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
exp
(
− γT
sin2φ
)
dφ− 1
pi
∫ pi/2
0
γ¯S,D exp
(
− γT
sin2φ
)
sin2φ+ γ¯S,D
dφ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I3a
, (A.10)
where the first part in (A.10) is the well known Gaussian Q-function given by
Q
(√
2γT
)
.
In evaluating the integral I3a, we apply the change of variables
w =
√
γT
sin2φ
− γT = √γTcotφ. (A.11)
Then, it can easily be shown that
dw = −(w
2 + γT)√
γT
dφ. (A.12)
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Upon substituting (A.11) and (A.12) in (A.10), and after few simple algebraic
steps, we obtain
I3a =
√
γT exp (−γT)
pi
∫ ∞
0
exp (−w2)
w2 + γT +
γT
γ¯S,D
dw. (A.13)
With the help of [42, Eq. 3.466.1], and after simple algebraic steps, we get
I3a =
1√
1 + 1
γ¯S,D
exp
(
γT
γ¯S,D
)
Q
(√
2γT +
2γT
γ¯S,D
)
. (A.14)
Upon substituting Q
(√
2γT
)
and (A.14) in (A.10), the last result of I3 becomes
I3 = Q
(√
2γT
)
− 1√
1 + 1
γ¯S,D
exp
(
γT
γ¯S,D
)
Q
(√
2γT +
2γT
γ¯S,D
)
. (A.15)
The integral I4 can be evaluated by following the same steps as in the case of I3.
It can be obtained as
I4 = Q
(√
2γT
)
− 1√
1 + 1
γ¯i
exp
(
γT
γ¯i
)
Q
(√
2γT +
2γT
γ¯i
)
. (A.16)
Finally, upon substituting (A.8), (A.9), (A.15), and (A.16) in (A.7), and after few
simple manipulations, the SEP for the case of i.n.d. relay paths can be obtained
in a closed-form expression as in (2.11).
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APPENDIX B
APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 3
B.1 Proof of Lemma 3.1 (for Section 3.4.1)
In this Appendix, we evaluate the first term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7). The e2e SINR
can be written as a ratio of two RVs γd = Y1/Z1.
Proposition B.1 The PDF of Z1 =
∑Id
id=1
ρI |hIid,d|2 + 1 is given by
fZ1(z) =
Id∏
id=1
λIid,d exp
(
λIid,d
) Id∑
g=1
exp
(−λIid,dz)∏Id
m=1
m 6=g
(
λIm,d − λIg,d
) . (B.1)
Proof. The RV Z1 can be written as
Z1 =
Id∑
id=1
ρI |hIid,d|2 + 1 = X1 + 1. (B.2)
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The PDF of X1 is given by
fX1(x) =
Id∏
id=1
λIid,d
Id∑
g=1
exp
(−λIid,dx)∏Id
m=1
m 6=g
(
λIm,d − λIg,d
) . (B.3)
Using the transformation of RVs for Z1 = X1+1, the PDF of Z1 can be obtained
as in (B.1).
Proposition B.2 The PDF of Y1 = ρ|hs,d|2 + ρ|hSEC,d|2 with
∣∣CL∣∣ = L, L ≥ 1 is
given by
fY1(γ) =
L−1∑
i=0
pii
L−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(1− exp (−λk,dγT))

exp (−λs,dγ)(
1
λs,d
− 1
λi,d
) + exp (−λi,dγ)(
1
λi,d
− 1
λs,d
) − exp (−λi,dγT)
× {Υ3 +Υ4}U(γ − γT)

+ L−1∑
i=0
L−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))L
j−1∏
k=0
(
1− exp (−λ((i−j+k))L,dγT))
×
[
exp
(
− γT
γ¯i,d
){
Υ3 +Υ4
}]
, (B.4)
where Υ3 = exp (−λs,d (γ − γT))
/(
1
λs,d
− 1
λi,d
)
, Υ4 = exp
(−λi,d(γ−γT))/( 1λi,d −
1
λs,d
)
.
Proof. In finding this PDF, we use the MGF approach. The CDF of ρ|hSEC,d|2
can be written as in (A.1). For Rayleigh fading channels, the CDF and the PDF
of the ith relay path are respectively given by Fρ|hi,d|2(γ) = 1 − exp (−λi,dγ) and
fρ|hi,d|2(γ) = λi,d exp (−λi,dγ), where λi,d is the rate of the channel between the ith
relay and the destination.
Differentiating (A.1) with respect to γ and upon taking the Laplace transform us-
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ing
∞∫
0
fρ|hSEC,d|2(γ) exp (sγ) dγ, and after some algebraic manipulations, the MGF
of ρ|hSEC,d|2 can be obtained as
Mρ|hSEC,d|2(s) =
L−1∑
i=0
pii
L−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(1− exp (−λk,dγT))

(1− exp (− (λi,d − s) γT))(
1− s
λi,d
)


+
L−1∑
i=0
L−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))L
j−1∏
k=0
(
1− exp (−λ((i−j+k))L,dγT))

exp (− (λi,d − s) γT)(
1− s
λi,d
)

 .
(B.5)
As the MRC is used at the destination, the MGF of the total SNR at the MRC
output is simply their multiplicationMY1(s) =Mρ|hs,d|2(s)Mρ|hSEC,d|2(s).
Upon substituting the MGF of both the direct link
(
1− s
λs,d
)−1
and that derived
in (B.5) in Mρ|hSEC,d|2(s), and after using partial fraction operation, the MGF of
Y1 can be obtained as
MY1(s) =
L−1∑
i=0
pii
L−1∏
k=0
k 6=i
(1− exp (−λk,dγT))
[
Υ1 +Υ2 − exp (− (λi,d − s) γT)
{
Υ1 +Υ2
}]
+
L−1∑
i=0
L−1∑
j=0
pi((i−j))L
j−1∏
k=0
(
1− exp (−λ((i−j+k))L,dγT)) [ exp (− (λi,d − s) γT){Υ1 +Υ2}],
(B.6)
where Υ1 =
(
1− s
λs,d
)−1/(
1− λs,d
λi,d
)
and Υ2 =
(
1− s
λi,d
)−1/(
1− λi,d
λs,d
)
.
Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (B.6), the PDF of Y1 can be obtained as
in (B.4).
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Now, the CDF of γd can be obtained using
Pr [γd < u|CL] =
∫ ∞
1
fZ(z)
∫ uz
0
fY (y)dydz. (B.7)
Upon substituting (B.1) and (B.4) in (B.7), and with the help of [42, Eq. (3.351.2)]
and after some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the result in (3.8).
B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.2 (for Section 3.4.1)
In this Appendix, we evaluate the second term Pr [CL] in (3.7). To evaluate this
term, we first need to find the CDF of γs,k. This RV can be written as Ya/Za,
where Ya has an Exponential distribution as given in Appendix B.1, and the PDF
of Za is as derived in (B.1) with replacing id by ik and d by k. The CDF of γs,k
can be obtained using the integration in (B.7). Upon substituting the PDF of Ya
and that of Za in (B.7), and with the help of [42, Eq. (3.351.2)] and after some
algebraic manipulations, we obtain the result in (3.9).
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APPENDIX C
APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 4
C.1 Proof of Lemma 4.1 (for Section 4.4.1)
In this Appendix, we evaluate the first term Pr [γd < u|CL] in (3.7). The e2e
SINR γd can be written as a ratio of two RVs γd = Y/Z. The proof is carried out
through the following series of results.
Proposition C.1 The PDF of Z =
∑Id
id=1
ρI |hIid,d|2 + 1 = X + 1 is given by
fZ(z) = −
Id∑
id=1
(−1)mIid,d exp (αIid,d)
mI
id,d∑
i=1
βi−1id
(i− 1)!
mI
id,d
−1∑
g=0
(
mIid,d − 1
g
)
(−1)gzg exp (−αIid,dz) .
(C.1)
Proof. The PDF of X is given by
fX(x) =
Id∑
id=1
mI
id,d∑
i=1
βi−1id x
mI
id,d
−1
(i− 1)! exp
(−αIid,dx) , (C.2)
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where βi−1id =
∏Id
l=1(αIl,d)
mI
l,d
(mI
id,d
−i)!
di−1
dsi−1
[∏N
n=1
n 6=id
(
αIn,d + s
)−mI
n,d
]∣∣∣∣
s=αI
id,d
.
Using the transformation of RVs for Z = X + 1, we get
fZ(z) =
Id∑
id=1
mI
id,d∑
i=1
βi−1id (z − 1)
mI
id,d
−1
(i− 1)! exp
(−αIid,d(z − 1)) , (C.3)
Now, using the Binomial formula, we can obtain the result in (C.1).
Proposition C.2 Let Y = ρ|hs,d|2 + ρ|hb,d|2 with
∣∣CL∣∣ = L, L ≥ 1. The PDF of
Y is given by
fY (y) = Ca
ms,d−1∑
r=0
(
ms,d − 1
r
)
(−1)r
L∑
l=1
Cb(l)

 C1(r, l)!
C2(l)ml,d+r
yms,d−r−1 exp
(
−ms,d
Ωs,d
y
)
−
C1(r,l)∑
k1=0
C1(r, l)!
k1!C2(l)ml,d+r−k1
yms,d−r+k1−1 exp
(
−ml,d
Ωl,d
y
)
+
L∑
n=1
(−1)n
∑
j1<···<jn,j(.) 6=l
∑
q1=···=qn=0∏n
w=1
(
mjw,d
Ωjw,d
)qw
∏n
p=1 qp!

 C6(r, l, qi)!y
ms,d−r−1
C7(l, js)
∑n
i=1 qi+ml,d+r
exp
(
−ms,d
Ωs,d
y
)
−
C6(r,l,qi)∑
k2=0
C6(r, l, qi)!
k2!C7(l, js)
∑n
i=1 qi+ml,d+r−k2
× yms,d−r+k2−1 exp
(
−
(
n∑
s=1
mjs,d
Ωjs,d
+
ml,d
Ωl,d
)
y
)


, (C.4)
where Ca =
m
ms,d
s,d
Ω
ms,d
s,d
Γ(ms,d)
, Cb(l) =
m
ml,d
l,d
Ω
ml,d
l,d
Γ(ml,d)
, C1(r, l) = ml,d + r − 1, C2(l) =
ml,d
Ωl,d
−ms,d
Ωs,d
, C6(r, l, qi) =
∑n
i=1 qi+ml,d+r−1, and C7(l, js) =
∑n
s=1
mjs,d
Ωjs,d
+
ml,d
Ωl,d
−ms,d
Ωs,d
.
Proof. The PDF of ρ|hb,d|2 given CL can be written as
fρ|hb,d|2(τ) =
L∑
l=1
fρ|hl,d|2(τ)
L∏
i=1
i 6=l
Fρ|hi,d|2(τ). (C.5)
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For Nakagami-m fading, the PDF of ρ|hl,d|2 and the CDF of ρ|hm,d|2 are re-
spectively given by fρ|hl,d|2(τ) =
m
ml,d
l,d
τ
ml,d−1
Ω
ml,d
l,d
Γ(ml,d)
exp
(
−ml,d
Ωl,d
τ
)
, Fρ|hi,d|2(τ) = 1 −∑mi,d−1
q=0
1
q!
(
mi,d
Ωi,d
)q
τ q exp
(
−mi,d
Ωi,d
τ
)
. Upon substituting these statistics in (C.5)
and after some algebraic manipulations, we get
fρ|hb,d|2(τ) =
L∑
l=1
m
ml,d
l,d τ
ml,d−1
Ω
ml,d
l,d Γ(ml,d)
exp
(
−ml,d
Ωl,d
τ
)1 + L∑
n=1
(−1)n
L−n+1∑
j1=1
j1 6=l
L−n+2∑
j2=j1+1
j2 6=l
· · ·
L∑
jn=jn−1+1
jn 6=l
mj1,d−1∑
q1=0
mj2,d−1∑
q2=0
· · ·
mjn,d−1∑
qn=0
∏n
w=1
(
mjw,d
Ωjw,d
)qw
∏n
p=1 qp!
τ
∑n
i=1 qi exp
(
−
n∑
s=1
mjs,d
Ωjs,d
τ
).
(C.6)
We then can obtain the PDF of Y using fY (y) =
∫ y
0
fρ|hs,d|2(y − τ)fρ|hb,d|2(τ)dτ as
in (C.4).
Using the results of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we can obtain the CDF of
γd = Y/Z as in (4.4) using (B.7).
C.2 Proof of Lemma 4.2 (for Section 4.4.1)
In this Appendix, we evaluate the second term Pr [CL] in (3.7). The SINR γs,k can
be written as Y1/Z1, where the PDF of Y1 is similar to fρ|hl,d|2(τ) with replacing
l by s and d by k, and the PDF of Z1 is similar to that derived in (C.1) with
replacing id by ik and d by k.
Now, using the integral in (B.7) and with replacing Y by Y1 and Z by Z1, and
after some algebraic manipulations, the CDF of γs,k can be obtained as in (4.5).
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C.3 Proof of Theorem 5.1 (for Section 5.4)
In this Appendix, we evaluate the first term in (3.7) Pr [γd < u|CL]. The e2e SINR
can be written as γd = Y1/Z1. The CDF of γd given a decoding set CL can be
obtained using (B.7).
First, we evaluate the PDF of Z1=
∑Id
id=1
ρI |hIid,d|2 + 1 = X1 + 1, where the PDF
of X1 is given by fX1(x) =
∏Id
id=1
λIid,d
∑Id
g=1
exp
(
−λI
id,d
x
)
∏Id
m=1
m 6=g
(λIm,d−λIg,d)
.
Using the transformation of RVs, we get
fZ1(z) =
Id∏
id=1
λIid,d exp
(
λIid,d
) Id∑
g=1
exp
(−λIid,dz)∏Id
m=1
m 6=g
(
λIm,d − λIg,d
) . (C.7)
Now, we evaluate the PDF of Y1 = ρ|hs,d|2 + ρ|hNth
b
,d|2 given
∣∣CL∣∣ = L, L ≥ 1. It
is given by
fY (y) =
∫ y
0
fρ|hs,d|2(y − τ)fρ|hNth
b
,d
|2(τ)dτ. (C.8)
The PDF of ρ|hNth
b
,d|2 given CL can be written as [12]
fρ|h
Nth
b
,d
|2(τ) =
L∑
l=1
fρ|hl,d|2(τ)
∑
P
L−N∏
j=1
Fρ|hij ,d|2(τ)
L−1∏
w=L−N+1
(
1− Fρ|hiw,d|2(τ)
)
,
(C.9)
where
∑
P denotes the summation over all n! permutations (i1, i2, . . . , iL) of
(1, 2, . . . , L). For Rayleigh fading, the PDF fρ|hl,d|2(τ) and the CDF Fρ|hij ,d|2(τ) are
respectively given by λl,d exp (−λl,dτ) and 1 − exp
(−λij ,dτ). Upon substituting
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these statistics in (C.9) and after some algebraic manipulations, we get
fρ|h
Nth
b
,d
|2(τ) =
L∑
l=1
λl,d
∑
P
exp
(
−ml,d
Ωl,d
τ
)[
exp (−Caτ)
+
L−N∑
q=1
(−1)q
∑
s1<...<sq
exp (− (Ca + Cb) τ)
]
, (C.10)
where
∑
s1<...<sq
=
∑L−N−q+1
s1=1
∑L−N−q+2
s2=s1+1
· · ·∑L−Nsq=sq−1+1, Ca = ∑L−1w=L−N+1 λiw,d,
and Cb =
∑q
n=1 λsn,d + λl,d.
Having fZ1(z) and fY1(y) being evaluated, the term Pr [γd < u|CL] can be obtained
as in (5.2).
Now, in evaluating the second term in (3.7) Pr [CL], the CDF of γs,k is required
to be obtained first. This SINR can be written as Ya/Zb. For Rayleigh fading
channels, the PDF of Ya is λs,k exp (−λs,kτ) and the PDF of Zb is similar to that
found in (C.7) with replacing id by ik and d by k. Having the CDF of γs,k obtained
as in (5.3), the term Pr [CL] can be obtained.
C.4 Proof of Theorem 5.4 (for Section 5.5)
In this Appendix, we evaluate the asymptotic outage probability in (5.9). To
obtain it, the terms Pr [γd < u|CL] and Pr [CL] are required to be obtained first.
For simplicity we consider the second hops of relays have identical CDFs (λ1,d =
λ2,d = . . . = λK,d = λR,d).
In deriving the term Pr [γd < u|CL], as ρ → ∞ and with finite values of ρI , Ik,
and Id, the CDF and the PDF of the Exponential distribution can be respectively
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approximated as Fρ|hm,n|2(τ) ≈ λm,nτ and fρ|hm,n|2(τ) ≈ λm,n. Based on that, the
PDF in (C.9) can be obtained in a closed-form expression as
fρ|h
Nth
b
,d
|2(τ) ≈L
(
L− 1
N − 1
)
(λR,d)
L−N+1
N−1∑
k=0
(
N − 1
k
)
(−1)k (λR,d)k (τ)k+L−N .
(C.11)
Now, following the same procedure as in Appendix C.3, the term Pr [γd < u|CL]
in (3.7) can be obtained at high SNR as
Pr [γd < u|CL] ≈ −L
(
L− 1
N − 1
)
(λId)
Id(−1)Id (λR,d)(L−N+1)
(Id − 1)! λs,d exp
(
λId
) Id−1∑
g=0
(
Id − 1
g
)
× (−1)g
N−1∑
k=0
(
N − 1
k
)
(−1)kΓ (g + k + L−N + 3, λId)
(k + L−N + 1)(k + L−N + 2)(λ
I
d)
−(g+k+L−N+2)−1 (λR,d)
k
× uk+L−N+2. (C.12)
This expression can be further simplified due to the fact that it is still dominant
when k = 0 and g = 0. Therefore, the result in (C.12) can be simplified as
Pr [γd < u|CL] ≈ −L
(
L− 1
N − 1
)
(λId)
Id(−1)Id (λR,d)(L−N+1)
(Id − 1)! λs,d exp
(
λId
)
× Γ
(
L−N + 3, λId
)
(L−N + 1)(L−N + 2)(λ
I
d)
−(L−N+2)−1uL−N+2. (C.13)
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Now, the second term Pr [CL] can be obtained after evaluating the CDF of γs,k
which can be approximated as
Pr [γs,k < u] ≈ λs,k
(
1 +
Ik
λIk
)
u. (C.14)
Having (C.13) and (C.14) being evaluated, the asymptotic outage probability can
be obtained as in (5.9).
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APPENDIX D
APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 5
D.1 Proof of Lemma 6.1 (for Section 6.4.1)
In this appendix, we derive the outage probability for the i.n.d. case of the
Rician/Nakagami-m fading scenario.
To derive the outage probability of γD, conditioning on X1 and Y , we first express
the CDF of γD as
FγD(γout) = Pr
(
X1X2
CY + Y +X2
≤ γout
)
=
∫ ∞
0
Pr
(
X2 ≤ γout (y(C + 1))
w − γout
)
fX1(w)fY (y)dwdy, (D.1)
where Pr(.) denotes probability, fX1(w) and fY (y) are the PDFs of X1 and Y ,
respectively.
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With change of variables, (D.1) can be rewritten as
FγD(γout) =1−
∫ ∞
0
Pr
(
X2 ≥ γout(C + 1)y
z
)
fX1(z + γout)fY (y) dzdy. (D.2)
To evaluate (D.2), the complement CDF of X2, the PDF of X1, and the PDF
of Y are required, where X1 and X2 are non-central chi square distributed RVs
with parameters K1 and
N0
P0η1
, K2 and
1
Prη2
respectively, and Y is a summation of
independent gamma distributed RVs with parameters mIi and αIi .
The CDF of X2 and the PDF of X1 are respectively given by
FX2(x) = 1−Q
(√
2K2,
√
2(1 +K2)
η2
x
)
, (D.3)
fX1(x) =
1 +K1
η1
exp
(
−K1 − (1 +K1)
η1
x
)
I0
(
2
√
(1 +K1)K1
η1
x
)
, (D.4)
where Q(., .) is the Marcum Q-function and I0(.) is the Modified Bessel function
of first kind and order zero defined in [42, Eq. (8.431.1)]. The PDF of Y is given
by (C.2).
Upon substituting the CCDF of X2 and the PDFs of X1 and Y in (D.2), we get
FX(x) =1− 1 +K1 exp (−K1)
η1
N∑
k=0
mIk∑
i=1
βi−1k exp
(
−1+K1
η1
x
)
(i− 1)!︸ ︷︷ ︸
C1
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
−1 +K1
η1
z
)
×Q
(√
2K2,
√
2(1 +K2)x(C + 1)y
η2z
)
I0
(
2
√
(1 +K1)K1
η1
(z + x)
)
× ymIk−1 exp (−αIky) dzdy. (D.5)
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Upon using the series representation of the Marcum Q-function in [22, Eq. (4.35)]
and that of the Bessel function in [42, Eq. (8.447.1)], we get
FX(x) =1− C1 exp (−K2)
∞∑
n=0
Kn2
∞∑
j=0
Kj2
(
(1+K2)x(C+1)
η2
)j
j! Γ(n+ j + 1)
∞∑
l=0
xl
(l!)2
×
(
(1 +K1)K1
η1
)l ∫ ∞
0
ymIk+j−1 exp (−αIky)
l∑
q=0
(
l
q
)
x−q
×
∫ ∞
0
z−j+q exp
(
−(1 +K2)x(C + 1)y
η2z
− 1 +K1
η1
z
)
dzdy. (D.6)
Now, with the help of [42, Eq. (3.471.9)] and [42, Eq. (6.643.3)], and after some
algebraic manipulations, we obtain the result in (6.4).
D.2 Proof of Lemma 6.2 (for Section 6.4.3)
In this appendix, we derive the outage probability and the SEP for the
Rayleigh/Nakagami-m special case of the Rician/Nakagami-m fading scenario at
high SNR values.
Upon letting K1 = K2 = 0 and taking only the first term of each summation as
they are still dominant and using [53, Eq. (13.1.33)], the result in (6.6) can be
rewritten in terms of the Tricomi hypergeometric function as
Pout =1− Γ(NmI + 1) exp
(
−γout
γ¯1
)(
ΩI(C + 1)
γ¯1γ¯2
γout
)
×Ψ
(
NmI + 1, 2;
ΩI(C + 1)
γ¯1γ¯2
γout
)
, (D.7)
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where Ψ(., ; .) is the Tricomi hypergeometric function defined in [53, Eq. (13.1.6)].
Now, with the help of [53, Eq. (13.1.29)], the last result can be further simplified
to
Pout = 1− Γ(NmI + 1) exp
(
−γout
η1
)
Ψ
(
NmI , 0;
ΩI(C + 1)
η1η2
γout
)
. (D.8)
Upon letting η2 = µη1 and substituting the value of (C + 1) ≈ C in (D.8), we get
Pout = 1− Γ(NmI + 1) exp
(
−γout
η1
)
Ψ
(
NmI , 0;
ΩIσ
2
sr
µη1
γout
)
. (D.9)
As η1→∞, by using the Taylor expansion of the exponential function
exp(−x) ≈ (1− x
1!
+ o (x2)
)
and the asymptotic expression of the Tricomi func-
tion Ψ(b, 0; x) ≈ 1
Γ(b+1)
(
1 + b [ln x+ ψ(b+ 1) + 2c− 1] x + o (x2) ), where ψ(·) is
the digamma function and c = 0.577215 is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. By
ignoring the high power terms o (x2) in these approximations and after some alge-
braic manipulations, the outage probability at high SNR values can be obtained
as in (6.10). Having the outage probability and hence, the CDF being evaluated,
using (6.7), the SEP at high SNR values can be obtained as in (6.11).
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